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Abstract: Conservation laws describing one or more conserved quantities in time arise in a

multitude of different scientific areas. Mathematically, conservation laws are expressed as par-

tial differential equations (PDEs). In this thesis, the shallow water equations are the particular

system of interest, and flood simulations the main application area. There are several numer-

ical methods for approximating the solution of hyperbolic PDEs like the shallow water equa-

tions, and finite volume methods constitute an important class. Explicit finite volume methods

typically rely on stencil computations, making them inherently parallel, and therefore a near

perfect match for the many-core graphics processing unit (GPU) found on today’s graphics

cards. The GPU is one example of the accelerators now used in high performance computing.

Accelerators are typically power efficient, and deliver higher computational performance per

dollar than traditional CPUs. Through the scientific papers in this thesis, we present efficient

hardware-adapted shallow water simulations on the GPU, based on a high-resolution central-

upwind scheme. The topics range from best practices for stencil computations on the GPU to

adaptive mesh refinement. This work extends to architectures similar to the GPU and to other

hyperbolic conservation laws.
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Part I
Introduction





Chapter 1

Background

The aim of this thesis is to develop state-of-the-art algorithms and techniques for flood simula-

tion on modern many-core architectures. To this end, numerical simulations of the shallow wa-

ter equations, a system of hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs), is employed. More

specifically, we explore how high-resolution explicit schemes can be efficiently implemented on

graphics hardware, based on parallelization of stencil computations. The shallow water equa-

tions can be used to describe many naturally occurring phenomena, e.g., tsunamis, dam breaks,

and storm surges. Physically correct simulations of such real-world phenomena typically re-

quire large domains and are computationally demanding. By utilizing graphics processing units

(GPUs) and hardware-adapted algorithms, we are able to efficiently solve the shallow water

equations on very large domains.

Modern graphics hardware has been shaped through the last decades to perform one of

the most computationally intensive tasks on a standard desktop or laptop computer, namely

updating the color of each pixel on the computer screen many times per second. This is an

embarrassingly parallel task, which maps very well to stencil computations. The computa-

tional power of the GPU has been increasingly harnessed to solve general problems, starting

in the early 2000s, and an ecosystem of languages, libraries, and tools for GPU computing has

evolved. Today, GPUs are found in nearly every desktop and laptop computer, and they are

used in supercomputers to accelerate computations.

The contributions of the thesis include efficient shallow water simulations, investigation of

parallel and heterogeneous architectures, and hardware-adapted algorithms for these emerging

architectures. We have utilized GPUs, but the algorithms presented herein should be trans-

ferable to other similar architectures, e.g., the Intel Xeon Phi1. Furthermore, we believe the

algorithms to be applicable to other hyperbolic conservation laws and other numerical schemes.

This thesis covers several topics, in which computer science and scientific computing are the

main scientific fields, supplemented by numerical analysis and hydrology.

The aim of this chapter is to give the reader insight into the scientific fields, topics, and

technologies that are used in the six papers that constitute the core of the thesis. Section 1

places the research contribution of this thesis, and its application, into a practical real-world

context. Section 2 gives an overview of conservation laws in general, and Section 3 discusses

the shallow water equations in particular. Section 4 introduces heterogeneous computing and

1The programming model of the Xeon Phi differs from that of the GPU, and hence requires a reimplementation.

However, the parallel algorithms and techniques should be directly transferable.
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2 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND

offers an explanation to why we have seen a shift from serial computing on CPUs to parallel

computing on both CPUs and novel computing architectures. While GPU computing is a form

of heterogeneous computing, Section 5 is dedicated to GPU computing in its whole, as it is an

integral part of every scientific paper in this thesis.

1 Simulating Real-World Phenomena
The phenomena we are simulating in this thesis are costing lives, as well as enormous sums

in property damage, every year. Figure 1 shows two examples of large disasters; the Indian

Ocean tsunami and the Vajont dam overtopping. According to statistics from the UN Office for

Disaster Risk Reduction [54], in the period 1980–2008, the combined human casualties from

floods and tsunamis were 425,394. The combined economic damage were a staggering 407.38

billion USD. In fact, freshwater floods alone caused 175,000 deaths and affected more than 2.2

billion persons worldwide in a total of 1816 events in the period 1975–2001 [23]. Furthermore,

more than a billion people live under the constant threat of these devastating phenomena [1].

In an effort to mitigate this we turn to numerical simulations, in which a mathematical model

outputs water height and wave speed for discrete points in space and time. The value of such

numerical simulations rests on two key factors: The phenomena must be simulated accurately
enough, and fast enough. Fast enough means that simulation results must be available at such

a time that it is possible to act upon them, i.e., initiate emergency plans, inform the public,

start evacuations, etc. By utilizing the GPU, our code has in Paper III been proven capable of

efficient shallow water simulations, also for many real-world problems, which could be used

in the operative phase of an emergency to help the decision making process. The capacity

and efficiency of the code has later been further increased through multi-GPU simulations, the

sparse domain algorithms2, and adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), in Papers III, V, and VI,

respectively.

Which physical property that is most important to capture will depend on the class of prob-

lem. For a dam break it will be important to accurately predict the wave-front arrival time, and

the distribution of the water. For a flash flood the peak water height is typically very important.

The simulator’s ability to accurately capture these values depends on many factors, e.g., the

given bottom topography, the initial conditions, the grid resolution, the numerical scheme, and

the hardware. It is also important to understand which factor or factors that are limiting accu-

racy, e.g., if the limiting factor is the numerical scheme, it will not help to use double-precision

instead of single-precision floating-point numbers [6]. A strategy used in the development of

our shallow water simulator has therefore been to identify the current limiting factor, try to

mitigate it, then find the next limiting factor, and continue until the code validates within the

required degree of accuracy. Results from verification and validation of our code is given in

Paper III.

It is not just when disaster has struck it is essential with accurate simulations; it is also

important for planning ahead. This is something humankind has proven to be surprisingly bad

at, and for each 100 USD used in post-disaster emergency help, only 1 USD is used for pre-

disaster preparedness [1]. While tsunamis and floods are powerful destructive forces, water

is also one of the most precious resources on the planet, and hence, river banks, islands, and

coastal regions tend to be heavily populated. The pressure to live and work in these flood-prone

2Sparse domain methods for only representing and computing “wet” parts of the domain.
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(a) The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. (b) The 1959 Vajont Dam overtopping.

Figure 1: (a) The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami spanned a large portion of the globe, claiming

a total of 230,000 lives. (b) The Vajont Dam overtopping in 1959 flushed away several Italian

villages in the Piave valley below, claiming 2000 lives in the process. (Picture (a) courtesy of

David Rydevik, and picture (b) is in the public domain.)

areas, which typically feature attractive rich soils, abundant water supplies and ease of transport,

will only increase as the world’s population continues spiraling upward to a projected 10 billion

by 2050. People will always want to live near water, making simulation of potential disaster

scenarios and creation of emergency plans highly important, and the backlog is large. In the

US alone, there are 84,000 registered dams. More than 25,000 of these dams are classified as

significant or high hazard dams, meaning that life and property would be in danger if the dams

were to fail, yet only half of them have an emergency action plan in place [2]. As the climate

becomes more volatile and the population increases further, it will become even more important

with readily available and sufficiently accurate data in the future.

Improved computational capacity due to parallel and heterogeneous architectures will, of

course, not only benefit shallow water simulations. There are many scientific areas in which

numerical simulations will allow for simulating and forecasting potential disasters and sav-

ing lives, e.g., earthquakes, volcanoes, diseases (through molecular dynamics simulations, e.g.,

Folding@home [28]), pollution, toxic spills, astrophysical catastrophes, etc. It is not without

reason that Peter Lax compared the role of “fast computers with large memories” in mathemat-

ics to the “role of the telescopes in astronomy and microscopes in biology” [29]. The work

presented in this thesis is not only applicable to shallow water simulations, but is also valuable

to advance the above mentioned efforts.

2 Solving Conservation Laws Numerically
Before going in detail on the shallow water equations, we will give some background on con-

servation laws in general. A conservation law states that a particular property within an isolated

system does not change as the system evolves in time. The shallow water equations are based

on two basic conservation laws: The first, conservation of momentum, is an exact conservation

law. The second, conservation of mass, is an approximate conservation law, which is true under

certain conditions that are met in systems under our consideration, namely non-relativistic speed
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and no nuclear reactions. Mathematically, we define a conservation law as PDEs or systems of

PDEs that in one spatial dimension can be written on the form:

Qt + F (Q)x = 0, (1)

in which

Q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
q1
q2
...

qm

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , F (Q) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
f1
f2
...

fm

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (2)

Here, Q is the vector of conserved variables, F (Q) is the vector of fluxes, and each of its com-

ponents fi is a function of the components qj of Q. Some of these PDEs and systems of PDEs

may be solved analytically, usually under given initial conditions and boundary conditions.

However, analytical solutions will not be treated in this thesis, except for verification purposes.

Hyperbolic PDEs usually arise in connection with mechanical oscillators, or in convection-

driven transport problems, e.g., the linear wave equation. A great many of the equations found

in mechanics are hyperbolic, and although water waves and fluid dynamics are the particular

problems class in this thesis, hyperbolic PDEs are also used to model, e.g., acoustic waves and

electromagnetic waves. An important feature of hyperbolic PDEs is their ability to support dis-

continuities in the solution, such as shock waves [52], which is a necessity when modeling the

types of problems we investigate. Which methods that are best suited for solving or approxi-

mating a solution to a particular PDE depends largely on the class of the PDE. Hyperbolic PDEs

are generally challenging to solve, particularly in nonlinear cases, and while implicit schemes

certainly are applicable, explicit time stepping schemes are frequently used3. Using explicit

methods, the solution at time tn+1 is explicitly computed from the previous solution at time

tn. The solution of hyperbolic PDEs can be approximated with explicit methods, enabled by

the fact that the solution has a finite speed of propagation, as opposed to elliptic and parabolic

PDEs, in which a change in one point in space instantly influences all other points in space.

Furthermore, as we will see, this class of schemes yield excellent performance on the type of

hardware architecture we are using; the massively parallel GPU.

Explicit schemes for solving hyperbolic PDEs typically rely on stencil computations. By

imposing a 1D uniform grid on the computational domain, the solution is discretized in space

and given for each grid point, x0, x1, ..., xN , with an equal distance, Δx, between grid points

(see Figure 2). The grid point values from time tn used to compute one grid point value at time

tn+1 is known as the stencil. To use as an example we introduce a first-order hyperbolic PDE;

the advection equation in 1D:
∂q

∂t
+ a

∂q

∂x
= 0, (3)

in which a is the velocity. This equation describes the transport of a conserved quantity by

movement of a mass of fluid, e.g., ink added at some point in a river, advected downstream.

3A benefit of implicit schemes is that they in principle allow for large time steps without becoming numerically

unstable. Unfortunately, large time steps lead to inaccurate solutions, and requirements on accuracy may limit the

time step size to a range in which explicit schemes are less expensive. While this argument is true for systems

with wave speeds in the same order of magnitude, explicit schemes may not be practical if wave speeds are largely

different.
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xi−3 xi−2 xi−1 xi xi+1 xi+2 xi+3

Δx

Δt

tn

tn+1

Figure 2: The space-time stencil used for the one-dimensional advection equation when a > 0.

There exist several methods for constructing explicit schemes, and one alternative is to use finite
differences to approximate the derivatives of the equation. A first-order accurate upwinding
scheme yields the following discretization:

qn+1
i − qni
Δt

+ a
qni − qni−1

Δx
= 0 for a > 0, (4)

qn+1
i − qni
Δt

+ a
qni+1 − qni

Δx
= 0 for a < 0, (5)

in which qni = q(xi, t
n) is the value of the conserved quantity at point xi at time tn, Δx is the

spatial step size, and Δt is the temporal step size. In a more compact and general form these

equations can be written as:

qn+1
i = qni −Δt

(
a+q−x + a−q+x

)
, (6)

in which

a+ = max(a, 0), a− = min(a, 0), q−x =
qni − qni−1

Δx
, q+x =

qni+1 − qni
Δx

. (7)

The stencil described by (6) is visualized in Figure 2, showing every grid point in space at time

tn involved in computing the value of grid point xi at time tn+1. (For this particular scheme, the

sign of the velocity determines which of the input grid points that are used.) The scheme needs

to obey the following Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition to be stable:

∣∣∣∣aΔt

Δx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (8)

Using this CFL condition, the maximum size of the time step can be computed such that the

numerical domain of dependence of any point in space and time includes the analytical domain

of dependence.4 By extending the grid to a 2D uniform Cartesian grid, the solution becomes a

surface instead of a line. Finite difference methods extend naturally to 2D.

We will now turn to finite volume schemes [30], which is the type of schemes used in this

thesis. Instead of grid points, we now have grid cells which are intervals in 1D and finite areas

4Obeying the CFL condition is necessary for stability when solving hyperbolic PDEs, but it does not guarantee

a stable solution, e.g., in dry areas of the domain.
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q

F (q) G(q)

ΔyΔx
(i+ 1

2
, j − 1

2
)

(i− 1
2
, j − 1

2
) (i− 1

2
, j + 1

2
)

(i+ 1
2
, j + 1

2
)

Figure 3: The changes in the conserved quantities for one finite volume from one time step to

the next is determined by the net fluxes, sources, and sinks. Only two of the four fluxes into the

finite volume are shown.

in 2D (see Figure 3). First, we expand (3) to 2D:

∂q

∂t
+ u

∂q

∂x
+ v

∂q

∂y
= 0, (9)

in which u and v are the velocities in the x and y direction, respectively. Each grid cell has a

width, a height, and a set of conserved quantities, which each is represented by the cell average

over the area of the cell. We will in the following take the cell average to be the value of q at

the center of the cell. By integrating (9), we get:

ΔxΔy
dq̄i,j
dt

+

∫ yj+
Δy
2

yj−Δy
2

[
u(xi+ 1

2
, y)q(xi+ 1

2
, y)− u(xi− 1

2
, y)q(xi− 1

2
, y)

]
dy

+

∫ xi+
Δx
2

xi−Δx
2

[
v(x, yj+ 1

2
)q(x, yj+ 1

2
)− v(x, yj− 1

2
)q(x, yj− 1

2
)
]
dx

= 0,

(10)

in which xi± 1
2

= xi ± Δx
2

, yj± 1
2

= yj ± Δy
2

, and q̄i,j = (
∫∫

i,j
q(x, y)dx dy)/(ΔxΔy) =

q(xi, yj) + O(Δx2,Δy2). Finite volume schemes are similar to finite difference schemes,

but the derivatives are not approximated by finite differences, instead we compute numerical

fluxes, F (q) and G(q), going across the cell interfaces (see Figure 3). If we denote the fluxes

by (F,G) = (uq, vq), we can rewrite the equation as:

ΔxΔy
dq̄i,j
dt

+

∫ yj+
Δy
2

yj−Δy
2

[
F (xi+ 1

2
, y)− F (xi− 1

2
, y)

]
dy

+

∫ xi+
Δx
2

xi−Δx
2

[
G(x, yj+ 1

2
)−G(x, yj− 1

2
)
]
dx = 0.

(11)
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Then we use a simple integration scheme, the mid-point rule, and write:

∫ yj+
Δy
2

yj−Δy
2

F (xi+ 1
2
, y)dy ≈ F (xi+ 1

2
, yj)Δy

∫ xi+
Δx
2

xi−Δx
2

G(x, yj+ 1
2
)dx ≈ G(xi, yj+ 1

2
)Δx.

(12)

We are now left with an ordinary partial differential equation in time:

dq̄i,j
dt

=
1

Δx

[
F (xi+ 1

2
, yj)− F (xi− 1

2
, yj)

]
+

1

Δy

[
G(xi, yj+ 1

2
)−G(xi, yj− 1

2
)
]

, (13)

in which the right-hand side can be computed explicitly:

F (xi+ 1
2
, yj) = u(xi+ 1

2
, yj)q(xi+ 1

2
, yj)

G(xi, yj+ 1
2
) = v(xi, yj+ 1

2
)q(xi, yj+ 1

2
).

(14)

By using a piecewise linear reconstruction of q evaluated at the cell interfaces, we have the last

missing piece:

q±(xi± 1
2
, yj) =

q(xi, yj) + q(xi±1, yj)

2

q±(xi, yj± 1
2
) =

q(xi, yj) + q(xi, yj±1)

2
.

(15)

We now have two q± values for each integration point at the cell interfaces, and a numerical

flux function is used to pick the correct combination of the two.

For this type of schemes we generally know the average of the conserved quantity over each

cell, q̄ni,j , at time step n. To compute the fluxes we reconstruct these cell averages to a piecewise

polynomial function, which is evaluated at the interfaces between cells. Since the reconstruction

is performed locally per cell, discontinuities may form at the cell interfaces, which must be

handled by a numerical flux function. Next, we evolve the equations in time using some generic

integration method. The net flux, and any contributions from sources and sinks, evolved in

time, is the basis for new cell averages. Acceleration due to gravity, for example, is a source

in the shallow water equations. Finally, we average the function over each grid cell again to

obtain new cell averages, q̄n+1
i,j . This is commonly referred to as the REA algorithm [30], and

how the three steps are implemented differ between the various numerical schemes. Explicit

spatial discretization (see (12)–(15)) results in a compact stencil, in which each cell average

q̄n+1
i,j can be computed independently of all other cells. This is the inherent parallelism we will

be exploiting.

For schemes that rely on stencil computations the boundary cells need special treatment.

Depending on the size of the stencil two or more rows and columns along the domain boundary

cannot use the same scheme as the internal cells. There are two common methods for dealing

with this: A modified scheme may be used for the boundary cells, in which no cells outside the

domain are used in the modified stencil. The second approach, which we are using in this thesis,

is to add ghost cells around the boundary, outside the physical domain. With this approach the

same scheme may be used on all internal cells, but the added ghost cells must be updated
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(a) 10 time steps. (b) 200 time steps.

(c) 300 time steps. (d) 400 time steps.

Figure 4: The shallow water equations visualized using the simulator code developed through-

out the work presented in this thesis. The initial condition is a round cylinder (with radius 6.5 m)

of water in the middle of the domain with water elevation of 10 m, while the rest of the domain

has a water elevation of 1 m, over a flat bottom topography. The domain size is 100 m2 and the

resolution is 1282 cells. Euler time integration is used, and wall boundary condition is set for

all four boundaries.

between each time step as well. Different types of boundary conditions may be implemented,

e.g., updating the ghost cells with the same value as their interior neighbors, but with negated

speeds in the normal direction, simulates a wall placed at the domain boundary.

The schemes presented in this section are simple compared to the high-resolution schemes

used throughout this thesis, nevertheless, it serves as a good introduction to this type of schemes.

See also Paper II, in which the classical Lax–Friedrichs finite volume scheme is mapped to

the GPU using stencil computations. The interested reader should consult one of the many

textbooks on hyperbolic conservation laws and finite volume methods [30, 53, 17, 13, 26, 52].

A large selection of scientific papers on the subject of conservation laws can also be found on

the NTNU “Preprints on Conservation Laws” server [14].

Relevant application areas for simulating conservation laws often involves very large do-

mains, e.g., oceans, parts of the atmosphere, and glaciers. The grids required to simulate

real-world phenomena on these large scales are typically too computationally demanding to

be solved on an average desktop computer. The traditional way of tackling this is by domain

decomposition and solving the domain divided on nodes in a cluster or a supercomputer. De-

composing the domain presents its own set of challenges, some of which will be investigated

later, particularly in Paper IV. By using a massively parallel architecture and hardware-adapted

algorithms, we will herein demonstrate that real-world simulations can be performed on a stan-

dard desktop computer by parallelization of stencil computations.

3 The Shallow Water Equations
Now that conservation laws and hyperbolic PDEs have been briefly introduced, we will focus

on the shallow water equations in particular, before exploring the hardware employed to solve

the shallow water equations in this thesis. The shallow water equations model gravity-induced
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motion of a fluid, and by assuming negligible vertical density gradients and fluid accelerations,

they describe the movement of a surface in two dimensions (see Figure 4). The equations are

able to capture many natural occurring phenomena, in which the horizontal wavelengths are

much larger than the depth, e.g., tsunamis, inundation scenarios, and some dam break cases.

It may seem counterintuitive to think of for example oceans as being shallow, but it is the

depth relative to the wavelengths that is the important factor. For example, if we consider the

devastating 2004 tsunami in the Indian Ocean; we have depths of two to three kilometers, but

wavelengths ranging from dozens to hundreds of kilometers. It is also worth noting that the

shallow water equations can describe other fluids than water, and weather forecasting was in

fact earlier performed with a modified version of the shallow water equations [42]. The shallow

water equations cannot, however, be applied when three-dimensional effects become too large,

or the waves become too short or too high. On differential form in two spatial dimensions the

equations can be written:

⎡
⎣ h

hu

hv

⎤
⎦
t

+

⎡
⎣ hu

hu2 + 1
2
gh2

huv

⎤
⎦
x

+

⎡
⎣ hv

huv

hv2 + 1
2
gh2

⎤
⎦
y

=

⎡
⎣ 0

−ghBx

−ghBy

⎤
⎦ , (16)

in which h is the water depth and hu and hv are the discharges along the abscissa and ordi-

nate, respectively. Furthermore, g is the gravitational constant and B is the bottom topography

measured from a given datum.

The mathematician Adhémar Jean Claude Barré de Saint-Venant first formulated the shallow

water equations for one-dimensional unsteady open channel flows [44], and the 1D equations

are therefore also known as the Saint-Venant system. The equations are derived from the basic

principles of conservation of mass and conservation of momentum. For conservation of mass

we have:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0

∇ · v = 0,

∣∣∣∣∣
incompressible flow

v = (u, v, w)
(17)

in which ρ is density and v is the velocity vector. Conservation of momentum is described as:

∂

∂t
(ρv) +∇ · (ρv ⊗ v + p− η) = ρg

∂

∂t
(ρv) +∇ · (ρv ⊗ v + p) = ρg

∂

∂t
v +∇ · (v ⊗ v) +

1

ρ
∇ · p = g

∂

∂t
v +∇ · (v ⊗ v) = −1

ρ
∇ · p+ g,

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ignore viscosity

incompressible flow

g = [0, 0,−g]T

(18)

in which p is pressure, η is viscosity, and g is the gravitational constant. By combining (17) and
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(18) we get the following system of four PDEs with four unknowns:

∂u

∂x
+

∂v

∂y
+

∂w

∂z
= 0 (19)

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ w

∂u

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
(20)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ w

∂v

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂y
(21)

∂w

∂t
+ u

∂w

∂x
+ v

∂w

∂y
+ w

∂w

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂z
− g. (22)

This system of equations is solvable given appropriate initial conditions and boundary condi-

tions. The problem is now that boundary conditions have to be applied to the surface, which we

do not know the position of a priori. Through several simplifications, such as depth averaging

(assuming horizontal scales are much larger than vertical scales), neglecting vertical accelera-

tion, and assuming constant density along the z-axis, we end up with the following system of

equations:

∂

∂t
h+

∂

∂x
(hu) +

∂

∂y
(hv) = 0 (23)

∂

∂t
(hu) +

∂

∂x
(hu2 +

1

2
gh2) +

∂

∂y
(huv) = −gh

∂B

∂x
(24)

∂

∂t
(hv) +

∂

∂x
(huv) +

∂

∂y
(hv2 +

1

2
gh2) = −gh

∂B

∂y
, (25)

which is equal to (16).

The shallow water equations are a nonlinear system, and the solution may form discontinu-

ities. For a practical example of such a discontinuity, in the form of a single stationary shock

wave; simply turn on the kitchen faucet (provided the kitchen sink surface is flat) and observe.

There are generally two ways of handling discontinuities; shock tracking or shock-capturing.

Shock tracking involves explicitly tracking discontinuities through the domain, while using a

standard finite difference or finite volume scheme in smooth regions. This method adds consid-

erable complexity to the numerical algorithm. Shock-capturing schemes, however, are capable

of resolving discontinuities automatically without special handling. The high-resolution numer-

ical finite volume scheme employed in this thesis is a shock-capturing scheme.

There exists a large number of publications investigating the shallow water equations, and

even more with shallow water flows as the application area, see Part II and references therein.

In the next section we will give background to the change from serial architectures to parallel

architectures and frequency scaling to concurrency5 scaling, before we turn to GPUs and stencil

computations on GPUs in particular.

4 Heterogeneous Computing – From Serial to Parallel
Computers have made it possible to do a great number of calculations in almost no time. With

the latest supercomputers performing as much as 33.862 petaFLOPS (33.862 × 1015 floating-

point operations per second) [55], it may seem like we have all the computing power we will

5With regards to the number of cores per chip.
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ever need. However, as we explore increasingly complex problems, more coupled problems like

climate simulations, and use increasingly larger domains, the need for computational power is

ever increasing. After the development of the integrated circuit, the number of on-chip transis-

tors in processors has followed Moore’s Law [32], formulated by Intel co-founder Gordon E.

Moore in 1965. Moore’s Law states that:

“The complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly a factor
of two per year [...]. Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not
to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is
no reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years.”

Later, the formulation was slightly altered to say that the number of transistors on integrated

circuits doubles approximately every two years. The clock frequency6 development of proces-

sors has also followed Moore’s law closely, making computer performance steadily increase.

However, in the early 2000s, the increase in clock frequency started to slow down, before com-

ing to a complete halt around 2005. On most CPUs we have even seen a decrease in clock

frequency. This is due to three problems with serial computing, which together constitute what

has been dubbed “the brick wall” for serial computing [4].

The first problem is dubbed the power wall. Due to the small construction scale and high

power consumption of modern processors, they reach very high temperatures when operating

at maximum performance. In other words: They have a high power density (W/m2). In fact,

todays processors have a power density matching a nuclear reactor core [50]. Since the materials

they are constructed of cannot withstand these temperatures over longer periods of time, we

must somehow cool the processors. The power density is proportional to the clock frequency

cubed [25, p. 88], and as the frequency increases it quickly becomes expensive and difficult to

provide sufficient cooling, and it eventually becomes a hopeless endeavor.

The second problem is known as the memory wall or the von Neumann bottleneck7. Data

(and instructions) need to be transferred from main memory to the processor (and the Arithmetic

Logic Unit) before processing. Hardware manufacturers have developed increasingly larger

memory sizes and faster processors with great success, but the memory bus over which data and

instructions are transferred has not kept up with the speed, and has become a major bottleneck.

The von Neumann architecture refers to the stored-program computer architecture described by

John von Neumann in the 1940s. Although computer architecture has evolved since then, the

memory bus remains a bottleneck. CPU vendors have taken steps to decrease the effects of the

von Neumann bottleneck by adding more levels of on-chip caches, increasing the sizes of these

caches, and increasing concurrency. However, as the cache sizes increase, the performance gain

is eventually lost due to increased latency [5].

The third problem is named the Instruction Level Parallelism wall. Instruction Level Par-

allelism (ILP) allows the processor to overlap the execution of multiple instructions, or even to

change the order in which instructions are executed, as long as the data dependencies are not

violated. This type of optimization has also reached its peak, and does no longer contribute to

increased processor performance in single-core processors [5].

As a result of the brick wall, hardware vendors were forced to choose a new path. Instead

6A measure of cycles per second in units of Hertz. Different instructions may require one or several cycles to

complete, depending on their complexity.
7John Backus coined this term in his Turing Award lecture in 1977.
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Figure 5: Amdahl’s Law. (Adapted from work by André R. Brodtkorb.)

of increasing the clock frequency, they started increasing the vector width and the number of

cores on the processors. Vector instructions were introduced with the Pentium III processor

in 1999, and Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX, AVX2, and AVX-512) [19] is the newest

addition. In 2002, Intel introduced Hyper-Threading Technology (HTT) [31] with the Pentium

4 processor. HTT enables each physical core to mask latencies and stalls, e.g., due to data

dependencies, by instantaneously switching between two hardware threads. Furthermore, on

current CPUs there are typically two to eight physical cores, each doing the job of a traditional

single-core processor. Such multi-core processors are examples of parallel architectures found

in commodity-level desktop computers, e.g., Intel’s Core and AMD’s FX processors. The GPU,

with its hundreds to thousands of compute cores, is a many-core processor, operating in a data-

parallel fashion, performing the same instructions simultaneously on a large number of input

data.

The shift from serial to parallel means that old programs will not automatically scale with

new processor generations, as they have previously done. Consequentially, programmers will

have to make their programs exploit the new architectures of multi-core and many-core pro-

cessors. This is a major concern since almost all of today’s software is written for single-core

processors. At the same time it is an opportunity to significantly speed up all embarrassingly

parallel algorithms, and increase efficiency in all other algorithms containing at least some par-

allel sections of code. Programming for parallelism means recognizing the parallel portions of

the algorithm and business logic to be implemented. It is very rarely possible to parallelize a

complete program, since there will always be some part of the code that needs to be run serially.

Amdahl’s Law from 1967 [3] states that:

A =
1

(1− P ) + P
S

, (26)

in which A is the ideal speedup, P is the portion of parallel code, and S is the number of

processors. Figure 5 shows Amdahl’s Law for different values of P , where the x axis represent

the number of processors S. We see that when the number of processors tend towards infinity,

the runtime of a program is not limited by the parallel portions of the program, but rather the

serial portion. A heterogeneous platform is one solution to this problem, in which one very

fast “traditional” core typically handles the serial portion of the code, and several “lighter”

accelerator cores that perform the bulk of the arithmetic operations. In other words; different
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(a) The die of a Cell BE processor. (b) The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.

Figure 6: Examples of heterogeneous and parallel architectures. (Cell BE picture courtesy of

Érick Luiz Wutke Ribeiro. Intel Xeon Phi picture courtesy of Johan Seland.)

types of compute cores working in symphony, in which each core performs the task it is best

suited for. Examples of heterogeneous platforms and architectures include the Cell BE [22] and

a compute node utilizing both CPUs and GPUs, Intel Xeon Phis [20], or FPGAs [5].

Computer architectures today are still often classified according to Flynn’s taxonomy [12].

Flynn divides systems into four classifications based on the degree of parallelism. Sorted from

least parallelism to most parallelism, we have: Single Instruction, Single Data stream (SISD) is

the model serial computer with no parallelism in neither instructions nor data streams. Single
Instruction, Multiple Data streams (SIMD) executes a single instruction on multiple streams of

data in parallel, i.e., a vector of data. Multiple Instructions, Single Data stream (MISD) have

multiple instructions operating simultaneously on a single data stream, which makes it a highly

uncommon architecture. Last, Multiple Instructions, Multiple Data streams (MIMD) means

multiple instructions operating simultaneously on multiple data streams in parallel, and most

modern supercomputers fall under this classification. Two additional classifications have been

added since Flynn proposed his taxonomy: Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD) is multiple

processors (not cores) executing in parallel on multiple data, and typically not in the lockstep

fashion indicated by SIMD. Multiple Programs, Multiple Data (MPMD) is a variation of SPMD

with more than one single program being executed simultaneously. Standard desktop computers

without multi-core CPUs can generally be classified as a SISD architecture, while multi-core

CPUs executing vector instructions can be classified as MIMD. The GPU can be classified as a

SIMD architecture.

The Cell BE [22] (see Figure 6a), the processor used in the PlayStation 3 and Blade Servers

from IBM, is an interesting heterogeneous architecture. The Cell BE is a joint effort between

Sony, Toshiba, and IBM, in which different compute cores resides on the same chip. A stan-

dard CPU is connected to eight accelerator cores on a single chip. The CPU will work with

conventional operating systems and generally handles serial portions of the program, controls
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Figure 7: The world’s fastest supercomputer: The Tianhe-2 cluster.

the accelerator cores, and performs DMA operations. Most of the computational workload is

handled by the accelerator cores, which are designed specifically for fast vectorized floating

point operations. The accelerator cores can be chained together, forming a pipeline in which

each core performs a different operation on a stream of data, or they can be set to perform the

same operations in parallel on a large set of data, i.e., the Cell BE can have both SIMD and

MIMD behavior.

The new Xeon Phi [20] coprocessor (see Figure 6b) family from Intel is a massively parallel

architecture similar to the GPU. Xeon Phi is based on the Intel MIC8 [18] architecture, incor-

porating earlier research on the Larrabee [46] many-core architecture, the Teraflops Research

Chip [56] multi-core chip (Polaris), and the Single-chip Cloud Computer [21] multi-core pro-

cessor. The Xeon Phi coprocessors are x86-compatible and capable of utilizing existing soft-

ware, including OpenMP [40], OpenCL [24], and specialized versions of Intel’s Fortran, C++,

and math libraries. The Xeon Phi coprocessors can be classified as a MIMD or MPMD archi-

tecture.

Major changes in processor architecture triggered by the brick wall is apparent in both

commodity-level hardware and state-of-the-art hardware used in high-performance computing

(HPC) for scientific research, financial calculations, advanced control systems, etc. Some ex-

amples of HPC used in research include numerical weather prediction models, quantum me-

chanics, molecular dynamics, reservoir simulations, and advanced signal processing. HPC has

traditionally been synonymous with clusters of compute nodes, in which each individual node

closely resembles a powerful desktop computer. These clusters are frequently referred to as

supercomputers, and can be classified as MIMD or MPMD. In the Tianhe-2 cluster [11] (see

Figure 7), each node contains two Intel Ivy Bridge Xeon processors, three Intel Xeon Phi pro-

cessors, and 88 GB of memory. Tianhe-2 contains a total of 3,120,000 heterogeneous nodes,

interconnected by the “TH Express-2”, and was the world’s fastest supercomputer on the Top

500 November 2013 list [55]. It should be noted that the Top 500 list was introduced over 20

years ago, and that the floating-point performance is assessed by a single benchmark, Linpack,

which performs a dense matrix calculation. Some argue that the Top 500 list has become irrel-

8Many Integrated Core
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(a) Systems utilizing accelerators. (b) Accelerator performance share.

Figure 8: Starting in 2008 there has been a significant increase in the use of accelerators in the

supercomputers on the Top 500 list. Today, over 35% of the total performance of the Top 500

list comes from accelerators. (Figures courtesy of Top 500 [51].)

evant, and that it does not reflect the sustained performance and the application performance of

the systems. Therefore, the US NCSA9 chose not to submit the Blue Waters supercomputer to

the list [33], which would probably have been ranked among the top systems, with its Nvidia

Kepler GPUs, and an achieved one petaFLOPS of sustained performance on a range of scien-

tific applications. Nevertheless, the Top 500 list is still very much active, and it is still the best

available measurement and ranking of supercomputers in the world.

Parallel computing has been used in the HPC community for decades, and it is rather on

the consumer-level hardware that parallelism is a new concept. What is a more recent addition

to HPC, however, is the concept of heterogeneous computing, in which several different types

of processors are working in concert on a single problem instance. The typical setup is still

multiple nodes with multiple traditional CPUs, but accelerators, e.g., GPUs and Intel Xeon

Phis, are now being used to speed up computations. An increasing part of the Top 500 list is

now using accelerators (see Figure 8), and even though the first accelerated systems did not

appear before 2008, over 10% of the systems now use accelerator technology, and over 35%

of the total performance comes from accelerators. In a five-year period this constitutes a large

shift, maybe a paradigm shift, in the supercomputer segment.

While HPC is a vital part of modern science, and an important tool for modern society,

commodity-level hardware has been a significant driver in the development of computing hard-

ware. This is due to the high performance requirements of modern software; demanding oper-

ating systems, applications for 3D-modeling, CAD software, and image and video processing

tools. Perhaps even more demanding are today’s computer games with their often close to

photo-realistic graphics. It is the computer games industry which has driven the development

of the GPU from being a fixed-pipeline graphics co-processor into a massively parallel proces-

sor, capable of delivering over one teraFLOPS of compute performance. The introduction of

such powerful commodity-level hardware has made the Nvidia company coin the fitting term

“Personal Supercomputer” [35].

Historically, there has also been other parallel and heterogeneous architectures similar to the

9National Center for Supercomputing Applications
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(a) Intel Sandy Bridge (Core) die. (b) Nvidia GK-110 (K20) die.

Figure 9: Comparison of the dies of a CPU and a GPU. The GPU chip die, measuring 551 mm2,

dedicates a much larger area to floating-point units than the CPU chip die, measuring 216–294

mm2, in which a large area is used for cache. The SMX’s are the GPU’s cores.

ones we see today, which died out, e.g., vector supercomputers. The vector machines emerged

in the 1970s, most notable the Cray machines, and died out during the 1990s. However, given

the massive problems now facing serial computing, and the increasing momentum in terms of

both parallel hardware and parallel software (both adapted and new), it seems unlikely that the

current trend will die out in the same way. The parallel and heterogeneous hardware of today

is also far more ubiquitous then previous comparable hardware, both within HPC and in the

commodity-level market.

5 GPU Computing – Massively Data Parallel Computing
Novel architectures for massively data parallel computing typically have broad vector units,

explicit memory operations, and many cores. Code developed for one parallel architecture will

never be directly transferable to other similar architectures. What we aim to achieve in this

thesis, however, is to develop algorithms, techniques, and principles, which are transferable

between similar architectures. Our architecture of choice is the GPU, and in the following we

will give the motivation behind this choice, introduce the GPU architecture in general, and

stencil computations on the GPU in particular.

All aspects of early graphics processing was performed by the CPU, except the generation

of the final video output signal. This was possible since it was not yet too demanding. As the

graphics became increasingly more computationally demanding, due to the size of the scenes

to be rendered and the techniques used to render them, graphics operations started to clog the

CPU. One of the first computers featuring a processor intended to offload the CPU of graphics

operations was the Commodore Amiga in the 1980s. Although the term GPU was not intro-

duced until the late 1990s by Nvidia [34], this was indeed the first GPU. It supported line draw

and area fill, and the “Blitter” (Block Image Transfer) accelerated copying and manipulation of
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bitmaps. After its introduction, the GPU’s performance continued to improve, fueled mainly by

the increasingly advanced and demanding real-time graphics in computer games. GPUs have

a much higher number of arithmetic units than CPUs have, and operate on wider vectors (four

times wider in single precision). This results in a much higher degree of parallelism, and a

performance gap of approximately 7–10 times, compared to CPUs. Figure 2 in Paper I shows

the gap between CPUs and GPUs for both FLOPS and bandwidth when comparing peak per-

formance. The GPUs have this design because of the task they are designed for; computing

the color of each pixel on the screen as fast as possible. Modern computer displays typically

support very high resolutions. If we consider a resolution of 1920 × 1080 (Full HD), in which

each pixel consists of four components (red, green, blue, alpha), and the image must be up-

dated at least 30 times per second, this sums up to more than 248 million pixel updates per

second. The result is a hardware architecture in which a larger portion of the transistor budget

is used on floating-point units, than compared to the CPU (see Figure 9). GPUs are optimized

for net throughput rather than single-thread performance and low latency. Utilized correctly for

the right type of problems, GPUs will significantly improve the computational capacity of an

ordinary desktop computer.

One of the first uses of graphics hardware for general purpose computations were simple

matrix multiplication by Larsen and McAllister [27] in 2001. GPUs have since then been used

in a multitude of different scientific areas, ranging from simulation of protein folding [28] to

simulation of flow in the earth’s mantle [7] and the formation of galaxies in the universe [57].

There are thousands of academic papers on GPU computing, big companies are investing in

GPU-acceleration (Adobe, Autodesk, Mathworks, Microsoft, Wolfram, etc.), and as we have

seen, the GPU is gaining momentum within HPC. In fact, more than half of the accelerated

systems on the Top 500 list for November 2013 are utilizing GPUs (see Figure 8a). GPGPU.org

and the Nvidia showcase [39] contain many more examples of GPU codes.

In the first few years of GPU computing, it did not exist any programming environment

suited for general-purpose programming. The only available libraries and programming lan-

guages were intended for graphics programming, mainly OpenGL [48] and DirectX, with their

respective shading languages. In addition, everything had to be reformulated in terms of graph-

ics. To make code run fast it was necessary to optimize as if you were programming graphics,

e.g., using vectors of size four (RGBA), exploiting mathematics tailored for graphics operations,

etc. Because of the cumbersome development process, and the rapidly changing hardware and

compilers, the first publications on GPU computing were mostly limited to proof-of-concept

codes [41]. Programming languages and libraries specifically made for GPU computing started

to emerge around 2003, and the most prominent ones are shown in Figure 10. Today, the three

main programming languages are Nvidia’s CUDA [38], OpenCL [24], and Microsoft’s Direct-

Compute. In addition to the programming languages, OpenACC and the PGI Accelerator can

be used to accelerate parts of a Fortran or a C/C++ program by using special compiler direc-

tives. Microsoft’s C++ AMP works in a similar way. There exist several high-level libraries

capable of utilizing GPUs as well, e.g., Thrust [16] and CUDPP [15], containing data structures

and parallel algorithms. Thrust resembles a parallel version of the C++ Standard Template Li-

brary for CUDA. With all these new languages, libraries, and tools, it is less demanding to get

an algorithm running on the GPU, but it remains difficult to optimize it for performance and

maximum utilization of the hardware.
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Figure 10: Programming languages and libraries used for GPU computing. The green bars

indicate languages and libraries still used today. (Figure courtesy of André R. Brodtkorb.)

(a) GeForce GTX Titan. (b) Without cover and fan.

Figure 11: Nvidia’s newest graphics adapter in the GeForce class is the GeForce GTX Titan,

based on the Kepler architecture.
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Figure 12: Google search volumes for CUDA, DirectCompute, and OpenCL.

The code in this thesis is written in C++, for Nvidia GPUs (see Figure 11), using CUDA

for computations and OpenGL for visualization. CUDA, short for “Compute Unified Device

Architecture”, was released in 2007 by Nvidia. We chose CUDA because of its maturity, the

availability of programming environments and tools, and its large professional environment

(see Figure 12). OpenCL code is in theory easier to port between different hardware architec-

tures, nevertheless, manual tuning and optimization is still required in most cases. It should

also be noted that the similarities between CUDA and OpenCL are many, and that they both

use the same principles, although keywords and conventions may differ. For more details, Pa-

per I investigates GPU architecture, GPU computing, and how to write efficient code by having

knowledge of the underlying hardware and using debugging and profiling.

The GPU execution model is very different from the CPU, and more work is left to the

programmer. CUDA operates with GPU programs known as kernels, executing a given number

of blocks configured in a 2D or 3D CUDA grid, in which each block contains the same number

of threads (see Figure 5 in Paper I). In our shallow water simulator, we assign one thread to

each cell in the finite volume grid. Since computing the value in one grid cell depends only on

a small number of adjacent grid cells forming a compact stencil, this is close to a perfect par-

allel problem. Furthermore, threads within the same block can communicate using fast on-chip

shared memory, eliminating many expensive global memory transfers. The shared memory can

be viewed as a programmable cache. While CPU cache blocking techniques often involve some

educated guesswork to optimize for cache hits, algorithms for the GPU can explicitly move

often-used data into shared memory, thus minimizing the effects of slow memory transfers. The

CUDA blocks are automatically scheduled to cores on the GPU by the hardware, where each

block is executed independently. Expensive global synchronization is required for communi-

cation between blocks. For the stencil computations we need to read values from neighboring

blocks, leading to some inter-block dependencies at the block boundaries (see Figure 4 in Pa-

per III). The number of values to read from neighboring blocks is dictated by the size of the

compact stencil. CUDA block size is typically determined based on the algorithm to imple-

ment, the problem domain, and optimization parameters. There are many, often conflicting,

optimization parameters to take into account when choosing block size, e.g., total size of shared

memory, shared memory size per block, and maximum and minimum threads per block. Some

of these parameters are set at compile-time and some at run-time. Other key performance fac-

tors for efficient GPU code include minimizing data transfers, keeping data on the GPU10, and

10The GPU global memory bandwidth for the Kepler K20 (> 200 GB/s) is more than 12 times the PCI Express

bus bandwidth (up to 16 GB/s).
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efficient utilization of shared memory. The CUDA grid is the lowest level of parallelism in

the shallow water simulator, and the building block used for multi-GPU simulations and AMR

simulations. For further details on CUDA optimization see Paper I, the CUDA C Programming

Guide [38], and the CUDA C Best Practices Guide [37].

Hardware-adapted algorithms like the ones described in this thesis give highly efficient

problem-specific codes, as opposed to generic “Swiss army-knife” algorithms like linear al-

gebra solvers. Generally, the GPU is excellently suited for algorithms that require high com-

putational performance, e.g., explicit stencil computations with complex schemes and dense

matrix computations. Paper II goes more in depth on stencil computations on the GPU, and an

example using the classical Lax–Friedrichs finite volume scheme is given. The application of

stencil computations is not limited to finite difference and finite volume discretization for solv-

ing PDEs. Stencils represent an important computational pattern used in scientific applications

within a variety of domains, e.g., computational electromagnetics [49], and image processing

for CT and MRI imaging [8, 9]. Furthermore, as stencil computations are embarrassingly par-

allel, the algorithms presented in this thesis will scale with future GPU hardware and hardware

with an architecture similar to the that of the GPU.



Chapter 2

Summary of Papers

This chapter gives an overview of the scientific papers comprising the main part of this thesis,

along with comments to each paper. Paper I and II serve as general introductions to GPU

programming and implementation of explicit shallow water schemes on GPUs, respectively.

In Paper III the implementation of an explicit high-resolution scheme for solving the shallow

water equations on the GPU is detailed, and Paper IV extends this to multiple GPUs. Paper V

presents algorithms for saving both compute time and memory usage for stencil-based explicit

PDE solvers, and the earlier presented shallow water simulator in particular. Last, in Paper VI

a full GPU implementation of an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm is given.

21
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Figure 1: The GeForce GTX 480 Fermi-generation GPU from Nvidia.

PAPER I: GPU PROGRAMMING STRATEGIES AND TRENDS IN
GPU COMPUTING

A. R. Brodtkorb, T. R. Hagen, and M. L. Sætra.

Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing, 73(1) (2012), pp. 4–13

This paper serves as an introduction to GPU programming and the GPU hardware and ex-

ecution model. Especially for those new to GPU computing, this paper will be a good starting

point. It is based on the Fermi architecture from Nvidia, but also extends to GPUs in general.

In the introduction we present a historical overview of GPU computing (or general-purpose

computing on GPUs (GPGPU) as it was previously known as) and different architectures and

programming languages. We also compare the GPU with the standard CPU, and discuss the

motivation behind the development of the GPU as a many-core general compute engine. My

contributions to this paper include performing background research and literature surveys, es-

pecially related to the sections on development strategies and optimization.

The main part of the paper concerns practical GPU development, using available knowledge

and tools. More specifically, we teach the reader how to do profile-driven development and de-

bugging, in which the goal is to build robust and efficient GPU programs. Efficient meaning

that the GPU operates on close-to full capacity when it comes to both memory bandwidth uti-

lization and utilization of arithmetic units. At the end of the paper we briefly sum up the latest

developments in parallel and heterogeneous computing, and offer our expectations in terms of

future developments.

Comments

Since this paper was published, Nvidia has released a new architecture named Kepler [36].

Kepler differs from Fermi in some respects, and has some new features:
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• Dynamic parallelism enables a GPU kernel to dynamically launch other kernels or itself

recursively.

• Multiple CPU cores may launch work on a single GPU simultaneously. Hyper-Q in-

creases the total number of work queues between the host CPU and the GPU to 32 simul-

taneously hardware-managed connections, whereas Fermi operated with one work queue.

Hyper-Q allows separate connections from multiple CUDA streams, MPI-processes1, and

threads within a process.

• GPUDirect allows copying of data directly between GPUs within a single node, or GPUs

in different nodes through the network, without going through CPU and system memory.

Kepler also provides over one teraFLOP of double precision throughput, at up-to three times the

performance per watt of Fermi. Most of the content is also applicable to Kepler GPUs, except

the section describing the Fermi GPU architecture, since the Kepler GPU architecture differs on

some points. Eclipse NSight is now available for Linux users, and debugging is possible with

only one GPU on both Linux and Windows, making profile-driven development free of cost.

1Message Passing Interface
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Stencil

Apron

Figure 2: Illustration of the block and grid concepts with one block highlighted. The apron
(also called local ghost cells) is used to fulfill the requirements of the stencil, so that all blocks

may be executed independently and in parallel by the GPU.

PAPER II: EXPLICIT SHALLOW WATER SIMULATIONS ON GPUS:
GUIDELINES AND BEST PRACTICES

A. R. Brodtkorb and M. L. Sætra. In proceedings of the XIX International Conference on
Computational Methods in Water Resources, 2012

While the first paper gives an introduction to the GPU and GPU computing, the topic of this

paper is the mapping of explicit schemes for the shallow water equations to the GPU. The classi-

cal Lax–Friedrichs finite volume scheme is employed as an example, and a detailed step-by-step

guide from mathematical model to GPU code is given. In addition to being a general introduc-

tion to mapping explicit schemes with a compact stencil to the GPU, simulations on multiple

GPUs, sparse domain2 as an optimization method, and accuracy and performance issues are

also discussed. This paper is in many ways a summary of our experiences from working with

shallow water simulations on GPUs, and my contributions are based on the research presented

in Papers III, IV, and V.

Comments

Together with the first paper, this paper gives an excellent basis on which to read the remaining

four papers. The presented guidelines and best practices are based on our experiences from

working with explicit shallow water simulations on GPUs over many years.

2Sparse domain methods for only representing and computing “wet” parts of the domain.
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Figure 3: Simulation of the Malpasset dam break in south-eastern France where the initial flood

wave caused over 420 casualties. The color indicates water depth.

PAPER III: EFFICIENT SHALLOW WATER SIMULATIONS ON GPUS:
IMPLEMENTATION, VISUALIZATION, VERIFICATION, AND VALIDATION

A. R. Brodtkorb, M. L. Sætra, and M. Altinakar. Computers & Fluids, 55 (2012), pp. 1–12

This paper gives a complete description of the implementation of the high-resolution Kurganov–

Petrova scheme. Novel contributions include optimization strategies, verification and valida-

tion, physical friction terms, multiple time integrator schemes, a minimal memory footprint,

efficient implementation of multiple boundary conditions, and efficient direct visualization. We

further verify and validate our implementation against both analytical and experimental data.

The verification is performed by comparing simulation of oscillating motion in a parabolic

basin with an analytical solution. In this case, our implementation captures the analytical solu-

tion well for the water elevation. However, with an increasing number of simulation steps, there

is a growing error in the fluxes along the wet/dry interface, which eventually also affects the

water elevation. Our validation is performed against the experimental data from the Malpasset

dam break case, a dam break that caused over 420 casualties in south-eastern France in Decem-

ber 1959 (see Figure 3). Our implementation accurately predicts both the wave arrival time and

maximum water depth for this real-world case. The research presented in this paper was mainly

performed during a three month stay at the National Center for Computational Hydroscience

and Engineering in Mississippi, USA. I have contributed to researching different strategies for

implementing the numerical scheme, and the verification, validation, and benchmarking of the

simulator.

The most promising optimization is the early exit strategy, in which cells that do not change

during the next time step are not computed. Cells that do not change are either dry or in a steady-

state. Early exit is implemented by exploiting the compact stencil of the scheme, the blocked
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execution model of the GPU, and a small auxiliary buffer that keeps track of which blocks of

cells are “dry”. This strategy speeds up simulations significantly, particularly for simulation

domains that has large dry areas, which are typical for, e.g., dam breaks and river inundations,

and it is further explored in Paper V.

Comments

By combining a high-resolution numerical scheme and Manning-type friction, the implemented

simulator is capable of accurately simulating real-world phenomena, e.g., dam breaks, tsunamis,

storm surges, etc. Thus, delivering both realistic physics and high performance. Direct visu-

alization of simulation results is also implemented, and by copying the solution from CUDA

memory space to OpenGL memory space without going through the CPU, the visualization

constitutes only about a tenth of the run time of the application. Both photo-realistic rendering

and rendering of water depth and speed are available. Several promising research directions

presented itself during this work. One of which is described in Paper IV; simulation on mul-

tiple GPUs. Extending this to heterogeneous computing, in which both GPUs and CPU cores

are utilized, may yield more efficient simulations as the number of cores in modern CPUs are

steadily increasing. This will, however, require further research into domain decomposition and

efficient load-balancing between the different computational resources, i.e., the CPU and the

GPU.

Mixed boundary conditions is another possible extension of this work, enabling modeling

of, e.g., river inlets and outlets. The current boundary conditions efficiently handles wall bound-

aries, inflow boundaries, outflow boundaries, and linear functions emulating, e.g., storm surges

and tsunamis.
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GPU 1

Overlap

GPU 0

Figure 4: Multi-GPU domain decomposition using overlapping ghost cell regions. The two

GPUs exchange the overlapping region after a certain number of time steps.

PAPER IV: SHALLOW WATER SIMULATIONS ON MULTIPLE GPUS
M. L. Sætra and A. R. Brodtkorb. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 7134 (2012), pp. 56–66

By building on the simulator from Paper III, this paper details a multi-GPU version of the

simulator, capable of utilizing several GPUs in one node. The research in this paper is partly

based on my master’s thesis [43], and I have contributed to researching multi-GPU hardware

architectures, strategies for exploiting these, and performance benchmarking and profiling.

The numerical scheme of the simulator remains unchanged. Row domain decomposition

is used to enable multi-GPU simulation, and traditional CUDA block decomposition is used

within each GPU, giving two layers of parallelism. A control thread manages domain decom-

position and all synchronization and communication between GPUs, and worker threads, one

per GPU, run the simulation on its designated subdomain, oblivious of all other worker threads.

This separation of concerns makes the code more flexible, and facilitates further development

of the simulator, e.g., adding other domain decomposition strategies. All subdomains need to

communicate with the neighbors (the top and bottom subdomains will only have one neighbor

each) it shares boundaries with, i.e., across all boundaries that are not global boundaries. This is

handled by copying data from the interior of subdomain 0, to the ghost cell region of subdomain

1, and vice versa (see Figure 4). The row decomposition is favorable as it minimizes the num-

ber of memory transfers and allows for transferring continuous chunks of memory. To further

decrease the overhead connected with communication between GPUs, pinned CPU memory3 is

used. By using ghost cell expansion (GCE) the ghost cell region is expanded, i.e., the overlap

seen in Figure 4 is also expanded, thus enabling each subdomain to perform more than one

time step before exchanging data with its neighbors. The maximum number of time steps per

data exchange is determined by both the stencil size and the size of the GCE. In addition to the

boundary data, the time step size must also be synchronized globally as every subdomain need

to be at the same simulation time when exchanging data with neighbors.

3Pinned memory provides higher transfer throughput for large memory transfers.
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Benchmarking of the code is performed on three different systems, two generations of server

GPU-nodes with four GPUs, and a commodity-level desktop PC with two GPUs. The imple-

mentation shows near perfect linear weak and strong scaling, and we were able to simulate on

domains consisting of as much as 235 million cells, computing over 1.2 billion cells per second,

using four Fermi-generation GPUs. The impacts of GCE and global synchronization of time

step sizes are also benchmarked.

Comments

A further research direction is to extend the multi-GPU simulator to allow inter-node com-

munication as well. Enabling the use of multiple nodes adds a third layer of parallelism, and

simulation run times can be shortened and domain sizes and grid resolution increased even

more. We also expect GCE to have a larger impact when data exchanged between subdomains

must be moved over the network. Implementing asynchronous execution of computations and

transferring of ghost cells would also increase performance, given the right ratio of ghost cells

to internal cells. It should also be noted that using GPUDirect remote DMA, introduced with

CUDA 5, would speed up the transfer of ghost cells between GPUs. Adaptive domain de-

composition dictated by features in the bottom topography or the solution is another possible

extension.
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Figure 5: Map of dry blocks during a real-world dam break simulation. By storing whether or

not a block contains water, we can create a list of blocks that require computation before each

time step, and launch the kernel only on these blocks. Since water from a wet block may flow to

a neighboring dry block in the next time step, we must also compute these dry blocks. This ap-

proach saves both computation and bandwidth, yielding a significant performance improvement

on typical domains.

PAPER V: SHALLOW WATER SIMULATION ON GPUS FOR
SPARSE DOMAINS

M. L. Sætra. In: Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications 2011, Springer, 2013

In this paper we revisit the early exit optimization from Paper III, and develop two novel

algorithms based on the same premise; that for large parts of the domain the solution will not

change from one time step to the next. This time, however, we do not even load any data from

“dry” blocks. Dry blocks also include blocks containing water in a steady state. We accomplish

this by maintaining a map of the wet blocks, and adding new wet blocks for each time step

(see Figure 5). This map is then used to lookup which blocks to read when performing time

integration. Since water may propagate across an interface to a neighboring block, we also must

include all neighbors of wet blocks in the computations.

Two algorithms are proposed: Sparse compute saves compute time, but does not impact

memory use, except the minimal extra map for the wet blocks. Sparse memory, however, does

not save any of the conserved variables for the dry cells, thus significantly reducing memory

usage for many simulation scenarios. Instead of saving the conserved variables in a 2D layout

consistent with the logical domain layout, each block is saved in a block-linear fashion, and new

wet blocks are appended after each time step. There is an added computational cost connected

with the sparse memory algorithm; an additional mapping is needed to resolve neighbors of wet

blocks, since this is no longer given by the memory layout.

Using a circular dam break test case, we compare the efficiency of the different algorithms,

including early exit. The results show that the sparse compute algorithm outperforms early exit.

When the area of wet cells are below 35%, the sparse memory algorithm also outperforms early

exit. Considering that the early exiting also yields a significant performance improvement, these

are promising results.
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Comments

CUDPP [15], a library of data-parallel algorithm primitives for CUDA, was used for the com-

paction part of the algorithm. This library has since been optimized, making this part of the algo-

rithm more efficient. There also exist other libraries that can replace CUDPP, e.g., Thrust [16],

or a custom compaction algorithm (scan and scatter) can be implemented.

An interesting further research direction for the sparse memory algorithm could be delayed

loading of bottom topography, thus allowing for off-core simulations. This means that the

domain size no longer would be limited by the amount of available GPU memory, but by the

number of wet cells in the solution. Combining sparse domain algorithms with multi-GPU

simulations could allow for extremely large domains, but it is not straightforward how this can

be accomplished in an efficient manner.
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Figure 6: Visualization of water velocity in the 1959 Malpasset dam break case. New grids are

added dynamically to cover the flood as it progresses.

PAPER VI: EFFICIENT GPU-IMPLEMENTATION OF ADAPTIVE MESH
REFINEMENT FOR THE SHALLOW-WATER EQUATIONS

M. L. Sætra, A. R. Brodtkorb and K.-A. Lie.

Journal of Scientific Computing, submitted for 2nd review, 2014

The hierarchy of scales is a significant challenge in numerical simulations, particularly when

working with real-world cases. For example, a storm surge may start out at sea, hit the con-

tinental shelf, inundate the coastline (which may be a harbor with complex geometry), and

travel through wetland and up rivers. Accurately capturing the storm surge travelling up a river

requires a much higher resolution than out to sea, but to get accurate simulation results the do-

main needs to cover both areas. It would be too computationally demanding to compute the

full domain using the highest necessary resolution, hence we need some way of connecting the

scales. Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is one possible solution. AMR involves maintaining

a hierarchy of subgrids, in which each level of new subgrids has a higher resolution than its

parent grid, thus enabling higher accuracy in the solution and better resolution of features in the

bottom topography.

In the AMR algorithm, a child grid cannot be advanced in time before its parent grid is one

time step ahead. By using the solution at the beginning and end of each time step on a parent

grid, we perform space-time interpolation to determine ghost cell values for all intermediate

time steps on all its child grids. For each single time step on a parent grid, its child grids typically

require two time steps, since the child grids have twice the resolution of their parent grid. The

time interpolation is performed during time stepping, as we do not know the time-step sizes a

priori. For any grid cell that is covered by a grid with higher resolution, the solution is replaced

by an average of the values from the cells in the grid with higher resolution covering this cell.
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An additional flux correction must be made after each time step to maintain conservation of

mass.

Again, as in Paper IV, the shallow water simulator from Paper III is used as the “building

block” in the AMR framework code. The result is an AMR algorithm and code featuring a well-

balanced high-resolution numerical scheme with conservation of mass. There are two classes

of AMR; cell-based and block-based. This paper describes, to the best of our knowledge, the

first block-based AMR code fully implemented on the GPU. I contributed to development of

algorithms for AMR on the GPU based on earlier work by Berger and Colella, and implemen-

tation of the AMR simulator. Furthermore, I have participated in benchmarking and profiling

of the AMR simulator.

Several tests and experiments are performed, and the AMR algorithm is shown to be both

efficient and sufficiently accurate compared to global domain refinement. We also verify sim-

ulation results against an analytical solution given by the SWASHES library [10], and test the

overhead connected with maintaining multiple subgrids. Furthermore, we demonstrate simple

shock tracking, give an example of subgrid features resolved by using AMR, and show that

the code is capable of handling a real-world case with complex bottom topography and high

velocities; the 1959 Malpasset dam break case (see Figure 6).

Comments

We believe the presented AMR algorithm is transferable to other hyperbolic conservation laws,

numerical schemes, and other massively parallel architectures similar to the GPU.

The next natural step in the AMR code is to implement, or use an available library, for

better subgrid management. Combining new subgrids with existing subgrids will probably

reduce the effects of regridding, and certainly increase efficiency, since the total number of

grids is decreased. More extensive benchmarking and testing, particularly on real-word cases

using many levels of refinement and the newest generation GPU hardware, is also needed.

The reduction of time step sizes on a parent to avoid very small time steps on the child grids

showed promising results that should be investigated further. It would also be interesting to

combine AMR with multi-GPU simulations and the sparse domain algorithms, to enable very

large domains and even more efficient simulations.
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Outlook

The previous chapters have given background and introduction to the main topics of this thesis,

as well as a short presentation of the scientific results that will be discussed in more detail

in Part II. In this chapter we present an outlook on the future of parallel and heterogeneous

computing from a scientific computing view, based on the experience and insight gained from

this work. Although this thesis investigates a particular problem within scientific computing on

a particular architecture, and is naturally colored by this fact, we argue that the findings also

extend to other similar contemporary and future architectures.

After frequency scaling met the brick wall, concurrency and parallelism became the new

way of increasing FLOPS, in the form of increased vector width and multi-core and many-core

architectures. The GPU is a part of this trend. Even though the game industry has always

been the main commercial area for GPU vendors, they were able to successfully enter the HPC

market. This made GPUs one of the first massively parallel accelerators used. Thus, the GPU’s

architecture, programming model, and tools and environment have had a long time to develop

and mature. The GPU is also the accelerator with the highest theoretical peak performance, the

one utilized by the largest share of systems on the Top 500 list [55], and one of the most energy-

efficient architectures [45, 36]. Furthermore, it is present in practically every new desktop

and laptop computer today. Together, this makes a compelling case for using GPUs when

investigating parallel and heterogeneous architectures.

Energy is an expensive and scarce resource which should be efficiently utilized. Supercom-

puters, and their cooling systems, generally have a very high energy consumption. While the

clock frequency was the biggest performance constraint earlier, power has now become the new

biggest constraint. This is widely recognized, and the Green 500 list [47], ranking the top 500

most energy-efficient supercomputers in the world, emphasizes this. Moreover, energy-efficient

architectures will also typically deliver the best FLOPS per dollar ratio, as we also have demon-

strated throughout several of the presented scientific papers.

As heterogeneous computing and accelerator technology in HPC becomes more widespread,

there is an increasing need for research based on these new architectures and platforms to ensure

increased performance and scaling also in the future. It is not just the switch from frequency

scaling to concurrency scaling that has affected HPC over the last decades. Coinciding with this

switch, several other factors and constraints have also changed: First, FLOPs are increasingly

inexpensive, while on-chip data movement becomes a bottleneck. This makes it imperative

to minimize data movement, something we have explored throughout this thesis. Second, the

33
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memory bottleneck is increasing, as main memory latency is increasing and main memory

bandwidth decreasing relative to processor cycle time [25, p. 27]. Writing and reading to main

memory should therefore, just as on-chip data movement, be minimized. Third, the uniform

latencies within nodes and between nodes are gone, and replaced by heterogeneity in which

we need to think very carefully about data locality and the topology of the hardware. Last,

growth in parallelism was earlier due to adding new nodes to the cluster, but now comes from

parallelism within the chips on each node.

The impact of these changes is significant. There exists a very large number of codes today

that need rewriting to be able to scale (or run at all) on the new parallel and heterogeneous archi-

tectures. At the same time we see that the need for large-scale simulations are important across

a vast range of scientific disciplines and applications, in which shallow water simulations is only

one example. It will be important for both users (scientists and programmers) and supercom-

puting centers to choose “the right” technology to achieve scaling in the future, and to utilize

hardware-adapted numerics and algorithms to maximize performance. The technology choice

is not trivial, and at the time of writing this thesis there are at least three alternatives: Standard

multi-core with complex cores; embedded many-core and custom solutions, e.g., IBM’s Blue-

Gene; and many-core accelerators, e.g., GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi. The development of novel

parallel and heterogeneous architectures has been rapid, and even disruptive at times, adding to

the difficulty. Nevertheless, these architectures gain momentum as their hardware and software

mature, as development is continuously made easier by new languages, libraries, and tools, and

by their ubiquity in modern computers. In summary, we foresee a challenging and exciting

future for heterogeneous computing, numerical simulation, and hardware-adapted algorithms.
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Abstract: Over the last decade, there has been a growing interest in the use of graphics pro-

cessing units (GPUs) for non-graphics applications. From early academic proof-of-concept

papers around the year 2000, the use of GPUs has now matured to a point where there are

countless industrial applications. Together with the expanding use of GPUs, we have also

seen a tremendous development in the programming languages and tools, and getting started

programming GPUs has never been easier. However, whilst getting started with GPU pro-

gramming can be simple, being able to fully utilize GPU hardware is an art that can take

months and years to master. The aim of this article is to simplify this process, by giving an

overview of current GPU programming strategies, profile driven development, and an outlook

to future trends.
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Figure 1: History of programming languages for GPGPU. When GPUs were first being used for

non-graphics applications, one had to rewrite the application in terms of operations on graphical

primitives using languages such as OpenGL or DirectX. As this was cumbersome and error

prone, several academic and third-party languages that abstracted away the graphics appeared.

Since 2007, however, vendors started releasing general purpose languages for programming

the GPU, such as AMD Close-to-Metal (CTM) and NVIDIA CUDA. Today, the predominant

general purpose languages are NVIDIA CUDA, DirectCompute, and OpenCL.

1 Introduction
Graphics processing units (GPUs) have for well over a decade been used for general purpose

computation, called GPGPU [8]. When the first GPU programs were written, the GPU was

used much like a calculator: it had a set of fixed operations that were exploited to achieve some

desired result. As the GPU is designed to output a 2D image from a 3D virtual world, the

operations it could perform were fundamentally linked with graphics, and the first GPU pro-

grams were expressed as operations on graphical primitives such as triangles. These programs

were difficult to develop, debug and optimize, and compiler bugs were frequently encountered.

However, the proof-of-concept programs demonstrated that the use of GPUs could give dra-

matic speedups over CPUs for certain algorithms [20, 4], and research on GPUs soon led to

the development of higher-level third-party languages that abstracted away the graphics. These

languages, however, were rapidly abandoned when the hardware vendors released dedicated

non-graphics languages that enabled the use of GPUs for general purpose computing (see Fig-

ure 1).

The key to the success of GPU computing has partly been its massive performance when

compared to the CPU: Today, there is a performance gap of roughly seven times between the

two when comparing theoretical peak bandwidth and gigaflops performance (see Figure 2). This

performance gap has its roots in physical per-core restraints and architectural differences be-

tween the two processors. The CPU is in essence a serial von Neumann processor, and is highly

optimized to execute a series of operations in order. One of the major performance factors of

CPUs has traditionally been its steadily increasing frequency. If you double the frequency, you

double the performance, and there has been a long withstanding trend of exponential frequency

growth. In the 2000s, however, this increase came to an abrupt stop as we hit the power wall [3]:

Because the power consumption of a CPU is proportional to the frequency cubed [4], the power

density was approaching that of a nuclear reactor core [22]. Unable to cool such chips suffi-
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Figure 2: Historical comparison of theoretical peak performance in terms of gigaflops and

bandwidth for the fastest available NVIDIA GPUs and Intel CPUs. Today, the performance gap

is currently roughly seven times for both metrics.

ciently, the trend of exponential frequency growth stopped at just below 4.0 GHz. Coupled with

the memory wall and the ILP wall, serial computing had reached its zenith in performance [3],

and CPUs started increasing performance through multi-core and vector instructions instead.

At the same time as CPUs hit the serial performance ceiling, GPUs were growing exponen-

tially in performance due to massive parallelism: As computing the color of a pixel on screen

can be performed independently of all other pixels, parallelism is a natural way of increasing

performance in GPUs. Parallelism appears to be a sustainable way of increasing performance,

and there are many applications that display embarrassingly parallel workloads that are per-

fectly suited for GPUs. However, increased parallelism will only increase the performance of

parallel code sections, meaning that the serial part of the code soon becomes the bottleneck.

This is often referred to as Amdahl’s law [2]. Thus, most applications benefit from the powerful

combination of the massively parallel GPU and the fast multi-core CPU. This combination is

known as a heterogeneous computer: the combination of traditional CPU cores and specialized

accelerator cores [4].

GPUs are not the only type of accelerator core that has gained interest over the last decade.

Other examples include field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and the Cell Broadband En-

gine (Cell BE), which have both been highly successful in many application areas [4]. Today,

however, these receive only a fraction of the attention of GPUs (see Figure 3). One of the major

reasons for this is that a very large percentage of desktop and laptop computers have a dedi-

cated GPU already, whilst FPGAs and the Cell BE are only found in specially ordered setups.

Furthermore, the future of the Cell BE is currently uncertain as the road map for the second

version has not been followed through. FPGAs, on the other hand, have a thriving community

in the embedded markets, but are unfortunately too hard to program for general purpose com-

puting. The cumbersome and difficult programming process that requires detailed knowledge

of low-level hardware has recently improved dramatically with the advent of C-like languages,

but the development cycle is still slow due to the time consuming place and route stage.

There are three major GPU vendors for the PC market today, Intel being the largest. How-

ever, Intel is only dominant in the integrated and low-performance market. For high-performance

and discrete graphics, AMD and NVIDIA are the sole two suppliers. In academic and indus-

trial environments, NVIDIA appears to be the clear predominant supplier, and we thus focus on

GPUs from NVIDIA in this article, even though most of the concepts and techniques are also
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Figure 3: Google search trends for GPU, FPGA and Cell BE. These terms were chosen as the

highest ranking keywords for each of the architectures. Whilst both FPGAs and the Cell BE

today receive a modest number of searches, the GPU has a large growing interest.

directly transferable to GPUs from AMD. For NVIDIA GPUs there are three languages suitable

for general purpose computing as shown in Figure 1. Of these, we focus on NVIDIA CUDA.

Even though the three languages are conceptually equivalent and offer more or less the same

functionality, CUDA is the most mature technology with the most advanced development tools.

Much of the information in this article can be found in a variety of different sources, includ-

ing books, documentation, manuals, conference presentations, and on Internet fora. Getting an

overview of all this information is an arduous exercise that requires a substantial effort. The

aim of this article is therefore to give an overview of state-of-the-art programming techniques

and profile driven development, and to serve as a step-by-step guide for optimizing GPU codes.

The rest of the article is sectioned as follows: First, we give a short overview of current GPU

hardware in Section 2, followed by general programming strategies in Section 3. Then, we give

a thorough overview of profile driven development for GPUs in Section 4, and a short overview

of available debugging tools in Section 5. Finally, we offer our view on the current and future

trends in Section 6, and conclude with a short summary in Section 7.

2 Fermi GPU Architecture
The multi-core CPU is composed of a handful of complex cores with large caches. The cores

are optimized for single-threaded performance and can handle up-to two hardware threads per

core using Hyper-Threading. This means that a lot of transistor space is dedicated to complex

instruction level parallelism such as instruction pipelining, branch prediction, speculative exe-

cution, and out-of-order execution, leaving only a tiny fraction of the die area for integer and

floating point execution units. In contrast, a GPU is composed of hundreds of simpler cores

that can handle thousands of concurrent hardware threads. GPUs are designed to maximize

floating-point throughput, whereby most transistors within each core are dedicated to compu-

tation rather than complex instruction level parallelism and large caches. The following part of

this section gives a short overview of a modern GPU architecture.

Todays Fermi-based architecture [17] feature up to 512 accelerator cores called CUDA cores

(see Figure 4a). Each CUDA core has a fully pipelined integer arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and a

floating point unit (FPU) that executes one integer or floating point instruction per clock cycle.

The CUDA cores are organized in 16 streaming multiprocessors, each with 32 CUDA cores

(see Figure 4b). Fermi also includes a coherent L2 cache of 768 KB that is shared across all
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Current Fermi-class GPU hardware. The GPU consisting of up-to 16 Streaming

Multiprocessors (also known as SMs) is shown in (a), and (b) shows a single multiprocessor.

16 multiprocessors in the GPU, and the GPU has a 384-bit GDDR5 DRAM memory interface

supporting up-to a total of 6 GB of on-board memory. A host interface connects the GPU to

the CPU via the PCI express bus. The GigaThread global scheduler distributes thread blocks

to multiprocessor thread schedulers (see Figure 4a). This scheduler handles concurrent kernel1

execution and out of order thread block execution.

Each multiprocessor has 16 load/store units, allowing source and destination addresses to

be calculated for 16 threads per clock cycle. Special Function Units (SFUs) execute intrinsic

instructions such as sine, cosine, square root, and interpolation. Each SFU executes one instruc-

tion per thread, per clock. The multiprocessor schedules threads in groups of 32 parallel threads

called warps. Each multiprocessor features two warp schedulers and two instruction dispatch

units, allowing two warps to be issued and executed concurrently. The Fermi dual warp sched-

uler selects two warps, and issues one instruction from each warp to a group of 16 CUDA cores,

16 load/store units, or four SFUs. The multiprocessor has 64 KB of on-chip memory that can be

configured as 48 KB of shared memory with 16 KB of L1 cache or as 16 KB of shared memory

with 48 KB of L1 cache.

A traditional critique of GPUs has been their lack of IEEE compliant floating point op-

erations and error-correcting code (ECC) memory. However, these shortcomings have been

addressed by NVIDIA, and all of their recent GPUs offer fully IEEE-754 compliant single and

double precision floating point operations, in addition to ECC memory.

3 GPU Programming Strategies
Programming GPUs is unlike traditional CPU programming, because the hardware is dramat-

ically different. It can often be a relatively simple task to get started with GPU programming

1A kernel is a GPU program that typically executes in a data-parallel fashion.
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Figure 5: The CUDA concept concept of a grid of blocks. Each block consists of a set of

threads that can communicate and cooperate. Each thread uses its block index in combination

with its thread index to identify its position in the global grid.

and get speedups over existing CPU codes, but these first attempts at GPU computing are of-

ten sub-optimal, and do not utilize the hardware to a satisfactory degree. Achieving a scalable

high-performance code that uses hardware resources efficiently is still a difficult task that can

take months and years to master.

Guidelines for Latency Hiding and Thread Performance

The GPU execution model is based around the concept of launching a kernel on a grid consisting

of blocks (see Figure 5). Each block again consists of a set of threads, and threads within

the same block can synchronize and cooperate using fast shared memory. This maps to the

hardware so that a block runs on a single multiprocessor, and one multiprocessor can execute

multiple blocks in a time-sliced fashion. The grid and block dimensions can be one, two, and

three dimensional, and determine the number of threads that will be used. Each thread has

a unique identifier within its block, and each block has a unique global identifier. These are

combined to create a unique global identifier per thread.

The massively threaded architecture of the GPU is used to hide memory latencies. Even

though the GPU has a vastly superior memory bandwidth compared to CPUs, it still takes on

the order of hundreds of clock cycles to start the fetch of a single element from main GPU

memory. This latency is automatically hidden by the GPU through rapid switching between

threads. Once a thread stalls on a memory fetch, the GPU instantly switches to the next available

thread in a fashion similar to Hyper-Threading [14] on Intel CPUs. This strategy, however, is

most efficient when there are enough available threads to completely hide the memory latency,

meaning we need a lot of threads. As there is a maximum number of concurrent threads a

GPU can support, we can calculate how large a percentage of this figure we are using. This

number is referred to as the occupancy, and as a rule of thumb it is good to keep a relatively

high occupancy. However, a higher occupancy does not necessarily equate higher performance:

Once all memory latencies are hidden, a higher occupancy may actually degrade performance

as it also affects other performance metrics.

Hardware threads are available on Intel CPUs as Hyper-Threading, but a GPU thread op-

erates quite differently from these CPU threads. One of the things that differs from traditional
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Figure 6: Bank conflicts and thread divergence. (a) shows conflict free column-wise access

of shared memory. The example shows how padding shared memory to be the number of

banks plus one gives conflict free access by columns (marked with circles for the first column).

Without padding, all elements in the first column would belong to the same bank, and thus give

an eight-way bank conflict. By padding the width by one, we ensure that the elements belong

to different banks. Please note that the constructed example shows eight banks, whilst current

hardware has 32 banks. (b) shows branching on 32-wide SIMD GPU architectures. All threads

perform the same computations, but the result is masked out for the dashed boxes.

CPU programming is that the GPU executes instructions in a 32-way SIMD2 fashion, in which

the same instruction is simultaneously executed for 32 different data elements, called a warp.

This is illustrated in Figure 6b, in which a branch is taken by only some of the threads within a

warp. This means that all threads within a warp must execute both parts of the branch, which

in the utmost consequence slows down the program by a factor 32. Conversely, this does not

affect performance when all threads in a warp take the same branch.

One technique used to avoid expensive branching within a kernel is to sort the elements

according to the branch, and thus make sure the threads within each warp all execute their code

without branching. Another way of preventing branching, is to perform the branch once on

the CPU instead of for each warp on the GPU. This can be done for example using templates:

by replacing the branch variable with a template variable, we can generate two kernels: one

for condition true, and one for condition false, and let the CPU perform the branch and from

this select the correct kernel. The use of templates, however, is not particularly powerful in

this example, as the overhead of running a simple coherent if-statement in the kernel would be

small. But when there are a lot of parameters, there can be a large performance gain from using

template kernels [7, 5]. Another prime example of the benefit of template kernels, is the ability

to specify different shared memory sizes at compile time, thus allowing the compiler to issue

warnings for out-of-bounds access. The use of templates can also be used to perform compile-

time loop unrolling, which has a great performance impact. By using a switch-case statement,

2SIMD stands for single instruction multiple data.
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with a separate kernel being launched for different for-loop sizes, performance can be greatly

improved.

Memory Guidelines

CPUs have struggled with the memory wall for a long time. The memory wall, in which trans-

ferring data to the processor is far more expensive than computing on that data, can also be

a problem on GPUs. This means that many algorithms will often be memory bound, making

memory optimizations important. The first lesson in memory optimization is to reuse data and

keep it in the fastest available memory. For GPUs, there are three memory areas, listed in

decreasing order by speed: registers, shared memory, and global memory.

Registers are the fastest memory units on a GPU, and each multiprocessor on the GPU has a

large, but limited, register file which is divided amongst threads residing on that multiprocessor.

Registers are private for each thread, and if the threads use more registers than are physically

available, registers will also spill to the L1 cache and global memory. This means that when you

have a high number of threads, the number of registers available to each thread is very restricted,

which is is one of the reasons why a high occupancy may actually hurt performance. Thus,

thread-level parallelism is not the only way of increasing performance. It is also possible to

increase performance by decreasing the occupancy to increase the number of registers available

per thread.

The second fastest memory type is shared memory, and this memory can be just as fast

as registers if accessed properly. Shared memory is a very powerful tool in GPU computing,

and the main difference between registers and shared memory is the ability for several threads

to share data. Shared memory is accessible to all threads within one block, thus enabling co-

operation. It can be thought of as a kind of programmable cache, or scratchpad, in which the

programmer is responsible for placing often used data there explicitly. However, as with caches,

its size is limited (up-to 48 KB) and this can often be a limitation on the number of threads per

block. Shared memory is physically organized into 32 banks that serves one warp with data

simultaneously. However, for full speed, each thread must access a distinct bank. Failure to do

so leads to more memory requests, one for each bank conflict. A classical way to avoid bank

conflicts is to use padding. In Figure 6a, for example, we can avoid bank conflicts for column-

wise access by padding the shared memory with an extra element, so that neighboring elements

in the same column belong to different banks.

The third, and slowest type of memory on the GPU is the global memory, which is the main

memory of the GPU. Even though it has an impressive bandwidth, it has a high latency, as

discussed earlier. These latencies are preferably hidden by a large number of threads, but there

are still large pitfalls. First of all, just as with CPUs, the GPU transfers full cache lines across

the bus (called coalesced reads). As a rule of thumb, transferring a single element consumes the

same bandwidth as transferring a full cache line. Thus, to achieve full memory bandwidth, we

should program the kernel such that warps access continuous regions of memory. Furthermore

we want to transfer full cache lines, which is done by starting at a quad word boundary (the

start address of a cache line), and transfer full quadwords (128 bytes) as the smallest unit. This

address alignment is typically achieved by padding arrays. Alternatively, for non-cached loads,

it is sufficient to align to word boundaries and transfer words (32 bytes). To fully occupy the

memory bus the GPU also uses memory parallelism, in which a large number of outstanding
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memory requests are used to occupy the bandwidth. This is both a reason for a high memory

latency, and a reason for high bandwidth utilization.

Fermi also has hardware L1 and L2 caches that work in a similar fashion as traditional CPU

caches. The L2 cache size is fixed and shared between all multiprocessors on the GPU, whilst

the L1 cache is per multiprocessor. The L1 cache can be configured to be either 16 KB or

48 KB, at the expense of shared memory. The L2 cache, on the other hand, can be turned on or

off on at compile-time, or by using inline PTX assembly instructions in the kernel. The benefit

of turning off the L2 cache is that the GPU is now allowed to transfer smaller amounts of data

than a full cache line, which will often improve performance for sparse and other random access

algorithms.

In addition to the L1 and L2 caches, the GPU also has dedicated caches that are related to

traditional graphics functions. The constant memory cache is one example, which in CUDA is

typically used for arguments sent to a GPU kernel. It has its own dedicated cache tailored for

broadcast, in which all threads in a block access the same data. The GPU also has a texture

cache that can be used to accelerate reading global memory. However, the L1 cache has a

higher bandwidth, so the texture cache is mostly useful if combined with texture functions such

as linear interpolation between elements.

Further Guidelines

The CPU and the GPU are different processors that operate asynchronously. This means that we

can let the CPU and the GPU perform different tasks simultaneously, which is a key ingredient

of heterogeneous computing: the efficient use of multiple different computational resources,

in which each resource performs the taks for which it is best suited. In the CUDA API, this

is exposed as streams. Each stream is an in-order queue of operations that will be performed

by the GPU, including memory transfers and kernel launches. A typical use-case is that the

CPU schedules a memory copy from the CPU to the GPU, a kernel launch, and a copy of

results from the GPU to the CPU. The CPU then continues to perform CPU-side calculations

simultaneously as the GPU processes its operations, and only synchronizes with the GPU when

its results are needed. There is also support for independent streams, which can execute their

operations simultaneously as long as they obey their own streams order. Current GPUs support

up-to 16 concurrent kernel launches [18], which means that we can both have data parallelism,

in terms of a computational grid of blocks, and task parallelism, in terms of different concurrent

kernels. GPUs furthermore support overlaping memory copies between the CPU and the GPU

and kernel execution. This means that we can simultaneously copy data from the CPU to the

GPU, execute 16 different kernels, and copy data from the GPU back to the CPU if all these

operations are scheduled properly to different streams.

When transferring data between the CPU and the GPU over the PCI express bus, it is bene-

ficial to use so-called page-locked memory. This essentially disables the operating system from

paging memory, meaning that the memory area is guaranteed to be continuous and in physical

RAM (not swapped out to disk, for example). However, page-locked memory is scarce and

rapidly exhausted if used carelessly. A further optimization for page-locked memory is to use

write-combining allocation. This disables CPU caching of a memory area that the CPU will

only write to, and can increases the bandwidth utilization by up-to 40% [18]. It should also

be noted that enabling ECC memory will negatively affect both the bandwidth utilization and
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available memory, as ECC requires extra bits for error control.

CUDA now also supports a unified address space, in which the physical location of a pointer

is automatically determined. That is, data can be copied from the GPU to the CPU (or the other

way round) without specifying the direction of the copy. While this might not seem like a great

benefit at first, it greatly simplifies code needed to copy data between CPU and GPU memories,

and enables advanced memory accesses. The unified memory space is particularly powerful

when combined with mapped memory. A mapped memory area is a continuous block of mem-

ory that is available directly from both the CPU and the GPU simultaneously. When using

mapped memory, data transfers between the CPU and the GPU are executed asynchronously

with kernel execution automatically.

The most recent version of CUDA has also become thread safe [18], so that one CPU thread

can control multiple CUDA contexts (e.g., one for each physical GPU), and conversely multiple

CPU threads can share control of one CUDA context. The unified memory model together with

the new thread safe context handling enables much faster transfers between multiple GPUs. The

CPU thread can simply issue a direct GPU-GPU copy, bypassing a superfluous copy to CPU

memory.

4 Profile Driven Development3

A famous quote attributed to Donald Knuth is that “premature optimization is the root of all

evil” [11], or put another way; make sure the code produces the correct results before trying

to optimize it, and optimize only where it will make an impact. The first step in optimization

is always to identify the major application bottlenecks, as performance will increase the most

when removing these. However, locating the bottleneck is hard enough on a CPU, and can be

even more difficult on a GPU. Optimization should also be considered a cyclic process, meaning

that after having found and removed one bottleneck, we need to repeat the profiling process to

find the next bottleneck in the application. This cyclic optimization can be repeated until the

kernel operates close to the theoretical hardware limits or all optimization techniques have been

exhausted.

To identify the performance bottleneck in a GPU application, it is important to chose the ap-

propriate performance metrics, and then compare the measured performance to the theoretical

peak performance. There are several bottlenecks one can encounter when programming GPUs.

For a GPU kernel, there are three main bottlenecks; the kernel may be limited by instruction

throughput, memory throughput, or latencies. However, it might also be that CPU-GPU com-

munication is the bottleneck, or that application overheads dominate the run-time.

Locating Kernel Bottlenecks

There are two main approaches to locating the performance bottleneck of a CUDA kernel, the

first and most obvious being to use the CUDA profiler. The profiler is a program that that

samples different hardware counters, and the correct interpretation of these numbers is required

to identify bottlenecks. The second option is to modify the source code, and compare the

execution time of the differently modified kernels.

The profiler can be used to identify whether a kernel is limited by bandwidth or arithmetic

3Many of the optimization techniques presented in this section are from the excellent presentations by Paulius

Micikevisius [16, 15].
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Figure 7: Normalized run-time of modified kernels which are used to identify bottlenecks:

(top left) a well balanced kernel, (top right) a latency bound kernel, (bottom left) a memory

bound kernel, and (bottom right) an arithmetic bound kernel. “Total” refers to the total kernel

time, whilst “Memory” refers to a kernel stripped of arithmetic operations, and “Math” refers

to a kernel stripped of memory operations. It is important to note that latencies are part of the

measured run-times for all kernel versions.

operations. This is done by simply looking at the instruction-to-byte ratio, or in other words

finding out how many arithmetic operations your kernel performs per byte it reads. The ratio

can be found by comparing the instructions issued counter (multiplied with the warp size, 32)

to the sum of global store transactions and L1 global load miss counters (both multiplied with

the cache line size, 128 bytes), or directly through the instruction/byte counter. Then we

compare this ratio to the theoretical ratio for the specific hardware the kernel is running on,

which is available in the profiler as the Ideal Instruction/Byte ratio counter.

The profiler does not always report accurate figures because the number of load and store

instructions may be lower than the actual number of memory transactions, depending on address

patterns and individual transfer sizes. To get the most accurate figures, we can follow another

strategy which is to compare the run-time of three modified versions of the kernel: The original

kernel, one Math version in which all memory loads and stores are removed, and one Memory
version in which all arithmetic operations are removed (see Figure 7). If the Math version is

significantly faster than the original and Memory kernels, we know that the kernel is memory

bound, and conversely for arithmetics. This method has the added benefit of showing how well

memory operations and arithmetic operations overlap.

To create the Math kernel, we simply comment out all load operations, and move every store

operation inside conditionals that will always evaluate to false. We do this to fool the compiler

so that it does not optimize away the parts we want to profile, since the compiler will strip

away all code not contributing to the final output to global memory. However, to make sure that

the compiler does not move the computations inside the conditional as well, the result of the

computations must also be used in the condition as shown in Listing 1. Creating the Memory
kernel, on the other hand, is much simpler. Here, we can simply comment out all arithmetic

operations, and instead add all data used by the kernel, and write out the sum as the result.

Note that if control flow or addressing is dependent on data in memory the method becomes

less straightforward and requires special care. A further issue with modifying the source code
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__global__ void main(..., int flag) {
float result = ...;
if(1.0f == result * flag)
output[i] = value;

}

Listing 1: Compiler trick for arithmetic only kernel. By adding the kernel argument

flag (which we always set to 0), we disable the compiler from optimizing away the

if-statement, and simultaneously disable the global store operation.

is that register count can change, which again can increase the occupancy and thereby invali-

date the measured run-time. This, however, can be is solved by increasing the shared memory

parameter in the launch configuration of the kernel,

someKernel<<<grid_size, block_size, shared_mem_size, ...>>>(...),

until the occupancy of the unmodified version is matched. The occupancy can easily be exam-

ined using the profiler or the CUDA Occupancy Calculator.

If a kernel appears to be well balanced (i.e., neither memory nor arithmetics appear to be

the bottleneck), we must still check whether or not our kernel operates close to the theoretical

performance numbers since it can suffer from latencies. These latencies are typically caused by

problematic data dependencies or the inherent latencies of arithmetic operations. Thus, if your

kernel is well balanced, but operates at only a fraction of the theoretical peak, it is probably

bound by latencies. In this case, a reorganization of memory requests and arithmetic operations

is often required. The goal should be to have many outstanding memory requests that can

overlap with arithmetic operations.

Profiling and Optimizing Memory

Let us assume that we have identified the major bottleneck of the kernel to be memory transac-

tions. The first and least time-consuming thing to try for memory-bound kernels is to experiment

with the settings for caching and non-caching loads and the size of the L1 cache to find the best

settings. This can have a large impact in cases of register spilling and for strided or scattered

memory access patterns, and it requires no code changes. Outside these short experiments,

however, there are two major factors that we want to examine, and that is the access pattern and

the number of concurrent memory requests.

To determine if the access pattern is the problem, we compare the number of memory in-

structions with the number of transferred bytes. For example, for global load we should compare

the number of bytes requested (gld_request multiplied by bytes per request, 128 bytes) to the

number of transferred bytes (the sum of l1_global_load_miss and l1_global_load_hit

multiplied by the cache line size, 128 bytes). If the number of instructions per byte is far larger

than one, we have a clear indication that global memory loads have a problematic access pat-

tern. In that case, we should try reorganizing the the memory access pattern to better fit with

the rules in Section 3. For global store, the counters we should compare are gst_request and

global_store_transactions.

If we are memory bound, but the access patterns are good, we might be suffering from

having too few outstanding memory requests: according to Little’s Law [13], we need (mem-
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ory latency × bandwidth) bytes in flight to saturate the bus. To determine if the number of

concurrent memory accesses is too low, we can compare the achieved memory throughput

(glob_mem_read_throughput and glob_mem_write_throughput in the profiler) against

the theoretical peak. If the hardware throughput is dramatically lower, the memory bus is not

saturated, and we should try increasing the number of concurrent memory transactions by in-

creasing the occupancy. This can be done through adjustment of block dimensions or reduction

of register count, or we can modify the kernel to process more data elements per thread. A fur-

ther optimization path is to move indexing calculations and memory transactions in an attempt

to achieve better overlap of memory transactions and arithmetic operations.

An important note when it comes to optimization of memory on the GPU, is that traditional

CPU cache blocking techniques typically do not work. This is because the GPUs L1 and L2

caches are not aimed at temporal reuse like CPU caches usually are, which means that attempts

at cache blocking can even be counter-productive. The rule of thumb is therefore that when

optimizing for memory throughput on GPUs, do not think of caches at all. However, fetching

data from textures can alleviate pressure on the memory system since these fetches go through

a different cache in smaller transactions. Nevertheless, the L1 cache is superior in performance,

and only in rare cases will the texture cache increase performance [18].

Profiling and Optimizing Latencies and Instruction Throughput

If a kernel is bound by instruction throughput, there may be several underlying causes. Warp

serialization (see Section 3) may be a major bottleneck, or we may similarly have that bank

conflicts cause shared memory serialization. The third option is that we have data dependencies

that inhibit performance.

Instruction serialization means that some threads in a warp “replay” the same instruction as

opposed to all threads issuing the same instruction only once (see Figure 6b). The profiler can

be used to determine the level of instruction serialization by comparing the instructions_

executed counter to the instructions_issued counter, in which the difference is due to

serialization. Note that even if there is a difference between instructions executed and instruc-

tions issued, this is only a problem if it constitutes a significant percentage.

One of the causes for instruction replays is divergent branches, identified by comparing the

divergent_branch counter to the branch counter. We can also profile it by modifying the

source code so that all threads take the same branch, and compare the run-times. The remedy is

to remove as many branches as possible, for example by sorting the input data or splitting the

kernel into two separate kernels (see Section 3).

Another cause for replays is bank conflicts, which can be the case if the l1_shared_

bank_conflict counter is a significant percentage of the sum of the shared_loads and

shared_stores counters. Another way of profiling bank conflicts is to modify the kernel

source code by removing the bank conflicts. This is done by changing the indexing so that all

accesses are either broadcasts (all threads access the same element) or conflict free (each thread

uses the index threadIdx.y*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x). The shared memory variables

also need to be declared as volatile to prevent the compiler from storing them in registers in the

modified kernel. Padding is one way of removing these bank conflicts (see Section 3), and one

can also try rearranging the shared memory layout (e.g., by storing by columns instead of by

rows).
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If we have ruled out the above causes, our kernel might be suffering from arithmetic oper-

ation latencies and data dependencies. We can find out if this is the case by comparing the kernel

performance to hardware limits. This is done by examining the IPC - Instructions/Cycle

counter in the profiler, which gives the ratio of executed instructions per clock cycle. For com-

pute capability 2.0, this figure should be close to 2, whilst for compute capability 2.1 it should

approach 4 instructions per cycle. If the achieved instructions per cycle count is very low, this

is a clear indication that there are data dependencies and arithmetic latencies that affect the

performance. In this case, we can try storing intermediate calculations in separate registers to

minimize arithmetic latencies due to register dependencies.

Further Optimization Parameters

Grid- and block-size are important optimization parameters, and they are usually not easy to

set. Both the grid size and the block size must be chosen according to the size and structure of

the input data, but they must also be tuned to fit the GPU’s architecture in order to yield a high

performance. Most importantly we need enough total threads to keep the GPU fully occupied

in order to hide memory and other latencies. Since each multiprocessor can execute up-to eight

blocks simultaneously, choosing too small blocks prevents a high occupancy. Simultaneously,

we do not want too large blocks since this may cause register spilling if the kernel uses a lot of

registers. The number of threads per block should also, if possible, be a multiple of 32, since

each multiprocessor executes full warps. When writing a kernel for the GPU, one also often

encounters a situation in which the number of data elements is not a multiple of the block size.

In this case, it is recommended to launch a grid larger than the number of elements and use an

out-of-bounds test to discard the unnecessary computations.

In many cases, it is acceptable to trade accuracy for performance, either because we simply

need a rough estimate, or that modeling or data errors shadow the inevitable floating point

rounding errors. The double-precision to single-precision ratio for GPUs is 2:1 4, which means

that a double precision operation takes twice as long as a single precision operation (just as for

CPUs). This makes it well worth investigating whether or not single-precision is sufficiently

accurate for the application. For many applications, double precision is required for calculating

results, but the results themselves can be stored in single precision without loss of accuracy.

In these cases, all data transfers will execute twice as fast, simultaneously as we will only

occupy half the space in memory. For other cases, single precision is sufficiently accurate

for arithmetics as well, meaning we can also perform the floating point operations twice as

fast. Remember also that all floating-point literals without the f suffix are interpreted as 64-bit

according to the C standard, and that when one operand in an expression is 64-bit, all operations

must be performed in 64-bit precision. Some math functions can be compiled directly into

faster, albeit less accurate, versions. This is enabled using double underscore version of the

function, for example __sin() instead of sin(). By using the --use_fast_math compiler

flag, all fast hardware math functions that are available will be used. It should also be noted

that this compiler flag also treats denormalized numbers as zero, and faster (but less accurate)

approximations are used for divisions, reciprocals, and square roots.

Even if an application does none of its computing on the CPU, there still must be some

CPU code for setting up and controlling CUDA contexts, launching kernels, and transferring

4For the GeForce products this ratio is 8:1.
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data between the CPU and the GPU. In most cases it is also desirable to have some computations

performed on the CPU. There is almost always some serial code in an algorithm that cannot be

parallelized and therefore will execute faster on the CPU. Another reason is that there is no point

in letting the CPU idle while the GPU does computations: use both processors when possible.

There are considerable overheads connected with data transfers between the CPU and the

GPU. To hide a memory transfer from the CPU to the GPU before a kernel is launched one can

use streams, issue the memory transfer asynchronously, and do work on the CPU while the data

is being transferred to the GPU (see Section 3). Since data transfers between the CPU and the

GPU goes through the PCI Express bus both ways, these transfers will often be a bottleneck.

By using streams and asynchronous memory transfers, and by trying to keep the data on the

GPU as much as possible, this bottleneck can be reduced to a minimum.

Auto-tuning of GPU Kernels

The above mentioned performance guidelines are often conflicting, one example being that

you want to optimize for occupancy to hide memory latencies simultaneously as you want

to increase the number of per-thread registers for more per-thread storage. The first of these

criteria requires more threads per block, the second requires fewer threads per block, and it

is not given which configuration will give the best performance. With the sheer number of

conflicting optimization parameters, it rapidly becomes difficult to find out what to optimize.

Experienced developers are somewhat guided by educated guesses together with a trial and

error approach, but finding the global optimum is often too difficult to be performed manually.

Auto-tuning strategies have been known for a long time on CPUs, and are used to optimize

the performance using cache blocking and many other techniques. On GPUs, we can similarly

create auto-tuning codes that execute a kernel for each set of optimization parameters, and

select the best performing configuration. However, the search space is large, and brute force

techniques are thus not a viable solution. Pruning of this search space is still an open research

question, but several papers on the subject have been published (see for example [12, 6]).

Even if auto-tuning is outside the scope of a project, preparing for it can still be an impor-

tant part of profiler guided development. The first part of auto-tuning is often to use template

arguments for different kernel parameters such as shared memory, block size, etc. This gives

you many different varieties of the same kernel so that you can easily switch between different

implementations. A benefit of having many different implementations of the same kernel, is

that you can perform run-time auto-tuning of your code. Consider the following example: For

a dam break simulation on the GPU, you might have one kernel that is optimized for scenarios

in which most of the domain is dry. However, as the dam breaks, water spreads throughout the

domain, making this kernel inefficient. You then create a second kernel that is efficient when

most of the domain contains water, and switch between these two kernels at run-time. One

strategy here is to perform a simple check of which kernel is the fastest after given number of

iterations, and use this kernel. Performing this check every hundredth time-step, for example,

gives a very small overhead to the total computational time, and ensures that you are using the

most efficient kernel throughout the simulation.

Reporting Performance

One of the key points made in early GPU papers was that one could obtain high speedups

over the CPU for a variety of different algorithms. The tendency has since been to report ever
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increasing speedups, and today papers report that their codes run anything from tens to hundreds

and thousands times faster than CPU “equivalents”. However, when examining the theoretical

performance of the architectures, the performance gap is roughly seven times between state-

of-the-art CPUs and GPUs (see Figure 2). Thus, reporting a speedup of hundreds of times or

more holds no scientific value without further explanations supported by detailed benchmarks

and profiling results.

The sad truth about many papers reporting dramatic speedup figures is that the speedup is

misleading, at best. Often, a GPU code can be compared to an inefficient CPU code, or a state-

of-the-art desktop GPU can be compared to a laptop CPU several years old. Some claims of

SSE and other optimizations of the CPU code are often made, giving the impression that the

CPU code is efficient. However, for many implementations, this still might not be the case: if

you optimize using SSE instructions, but the bottleneck is memory latency your optimizations

are worthless in a performance perspective.

Reporting performance is a difficult subject, and the correct way of reporting performance

will vary from case to case. There is also a balance between the simplicity of the benchmark

and its ease of interpretation. For example, the Top500 list [23], which rates the fastest super-

computers in the world, is often criticized for being too simplistic as it gives a single rating

(gigaflops) from a single benchmark (solving a linear system of equations). For GPUs, we want

to see an end to the escalating and misleading speedup-race, and rather see detailed profiling

results. This will give a much better view of how well the algorithm exploits the hardware, both

on the CPU and on the GPU. Furthermore, reporting how well your implementation utilizes

the hardware, and what the bottlenecks are, will give insight into how well it will perform on

similar and even future hardware. Another benefit here, is that it becomes transparent what

the bottleneck of the algorithm is, meaning it will become clear what hardware vendors and

researchers should focus on for improving performance.

5 Debugging
As an ever increasing portion of the C++ standard is supported by CUDA and more advanced

debugging tools emerge, debugging GPU codes becomes more and more like debugging CPU

codes. Many CUDA programmers have encountered the “unspecified launch failure”, which

could be notoriously hard to debug. Such errors were typically only found by either modification

and experimenting, or by careful examination of the source code. Today, however, there are

powerful CUDA debugging tools for all the most commonly used operating systems.

CUDA-GDB, available for Linux and Mac, can step through a kernel line by line at the

granularity of a warp, e.g., identifying where an out-of-bounds memory access occurs, in a sim-

ilar fashion to debugging a CPU program with GDB. In addition to stepping, CUDA-GDB also

supports breakpoints, variable watches, and switching between blocks and threads. Other useful

features include reports on the currently active CUDA threads on the GPU, reports on current

hardware and memory utilization, and in-place substitution of changed code in running CUDA

application. The tool enables debugging on hardware in real-time, and the only requirement for

using CUDA-GDB is that the kernel is compiled with the -g -G flags. These flags make the

compiler add debugging information into the executable, and the executable to spill all variables

to memory.

On Microsoft Windows, Parallel NSight is a plug-in for Microsoft Visual Studio which
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offers conditional breakpoints, assembly level debugging, and memory checking directly in

the Visual Studio IDE. It furthermore offers an excellent profiling tool, and is freely available

to developers. However, debugging requires two distinct GPUs; one for display, and one for

running the actual code to be debugged.

6 Trends in GPU Computing
GPUs have truly been a disruptive technology. Starting out as academic examples, they were

shunned in scientific and high-performance communities: they were inflexible, inaccurate, and

required a complete redesign of existing software. However, with time, there has been a low-

end disruption, in which GPUs have slowly conquered a large portion of the high-performance

computing segment, and three of five of todays fastest supercomputers are powered mainly

by GPUs [23]. GPUs were never designed for high-performance computing in mind, but have

nevertheless evolved into powerful processors that fit this market perfectly in less than ten years.

The software and the hardware has developed in harmony, both due to the hardware vendors

seeing new possibilities and due to researchers and industry identifying points of improvement.

It is impossible to predict the future of GPUs, but by examining its history and current state, we

might be able to identify some trends that are worth noting.

The success of GPUs has partly been due to its price: GPUs are ridiculously inexpensive

in terms of performance per dollar. This again comes from the mass production and target

market. Essentially, GPUs are inexpensive because NVIDIA and AMD sell a lot of GPUs to the

entertainment market. After researchers started to exploit GPUs, these hardware vendors have

eventually developed functionality that is tailored for general-purpose computing and started

selling GPUs intended for computing alone. Backed by the mass market, this means that the

cost for the vendors to target this emerging market is very low, and the profits high.

There are great similarities between the vector machines of the 1990ies and todays use of

GPUs. The interest in vector machines eventually died out, as the x86 market took over. Will

the same happen to GPUs once we conquer the power wall? In the short term, the answer is no

for several reasons: First of all, conquering the power wall is not even on the horizon, meaning

that for the foreseeable future, parallelism will be the key ingredient that will increase perfor-

mance. Also, while vector machines were reserved for supercomputers alone, todays GPUs

are available in everything from cell phones to supercomputers. A large number of software

companies now use GPUs for computing in their products due to this mass market adaption,

and this is one of the key reasons why we will have GPUs or GPU-like accelerator cores in the

future. Just as x86 is difficult to replace, it is now becoming difficult to replace GPUs, as the

software and hardware investments in this technology are large and increasing.

NVIDIA have just released their most recent architecture, called Kepler [19], which has

several updates compared to the Fermi architecture described in this paper. First of all, it has

changed the organization of the multiprocessors: whilst the Fermi architecture has up-to six-

teen streaming multiprocessors, each with 32 CUDA cores, the new Kepler architecture has

only four multiprocessors, but each with 192 CUDA cores. This totals to 1536 CUDA cores

for one chip, compared to 512 for the Fermi architecture. A second change is that the clock

frequency has been decreased from roughly 1.5 GHz to just over 1 GHz. These two changes are

essentially a continuation of the existing trend of increasing performance through more cores

running at a decreased clock frequency. Combined with a new production process of 28 nm
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(compared to 40 nm for Fermi), the effect is that the new architecture has a lower power con-

sumption, yet roughly doubles the gigaflops performance. The bandwidth to the L2 cache has

been increased giving a performance boost for applications that can utilize the L2 cache well,

yet the main memory bandwidth is the same. NVIDIA has also announced that it plans to build

high-performance processors with integrated CPU cores and GPU cores based on the low-power

ARM architecture and the future Maxwell GPU architecture.

Competition between CPUs and GPUs is likely to be intense for conquering the high per-

formance and scientific community, and heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems are already on the

market. The AMD Fusion architecture [1] incorporates multiple CPU and GPU cores into a

single die, and Intel have released their Sandy Bridge architecture based on the same concept.

Intel have also developed other highly parallel architectures, including the Larrabee [21] based

on simple and power efficient x86 cores, the Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) [10], and the

80-core Tera-scale research chip Polaris [24]. These architectures have never been released

as commercial products, but have culminated into the Knights Corner co-processor with up-to

1 teraflops performance [9]. This co-processor resides on an adapter connected through the PCI

express bus, just as todays graphics adapters, but exposes a traditional C, C++ and Fortran pro-

gramming environment, in which existing legacy code can simply be recompiled for the new

architecture.

Today, we see that the processors converge towards incorporating traditional CPU cores in

addition to highly parallel accelerator cores on the same die, such as the aforementioned AMD

Fusion and Intel Sandy Bridge. These architectures do not target the high-performance segment.

However, NVIDIA have plans for the high performance segment with their work on combining

ARM CPU cores and Maxwell GPU cores on the same chip. We thus see it as likely that we will

see a combination of CPU and GPU cores on the same chip, sharing the same memory space, in

the near future. This will have a dramatic effect on the memory bottleneck that exists between

these architectures today, and open for tighter cooperation between fast serial execution and

massive parallel execution to tackle Amdahl’s law.

7 Summary
In this article, we have given an overview of hardware and traditional optimization techniques

for the GPU. We have furthermore given a step-by-step guide to profile driven development, in

which bottlenecks and possible solutions are outlined. The focus is on state-of-the-art hardware

with accompanying tools, and we have addressed the most prominent bottlenecks: memory,

arithmetics, and latencies.
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Abstract: Graphics processing units have now been used for scientific calculations for over

a decade, going from early proof-of-concepts to industrial use today. The inherent reason is

that graphics processors are far more powerful than CPUs when it comes to both floating point

operations and memory bandwidth, illustrated by the fact that a growing portion of the top 500

supercomputers in the world now use GPU acceleration. In this paper, we present guidelines

and best practices for harvesting the power of graphics processing units for shallow water

simulations through stencil computations.
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1 Introduction
The shallow water equations are a set of hyperbolic partial differential equations, and as such

can be solved using explicit finite difference and finite volume schemes with compact stencils;

schemes that map very well to the hardware architecture of graphics processing units (GPUs).

In fact, GPUs have been used successfully for solving the shallow water equations since the

very beginning of GPU computing (see, e.g., [5]). The most powerful processor in everything

from laptops to supercomputers today is typically the GPU, and this is the single most important

reason for using GPUs for general purpose computations. In this paper, we present guidelines

and best practices for implementing explicit stencil based shallow water solvers on GPUs. Our

main focus is on NVIDIA hardware, as this is the most used platform in academia, but most of

the techniques described also apply to GPUs from AMD. We briefly introduce the GPU and the

shallow water equations in this section, before we describe strategies for mapping the shallow

water equations to the GPU in Section 2, and summarize in Section 3.

Graphics processing units: Dedicated processors that accelerated graphics operations were

introduced in the 80’ies to offload demanding graphics from the CPU, and in 1999 NVIDIA

coined the term GPU with the release of the GeForce 256 graphics card. Around the same time

we also saw the first use of GPUs for non-graphics applications [10]. These early graphics

cards accelerated a fixed set of graphics operations such as vertex transformations, lighting

and texturing, later the fixed functionality has gradually been replaced with fully programmable

shading. In 2007, NVIDIA released CUDA [4], a language dedicated to GPU computing, which

sparked a huge interest in the use of GPUs for scientific applications [9]. Today, we see an ever

increasing trend of using the GPU to accelerate high-performance computing, and three of the

top five supercomputers on the top 500 list [8] now utilize GPUs.

The major difference between CPUs and GPUs is their architectural design. Current multi-

core CPUs are designed for simultaneous execution of multiple applications, and use complex

logic and a high clock frequency to execute each application in the shortest possible time. GPUs,

on the other hand, are designed for calculating the color of millions of screen pixels in parallel

from a complex 3D game world. This essentially means that while CPUs are designed to mini-

mize single thread latency, GPUs are designed for throughput. This is also reflected in how the

transistors are used. CPUs use most of their transistor budget on huge caches and complex logic

to minimize latencies, leaving a very small percentage of transistors for actual computations.

GPUs, on the other hand, spend most of their transistor budget on computational units, and have

very limited caches and very little of the complex logic found in CPUs. If we compare the state

of the art, CPUs such as the Intel Core i7-3960X can have up-to 6 cores × 8-way SIMD = 48

floating point units, whilst GPUs such as the NVIDIA GeForce 580 GTX can have up-to 16

cores × 32-way SIMD = 512, an increase of an order of magnitude5.

The shallow water equations: The shallow water equations are applicable for a wide range

of problems, such as dam breaks, inundations, oceanographic currents, avalanches, and other

phenomena and scenarios in which the governing flow is horizontal. This system of equations is

also representative of the wider class of hyperbolic partial differential equations, and techniques

developed for the shallow water equations are also often applicable to other hyperbolic conser-

5This comparison assumes single precision operations. It should also be mentioned that a GPU core is quite

different from a CPU core, and we refer the reader to [4] for a full overview.
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vation laws. In the simplest case, the homogeneous shallow water equations in two spatial

dimensions can be written
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or in vector form, Qt +F (Q)x +G(Q)y = 0. Here, Q is our vector of conserved variables, and

F and G are flux functions that give rise to gravity waves. In the case of water, h will be the

water depth, hu and hv is the momentum along the abscissa and ordinate, respectively, and g is

the gravitational acceleration. In this paper, we focus on modern explicit schemes with compact

stencils that solve these equations (see, e.g., [13, 7]), as these schemes are often highly suitable

for implementation on GPUs.

2 Mapping the Shallow Water Equations to the GPU
Explicit schemes with compact stencils map well to the GPU architecture, since each output

element can be computed independently of all other elements, giving rise to a high level of

parallelism. In this section, we will illustrate how the classical Lax-Friedrichs finite volume

scheme can be mapped to the GPU as an example. It should be noted that the presented code

is for illustrative purposes only, and disregard many important optimization parameters. Let us

start by writing up the classical Lax-Friedrichs scheme for a volume (i, j):

Qn+1
ij = 1

4

(
Qn

i,j+1 +Qn
i,j−1 +Qn

i+1,j +Qn
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]
.

Here, we explicitly calculate the vector Q at the next time step, (n + 1)Δt, using the stencil

containing our four nearest neighbors. A traditional CPU algorithm that evolves the solution

one time step can often be similar to the following:

for (int j=1; j<ny-1; ++j) {

for (int i=1; i<nx-1; ++i) {

int n=(j+1)*nx+i, s=(j-1)*nx+i, e=j*nx+i+1, w=j*nx+i-1;

h_new[j*nx+i] = 0.25*(h[n]+h[s]+h[e]+h[w])

- 0.5*dt/dx*(hu[e]-hu[w]) - 0.5*dt/dy*(hv[n]-hv[s]);

}

}

Here we have shown the code for computing hn+1 for each internal volume in the discretiza-

tion, and hun+1 and hvn+1 would be computed similarly. Because each volume (i, j) can be

computed independently, we may solve for all volumes in parallel, and this is what we exploit

when mapping the computations to the GPU. The first thing we do is to identify the independent

parallel section of our code, and write it as a GPU kernel, shown in the following example:

__global__ void LaxFriedrichs(float* h_new,

float* h, float* hu, float* hv, int nx, int ny) {

int i = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
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int j = blockIdx.y*blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;

if (i > 0 && i < nx-1 && j > 0 && j < ny-1) {

int n=(j+1)*nx+i, s=(j-1)*nx+i, e=j*nx+i+1, w=j*nx+i-1;

h_new[j*nx+i] = 0.25*(h[n]+h[s]+h[e]+h[w])

- 0.5*dt/dx*(hu[e]-hu[w]) - 0.5*dt/dy*(hv[n]-hv[s]);

}

}

In this kernel, the variables h_new, h etc. are physically located in GPU memory. We use the

variables i and j to index this memory. We launch this kernel for each finite volume on the GPU

using a grid of blocks to execute it on the GPU (see Figure 1):

dim3 block(16, 12);

dim3 grid(ceil(nx/16.0), ceil(ny/12.0));

LaxFriedrichs<<<grid, block>>>(h_new, h, hu, hv, nx, ny);

This creates one thread per volume which the GPU executes in parallel. In addition to the code

shown above, we also need to allocate memory on the GPU, copy initial conditions from the

CPU to the GPU, and copy results back after the desired simulation time has been reached. In

both the CPU and the GPU code, we also need to implement boundary conditions, for example

using global ghost cells that in general must be updated before every simulation step.

The presented GPU code launches nx × ny threads organized into blocks of 16×12. On the

GPU, each block is assigned to one of many processors, and one processor can hold multiple

blocks. This is used to hide memory latencies by rapidly switching between the active blocks.

We typically achieve best performance with a large number of blocks, but determining the

optimal block size is often a very difficult task. One important parameter here is the 32-way

SIMD nature of GPUs, that is, 32 consecutive threads must execute the same instruction on

different data for full performance. Another key optimization parameter is shared memory. In

the code above, each output element is computed from four input elements which have to be

read from global GPU memory. On the CPU, the input variables would automatically be cached
for performance. On the GPU, however, we must manually place data in shared memory, a type

of programmable cache available to all threads within the same block. We can do this by loading

one data element per thread, in addition to the apron, into shared memory (see Figure 1). Such a

strategy gives us the classical block domain decomposition, in which each CUDA block has an

input domain which overlaps with its neighboring blocks, allowing it to execute independently.

This means that for a large block size we on average read just over one element per thread,

compared to eight without the use of shared memory. However, the shared memory is limited in

size, thereby limiting our block size. There are several other important optimization parameters,

and we refer the reader to [3] for a more thorough discussion of these.

Multi-GPU: The technique presented above for executing CUDA blocks in parallel through

the use of domain decomposition can also be used to enable parallel simulations on multiple

GPUs. Multi-GPU simulations are highly attractive for simulating very large domains or when

performance requirements are very high. Modern computers can be equipped with up-to four

dual-GPUs on a single chassis, effectively creating a desktop supercomputer. However, whilst

the block decomposition is highly suitable within one GPU because of the limited shared mem-

ory size, it can often be better to use a row decomposition for multi-GPU simulations within one
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GPU 1
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Figure 1: (Left) Illustration of the block and grid concepts with one block hilighted. The apron (also

called local ghost cells) is used to fulfill the requirements of the stencil, so that all blocks may be executed

independently and in parallel by the GPU. (Right) Multi-GPU domain decomposition using overlapping

ghost cell regions. The two GPUs exchange the overlapping region after every second time step.

node (see Figure 1). The row decomposition minimizes the overlapping areas of the domain,

and also communication costs, as each node has at most two neighbors (as opposed to four for

the block decomposition). Before each simulation step, one simply exchanges the overlapping

regions between the two GPUs, thereby coupling the two otherwise independent simulations.

The GPU is located on the PCI-express bus, and all communication between different GPUs

is therefore slow, especially in terms of latency. Simulations on multiple GPUs may therefore

suffer from this slow communication between the GPUs. One way of alleviating this is to use

ghost cell expansion, in which the size of the overlap between two GPUs is increased. By doing

this, we can simulate more than one time step before exchanging information between GPUs,

as disturbances will at most travel one cell per time step. Thus, for an overlap of two cells, we

would be able to run two time steps before having to exchange the overlapping region. However,

the cost is that we must now calculate the flow in the overlapping cells on both GPUs, meaning

there is a trade-off. Our experience shows that an overlap of on the order of tens of cells yields

highest performance, allowing near-perfect weak and strong scaling for representative domain

sizes [12]. An extension to this technique is to overlap data transfers with computation, which

can be done by solving for the internal cells of the domain simultaneously as the overlap region

is being exchanged.

Sparse Simulations: Many real-world scenarios will often have large areas without water,

such as in simulation of dam breaks and inundations near riverbanks and coastal regions. These

dry areas do not require any computation, as the compact stencil ensures that water will travel at

most one cell per time step. Traditional techniques, however, often perform some calculations

on these cells before discarding the results if the cell is dry, effectively wasting both memory

bandwidth and floating point operations. One particularly effective approach to address this

shortcoming on the GPU is to use sparse simulations (see Figure 2) [11]. Sparse simulations

are based around the grid concept of CUDA, whereby only blocks requiring computation are

launched. At the end of each time step, each block stores “-1” in a buffer if it is guaranteed to be

dry the next time step, or its grid position otherwise. At the next time step, this buffer is sorted

so that the non-negative indices come first, and a grid with one block per non-negative index is

launched. The extra sorting of the buffer incurs a small performance penalty, but being able to

skip dry regions altogether yields a great performance increase on GPUs (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Map of dry blocks during a real-world dam break simulation. By storing whether or not a

block contains water, we can create a list of blocks that require computation before each time step, and

launch the kernel only on these blocks. Since water from a wet block may flow to a neighboring dry block

in the next time step, we must also compute these dry blocks. This approach saves both computation and

bandwidth, yielding a significant performance improvement on typical domains (see also Figure 3).

The technique of skipping dry parts of the domain can also be extended to the data represen-

tation, whereby dry parts of the domain are not represented on the GPU at all. This essentially

follows the same procedure, but the data layout is changed so that wet blocks are stored after

one another in GPU global memory. Such a sparse memory layout is especially attractive for

extremely large domains with little water, and even problems where the full domain would oth-

erwise not fit in GPU global memory. However, the altered data layout makes the process of

reading the apron slightly more complicated, as neighboring blocks are no longer neighbors in

the physical memory layout.

Accuracy and Performance: A requirement for developing numerical codes on the GPU

that accurately captures the physical reality is to choose good verification and validation cases

first, and then to optimize the code only after it gives the correct results. A classical problem

one soon encounters in this process is that floating point arithmetic is not commutative due to

round off errors, that is af + bf �= bf + af . This is important to note when executing parallel

code, as the sequence of floating point operations between different execution units often will

be non-deterministic.

A further difficulty with numerical codes is that the inevitable floating point errors can

blow up, and one often tends to use double precision calculations instead of single precision

to counter this. However, single precision may in many cases still be the best choice. First

of all, using single precision gives you roughly double the performance, because the size of

your data is halved and single precision operations are twice as fast. Furthermore, it is often

the case that modeling errors, measurement errors, and other factors shadow the errors imposed

by using single precision. For example in [2], the handling of dry states completely masks the

errors introduced by using single precision arithmetic for the target scenarios, meaning single

precision is sufficiently accurate. However, it is still important to keep floating point errors in

mind when implementing all numerical codes. As another example, let us consider a numerical

scheme based on the water elevation instead of the water depth (e.g., the Kurganov-Petrova

scheme [6]). In such a scheme, it is often tempting to store the water elevation in memory.

This, however, will give rise to large relative errors when the water depth is small compared
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Figure 3: (Left) Performance as a function of domain size in millions of cells for 1 to 4 GPUs. The

simulation is a wet bed circular dam break, and shows near-perfect weak and strong scaling for suffi-

ciently large domains. The performance is normalized with respect to the fastest 1 GPU run. (Right)

Performance as a function of domain size in millions of cells for different algorithms used to increase

the computational throughput for a dry bed circular dam break. The average number of wet cells is ap-

proximately 26%. Full domain computes all cells, early exit launches and then exits exits blocks without

water, sparse memory stores and computes only on wet blocks, and sparse compute computes only on

wet blocks. All graphs are normalized with the fastest full domain run as the reference.

to the elevation. The reason is that floating point numbers are most accurately represented

when close to zero. Thus, for a small water depth at a large elevation, the round off errors will

often lead to large floating point errors in the results. Therefore, it may be important to store the

quantity of interest as a number close to zero in memory, and then reconstruct derived quantities

on demand.

Thorough performance assessment for GPUs is often difficult and somewhat neglected.

Many papers that are published unfortunately relay overly optimistic speedup figures over CPU

codes. This is problematic because when one examines the theoretical performance gap be-

tween the architectures, which currently lies at around seven times [1], it is clear that speedup

claims of hundreds or more require a thorough explanation. Our view is that a good performance

assessment focuses on identifying bottlenecks of the algorithm and reporting the attained per-

centage of peak performance through careful profiling. This will give the viewer a much more

balanced view of the algorithm, and more importantly, clearly identify directions for further re-

search. Profiling can be performed using for example Parallel NSight, which is a superb tool for

profiling of GPU codes directly in Visual Studio, and similar tools such as the CUDA Profiler

also exist for Linux and OS X.

3 Summary
We have presented general guidelines and best practices for mapping explicit shallow water

schemes with compact stencils to graphics processing units. These schemes are naturally suited

for the execution model of modern GPUs, and can give unprecedented simulation speeds. We

have furthermore discussed strategies for expanding to multi-GPU simulations and strategies

for avoiding computing dry areas of the simulation domain. Finally, we have presented float-

ing point considerations with respect to accuracy versus performance, and best practices for

performance assessment.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present an efficient implementation of a state-of-the-art high-

resolution explicit scheme for the shallow water equations on graphics processing units. The

selected scheme is well balanced, supports dry states, and suits the execution model of graph-

ics processing units well. We verify and validate our implementation and show that use of

efficient single precision hardware is sufficiently accurate for real-world simulations. Our

framework further supports real-time visualization with both photo-realistic and non-photo-

realistic display of the physical quantities. We present performance results showing that we

can accurately simulate the first 4000 seconds of the Malpasset dam break case 27 seconds, in

which our simulator runs at up-to 700 megacells per second.
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1 Introduction
We present a state-of-the-art implementation of a second-order explicit finite-volume scheme

for the shallow water equations with bed slope and bed shear stress friction terms. Our imple-

mentation is verified against analytical data, validated against experimental data, and we show

extensive performance benchmarks. We start by giving an introduction to graphics processing

units (GPUs), the shallow water equations, and the use of GPUs for simulation of conservation

laws in this section. We continue in Section 2 by presenting the mathematical model and dis-

cretization of the selected scheme. In Section 3 we present our implementation, followed by

numerical and performance experiments in Section 4, and we give our concluding remarks in

Section 5.

Graphics Processing Units

Research on using GPUs for scientific computing started over a decade ago with simple aca-

demic tests that demonstrated the use of GPUs for non-graphics applications. Since then, the

hardware has evolved from simply accelerating a set of predefined graphics functions for games

to being used in the worlds fastest supercomputers [35]. The Chinese Nebulae supercomputer,

for example, uses Tesla GPUs from NVIDIA. These cards offer over 500 gigaflops in dou-

ble precision performance, twice that in single precision, and up-to 6 GB RAM accessible at

148 GB/s. Compared to the state-of-the-art six core Intel Core i7-980X, this is roughly six times

the performance and bandwidth. In addition to having a higher peak performance, these GPUs

also offer fast, albeit less accurate, versions of trigonometric and other functions, that can be

exploited for even higher performance. Researchers have efficiently exploited these GPU fea-

tures to accelerate a wide range of algorithms, and speedups of 5-50 times over equivalent CPU

implementations have been reported (see e.g., [6, 30]).

Today, most scientific articles utilizing GPUs use cards from NVIDIA and program them us-

ing CUDA, a C-based programming language for parallel execution on GPUs. CUDA has been

widely used by both industrial and academic groups, and over 1100 applications and papers in a

wide range of fields have been added to the NVIDIA CUDA Showcase [27] since 2007. Brows-

ing through the CUDA Showcase, it quickly becomes apparent that there is a race to report the

largest attained speedup. At the time of writing of the present article, there were 465 papers

reporting speedups. Out of these 115 claimed a speedup of 100 or more, 18 claimed a speedup

of 500 or more, and one reported a stunning speedup of 2600. With a theoretical performance

gap on the order of six times for the fastest available hardware today, we believe many of these

claims to be misleading, at best. In fact, Lee et al. [22] support this view in a recent comparison

of 14 algorithmic kernels, and report an average speedup of only 2.5 times. Whilst one can

argue that a paper featuring Intel-engineers only might favor Intel CPUs, and comparison of

a mid 2008 GPU with a late 2009 CPU can be rightfully criticized, their benchmarks clearly

illustrate that a 100 times speedup is not automatically achieved by simply moving an algorithm

to the GPU. We believe that fair comparisons between same-generation hardware of the same

performance class, with reporting of the percent of peak performance, would be considerably

more meaningful and useful than escalating the speedup race. Such comparisons make it easier

to compare efficiency across algorithms and for different hardware.

Both the strengths and the weaknesses of GPUs come from their architectural differences

from CPUs. While CPUs are traditionally optimized for single-thread performance using com-
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plex logic for instruction level parallelism and high clock frequencies, GPUs are optimized for

net throughput. Today’s GPUs from NVIDIA, exemplified by the GeForce GTX 480, consist of

up-to 15 SIMD cores called streaming multiprocessors (SM). Each SM holds 2×16 arithmetic-

logic units that execute 2 × 32 threads (two warps) in SIMD-fashion over two clock cycles.

The SMs can keep multiple warps active simultaneously, and instantly switch between these to

hide memory and other latencies. One SM can hold a total of 48 active warps, meaning we can

have over 23 thousand hardware threads in flight at the same time [28]. This highly contrasts

with the relatively low value of 48 operations for current CPUs (6 cores × 4-way SIMD × 2

hardware threads). Thus, the programming model of GPUs is very different from that of CPUs,

and to quote Bo Kågström, we especially need to take the algorithm and architecture interaction

into account for efficient hardware utilization. For a detailed overview of GPU hardware and

software, we refer the reader to [6, 30].

The Shallow Water Equations

The shallow water equations describe gravity-induced motion of a fluid with free surface, and

can model physical phenomena such as tidal waves, tsunamis, river flows, dam breaks, and

inundation. The system is a set of hyperbolic partial differential equations, derived from the

depth-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. As such, solutions of the shallow water equations are

only valid for problems where the vertical velocity of the fluid is negligible compared to the

horizontal velocities. Luckily, this criteria applies to many situations in hydrology and fluid

dynamics, where the shallow water equations are widely used. For hyperbolic equations in

general, the domain of dependence is always a bounded set. For the shallow water equations,

this means we can solve the system using an explicit scheme, since the waves travel at a finite

speed. Furthermore, the intrinsic parallelism of explicit schemes makes them particularly well

suited for implementation on modern GPUs.

Conservation Laws on Graphics Processing Units

Using GPUs for the numerical simulation of conservation laws is not a new idea. In fact, the use

of GPUs for such simulations was introduced at least as early as 2005, when one had to map the

computations to operations on graphical primitives [14]. Since then, there have been multiple

publications regarding conservation and balance laws on GPUs [13, 15, 4, 5, 18, 38, 3, 1].

Several authors have published implementations of explicit schemes for the shallow water

equations. Hagen et al. [14] implemented multiple explicit schemes on the GPU using OpenGL,

including a high-resolution second-order finite volume scheme very similar to the one we ex-

amine here, and demonstrated a 15-30 times speedup over an equivalently tuned CPU imple-

mentation on same-generation hardware. Liang et al. [25] present a second-order MacCormack

scheme including friction described by the Manning equation implemented using OpenGL.

They report a speedup of two for their whole algorithm on a laptop, and up-to 37000 for one of

their kernels compared to the CPU. They also visualize their results, by first copying the data

to the CPU, and then transferring it back to the GPU again. Lastra et al. [21] implemented a

first-order, finite-volume scheme using the graphics languages OpenGL and Cg, presenting over

200 times speedup for a 2008 CPU versus a 2004 GPU. de la Asunción et al. [9] explore the

same scheme using CUDA, and show a speedup of 5.7 in double precision on same-generation

hardware. They report a 43% utilization of peak bandwidth and 13% of peak compute through-

put for the whole algorithm. They further compared single versus double precision, reporting
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numbers indicating that single precision calculations are not sufficiently accurate. The same

authors have reported similar findings [8] after extending their implementation to support also

two-layer shallow water flows. Brodtkorb et al. [7] implemented three second-order accurate

schemes on the GPU, comparing single versus double precision, where single precision was

found sufficiently accurate for the implemented schemes. They further report an 80% instruc-

tion throughput for computation of the numerical fluxes, which is the most time consuming part

of the implementation.

Paper Contribution

We build on the experiences of Brodtkorb et al. [7], and present a completely new state-of-

the-art implementation of the Kurganov-Petrova scheme [20]. We have chosen this scheme for

several reasons: it is well-balanced, conservative, second order accurate in space, supports dry

zones, and is particularly well suited for implementation on GPUs. It has furthermore been

shown that single precision arithmetic is sufficiently accurate for this scheme, enabling the use

of efficient single precision hardware. Novelties in this paper include: per-block early exit

optimization; verification and validation; a 31% decrease in memory footprint; semi-implicit

physical friction terms; first order temporal time integration; multiple boundary conditions;

simultaneous visualization with multiple visualization techniques; and extensive performance

benchmarks.

2 Mathematical Model
The shallow water equations in two dimensions with bed slope and bed shear stress friction

terms can be written
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(1)

Here h is the water depth, and hu and hv are the discharges along the abscissa and ordinate,

respectively. Furthermore, g is the gravitational constant, B is the bottom topography measured

from a given datum, and Cz is the Chézy friction coefficient (see also Figure 1a). We employ

Manning’s roughness coefficient, n, in our scheme using the relation Cz = h1/6/n. In vector

form, we write the system of equations as

Qt + F (Q) +G(Q) = HB(Q,∇B) +Hf (Q), (2)

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F and G represent fluxes along the abscissa and

ordinate, respectively, and HB and Hf are the bed slope and bed shear stress source terms,

respectively.

The scheme we consider here is well-balanced, which means that for u = v = 0 the free-

surface elevation, w, measured with respect to the same datum as B, remains constant. This re-

quires that the numerical fluxes F+G perfectly balance the bed slope source term HB. Develop-

ing a well-balanced scheme is typically difficult when using the physical variables [h, hu, hv]T ,

but achievable by switching to the set of derived variables [w, hu, hv]T (see Figure 1a). Thus for
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Figure 1: (a) Shallow water flow over a complex bottom topography and definition of variables;

(b) conserved variables Q are discretized as cell averages and the bottom topography, B, is

represented as a piecewise bilinear function in each cell based on its values at the grid cell

intersections; (c) reconstruction of free-surface slopes of each cell using generalized minmod

flux limiter; (d) modification of free-surface slopes with wet-dry contact to avoid negative water

depth; (e) reconstructed values of the conserved variables on each side of the cell interfaces;

and (f) fluxes computed at each cell interface using the central-upwind flux function [19].

the remainder of this article, we use Q = [w, hu, hv]T , in which (1) is rewritten using h = w−B

(see [20] for a detailed derivation).

Spatial Discretization

The spatial discretization of the Kurganov-Petrova scheme is based on a staggered grid, where

Q is given as cell averages, B is given as a piecewise bilinear surface defined by the values at

the four cell corners, and fluxes are calculated at integration points at the midpoint of each grid

cell interface (see also Figure 4). The spatial discretization can then be written

dQij

dt
= Hf (Qij) +HB(Qij,∇B)− [

F (Qi+1/2,j)− F (Qi−1/2,j)
]− [

G(Qi,j+1/2)−G(Qi,j−1/2)
]

= Hf (Qij) +R(Q)ij.
(3)

To compute the fluxes F and G across the cell interfaces, we perform the computations outlined

in Figure 1. From the cell averages in Figure 1b we reconstruct a piecewise planar surface for Q

in each cell (Figure 1c). A problem with this reconstruction is that we will typically end up with

negative values for h at the integration points near dry zones. Without addressing these negative

values, our scheme will not handle dry zones, as the eigenvalues of the system are u±√
gh. In

the scheme, the slope reconstruction is initially performed using the generalized minmod flux

limiter,

Qx = MM(θf, c, θb), MM(a, b, c) =

⎧⎨
⎩

min(a, b, c), {a, b, c} > 0

max(a, b, c), {a, b, c} < 0

0,

(4)
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where θ = 1.3 and f , c, and b are the forward, central, and backward difference approxima-

tions to the derivative, respectively. This reconstruction, however, does not guarantee non-

negativeness of h. To handle dry zones, Kurganov and Petrova propose to simply alter the slope

of w so that the value of h at the integration points becomes non-negative (compare Figure 1c

with Figure 1d). Because we have a bilinear bottom topography and planar water elevation,

we can guarantee non-negativeness for four integration points per cell when the cell average is

non-negative. This, however, limits the spatial reconstruction to second-order accuracy.

After having altered the slopes, we reconstruct point values for each cell intersection from

the two adjacent cells (Q+ and Q− in Figure 1e), and compute the flux shown in Figure 1f

using the central-upwind flux function [19]. A difficulty with these computations related to dry

zones is that we need to calculate u = hu/h. This calculation leads to large round-off errors

as h approaches zero, which in turn can lead to very large velocities and even instabilities.

Furthermore, as the timestep is directly proportional to the maximal velocity in the domain, this

severely affects the propagation of the solution. To avoid these large velocities, Kurganov and

Petrova desingularize the calculation of u for shoal zones (h < κ) using

u =

√
2h(hu)√

h4 +max(h4, κ)
. (5)

This has the effect of dampening the velocities as the water depth approaches zero, making the

scheme well-behaved even for shoal zones. Determining the value of κ, however, is difficult.

Using too large a value yields large errors in the results, and setting it too low gives very small

timesteps, Kurganov and Petrova used κ = max{Δx4,Δy4} in their experiments. This ap-

proach is insufficient for many real-world applications, such as the Malpasset dam break case

(used in Section 4) where Δx = Δy = 15 m. Thus, we suggest using

κ = K0 max {1,min{Δx,Δy}} (6)

as an initial guess, with K0 = 10−2 for single precision calculations, and a smaller constant

for double precision. This gives a linear proportionality to the grid resolution, which we find

more suitable: for example, for a 15 meter grid cell size our approach desingularizes the fluxes

for water depths less than 15 cm. Numerical round off errors may also make very small water

depths negative, independent of the value of κ. We handle this by setting water depths less than

εm to zero, where εm is close to machine precision.

To be well-balanced and capture the lake at rest case, the bed slope source term needs to

be discretized carefully to match the flux discretization. However, due to the alteration of the

slopes of w to guarantee non-negativeness at the integration points, we get nonphysical fluxes

emerging from the shores (see Figure 1c and 1d). These fluxes, however, are small, and have

minimal effect on the global solution for typical problem setups.

Temporal Discretization

In (3) we have an ordinary differential equation for each cell in the domain. Disregarding the

bed shear stress for the time being, we discretize this equation using a standard second-order
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Figure 2: The program flow of our applications. Initialize sets up the simulator class with initial

conditions, and step runs one timestep on the GPU. We can also save results in netCDF files and

visualize them directly using OpenGL.

total variation diminishing Runge-Kutta scheme [33],
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where the timestep, Δt, is restricted by a CFL condition that ensures that disturbances travel at

most one quarter grid cell per time step,

Δt ≤ 1
4
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To include the bed shear stress in (7) we use a semi-implicit discretization,
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where H̃f (Q
k
ij) is computed explicitly from Q at timestep k. Adding (9) to (7) and reordering,

we get

Q∗
ij =

[
Qn

ij +ΔtR(Qn)ij
]
/
[
1 + ΔtH̃f (Q

n
ij)
]
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[
1
2
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2
ΔtH̃f (Q

∗
ij)
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(10)

where all terms on the right hand side are explicitly calculated. We can also use a first order

accurate Euler scheme, which simply amounts to setting Qn+1
ij = Q∗

ij in (10).

3 Implementation
We have implemented a cross-platform compatible simulator with visualization using C++,

OpenGL [32], and NVIDIA CUDA [28]. The implementation consists of three parts: a C++ in-

terface and CPU code, a set of CUDA kernels that solve the numerical scheme on the GPU, and

a visualizer that uses OpenGL to interactively show results from the simulation. The simulation

is run solely on the GPU, and data is only transferred to the CPU for file output.
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1© Flux calculation 2© Max timestep 3© Time integration 4© Boundary conditions

1© Flux calculation 3© Time integration 4© Boundary conditions

Substep 1

Substep 2

Figure 3: Zoom of the step function in Figure 2 that shows our CUDA kernels. In the first

substep, 1© calculates R, 2© finds the maximum Δt, 3© calculates H̃f and Q∗, and 4© enforces

boundary conditions on Q∗.

C++ interface and CPU code

Our C++ interface consists of a relatively simple class that handles data allocation, initializa-

tion and deallocation; movement of data between the CPU and the GPU; and invoking CUDA

kernels on the GPU. The API for the simulator is easy and clean, and it is possible to set up and

run a simulation in about 5–10 lines of code without knowledge of implementation details. We

have implemented several applications that use this interface, including one that writes results

to netCDF [26] files, an open and standardized file format commonly used to store geophysical

data, and one that runs real-time visualization of the simulation using OpenGL. Our applica-

tions further supports continuing simulations stored in netCDF files. This is done by initializing

the simulator with the bottom topography and the physical variables for the last timestep in the

file.

Figure 2 shows the program flow for our applications. The applications start by initializing

the simulator class, and continues by entering a loop where we perform timesteps. Because

each timestep is variable, we do not know, a priori, how many timesteps we need to perform per

unit simulation time. Thus, to save or visualize the results at regular simulation time intervals,

we check the current simulation time after each timestep and only exit the simulation loop when

the desired simulation time has been reached.

Our C++ class allocates the GPU data required to pass information between kernels. Brodtkorb

et al. [7] stored approximately 16 values per grid cell: two for B, three for Q, three for Q∗, three

for F , three for G, and two for the non-zero source terms. B was represented at the grid inter-

sections and also at the center of cells as a performance optimization. In our approach, however,

we have reduced this to only 11 values per grid cell by combining F,G, and the two non-zero

source terms into three values for R. This reduces the number of values we have to transfer

to and from global memory dramatically, and reduces the memory footprint by approximately

31%. However, this complicates the implementation of the flux calculation, as will be detailed

later. We have used single precision in our kernels, as Brodtkorb et al. [7] have previously

shown that this is sufficiently accurate. Using single precision over double has several benefits:

data transfers and arithmetic operations can execute at least twice as fast, and all data storage in

registers, shared and global memory, takes half the space.

CUDA Kernels

Figure 3 shows how our numerical scheme is computed by executing seven CUDA kernels in

order. One full time-step with the second-order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme runs through

both the first and second substep, whilst running only the first substep reduces to the first order

accurate Euler scheme. Thus, for second-order accuracy, we perform around twice the number
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of calculations. Within each substep we 1© calculate the fluxes and bed slope source terms, 2©
find the maximum timestep, 3© compute bed shear stress source terms and evolve the solution

in time, and 4© apply boundary conditions. Inbetween these kernels, we store results in global

memory and implicitly perform global synchronization. It would be more efficient if we could

perform the full scheme using only a single kernel, however, this is not possible: applying

boundary conditions requires the evolved timestep; evolving the solution in time requires the

fluxes and maximum timestep; and computing the maximum timestep requires the eigenvalues

for all cells that are computed by the flux kernel. One could combine the boundary conditions

kernel with either the time integration or the flux kernel, yet this would involve additional

branching that quickly outweigh the performance gain from launching one less kernel.

Modern GPUs from NVIDIA consist of a set of SIMD processors that execute blocks in

parallel. Each block consists of a predefined number of threads, logically organized in a three-

dimensional grid. Threads in the same block can cooperate and share data using on-chip shared
memory. For high performance we need to have a good block partitioning, and choosing a

“wrong” block configuration will severely affect kernel performance. However, there are several

conflicting criteria for choosing the optimal block size. The optimal block size also varies from

one GPU to another, especially between major hardware generations. In the case of the GPU

used for the present work, i.e., the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480, the following factors were

observed to affect the performance:

Warp size The hardware schedules the same instruction to 32 threads, referred to as a warp,

in SIMD fashion. Thus, for optimal performance, we want the number of threads in our

block to be a multiple of 32.

Shared memory access Shared memory is organized into 32 banks, which collectively service

one warp every other clock cycle. If two threads access the same bank simultaneously,

however, the transaction takes twice as long. Thus, the width of our shared memory

should be a multiple of 33 to avoid bank conflicts both horizontally and vertically.

Shared memory size Keeping frequently used data in shared memory will typically yield per-

formance gains. Thus, we want to maximize the domain kept in shared memory. We also

want to keep it as square as possible to maximize the ratio of internal cells to local ghost

cells required by the computation (see Figure 4).

Number of warps per streaming multiprocessor Each multiprocessor can keep up-to 48 ac-

tive warps simultaneously, as long as there are available hardware resources (such as

shared memory and registers). Increasing the number of active warps increases the oc-

cupancy, which is a measure of how well the streaming multiprocessor can hide memory

latencies. The processor uses this occupancy by instantaneously switching to other warps

when the current warp stalls, e.g., due to a data dependency. Thus, we want as many

warps per multiprocessor as possible.

Global memory access Global memory is moved into the processor in bulks, reminiscent of

the way CPUs transfer full cache lines. For maximum performance, the reads from global

memory should be 128 byte sequential, and the start address should be aligned on a

128 byte border (called coalesced accesses). This means that our block width should
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Figure 4: Domain decomposition and variable locations. The global domain is padded E© to

fit an integer number of blocks. Each block G© has local ghost cells F© that overlap with other

blocks to satisfy the data dependencies dictated by the stencil C©. Our data variables Q,R,HB,
and Hf are given at grid cell centers A©, and B is given at grid cell corners B©.

make sure that global reads start at properly aligned addresses. If we violate these rules,

however, we can still benefit from the caching on CUDA compute 2.0 capable cards from

NVIDIA.

Flux Calculation The flux kernel is the computationally most expensive kernel in our imple-

mentation. Its main task is to compute Rij from (3). This is done by computing the flux across

all the cell interfaces, the bed slope source term for all cells, and summing to find the net con-

tribution to each cell. This contrasts the approach of Brodtkorb et al. [7], where the calculation

of the net contribution per cell was done in the time integration kernel. Comparing the two,

our new approach stores fewer floating-point values per cell, enabling us to reduce the memory

footprint on the GPU.

Before we launch our kernel, we start by performing domain decomposition, yielding high

levels of parallelism suitable for the execution model of GPUs. Figure 4 illustrates how our

global domain is partitioned into blocks that can be calculated independently by using local

ghost cells. We use a block configuration of 16 × 12 = 192 threads where we have one thread

per cell. This size is a compromise between the above mentioned optimization guidelines that

has yielded the best performance. Our block size is a multiple of 32 which fits with the warp

size. Our shared memory size uses almost all of the 16 KB available, and it is relatively square

(20×16 including local ghost cells). It does not, however, ensure that we have no bank conflicts.

Making the width 32, thus 28 threads wide block size, would solve this at the expense of other

optimization parameters such as warp size. For our flux kernel, we also have the option of

configuring the shared memory as 48 KB L1 cache and 16 KB shared memory, or 16 KB L1

cache and 48 KB shared memory. We have found that for our kernel, using 48 KB L1 shared

memory yielded the best performance. However, we only use 16 KB per block, meaning we can

fit several blocks per streaming multiprocessor. Through experimentation, we have found that

using three blocks, corresponding to 18 warps, yielded the best performance. Using too many

warps exhausts the register file, meaning that some registers are spilled to local memory. Using

too few warps may cause the processor not to have enough warps to select from when some are

stalled by latencies. Finally, due to the local ghost cells of our blocks, we are unable to fulfill
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coalescing rules. Fortunately, however, we do benefit from the 16 KB L1 cache, and 768 KB

L2 cache. On older graphics cards, one could use the texture cache for better performance

of uncoalesced reads. However, using the L1 and L2 cache on compute 2.0 capable cards is

superior in performance to using the texture cache [29].

When launching our kernel, we start by reading from global memory into on-chip shared

memory. In addition to the interior cells of our block, we need to use data from two neigh-

bouring cells in each direction to fulfill the data dependencies of the stencil. After having read

data into shared memory, we proceed by computing the one dimensional fluxes in the x and y

directions, respectively. Using the steps illustrated in Figure 1, fluxes are computed by storing

all values that are used by more than one thread in shared memory. We also perform calcu-

lations collectively within one block to avoid duplicate computations. However, because we

compute the net contribution for each cell, we have to perform more reconstructions and flux

calculations than the number of threads, complicating our kernel. This is solved in our code

by designating a single warp that performs the additional computations; a strategy that yielded

a better performance than dividing the additional computations between several warps. This

comes at the expense of a more complex flux kernel, but it greatly simplifies, and increases the

performance, of the time integration kernel.

The first of our calculations is to reconstruct the value of B at each interface midpoint, so that

we have the value of B properly aligned with Q. This calculation is performed every timestep

as a performance trade-off; in order to reduce memory and bandwidth usage. We continue

by reconstructing the slopes of Q using the branchless generalized minmod slope limiter [13].

The slopes of w are then adjusted to guarantee non-negative values at the integration points,

according to the scheme. With the slopes calculated we can reconstruct point values at the cell

interfaces, Q+ and Q−, and from these values compute the fluxes. We also compute the bed

slope source term, sum the contributions for each cell, and write the results to global memory.

The flux kernel is also responsible for computing r in (8) for each integration point, where

the global minimum is used to calculate the maximum timestep. A problem with calculating

r is that for zero water depths, we get division by zero. We solve this in our code by setting

r = min{Δx/max(εm, u ± √
gh),Δy/max(εm, v ± √

gh)}, where εm is close to machine

epsilon. Furthermore, instead of storing one value per integration point, we perform efficient

shared memory reduction to find the minimum r in the whole block at very little extra cost.

This reduces the number of values we need to store in global memory by a factor 192, yielding

a two-fold benefit: we transfer far less data, and the maximum timestep kernel needs to consider

only one value per block.

Maximum timestep The maximum timestep kernel is a simple reduction kernel that com-

putes the maximum timestep based on the minimum r for each block. Finding the global min-

imum is done in a similar fashion to the reduction example supplied with the NVIDIA GPU

Computing SDK. We use a single block where thread tno strides through the dataset, consider-

ing elements tno + k ·n, where n is the number of threads. This striding ensures fully coalesced

memory reads for maximum bandwidth utilization. Once we have considered all values in

global memory, we are left with n values that we reduce using shared memory reduction, and

we compute the timestep as Δt = 0.25r. Also here, the block size has a large performance

impact. Using fewer threads than the number of elements gives us a sub-optimal occupancy,

and using too many threads launches warps where not a single thread is useful. Thus, to launch
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a suitable number of threads for varying domain sizes we use template arguments to create mul-

tiple realizations of the reduction kernel: we generate one kernel for 1, 2, 4, . . . , 512 threads,

and select the most suitable realization at runtime.

Time integration The time integration kernel performs a domain partitioning similarly to the

flux kernel, but we here use a block size of 32 × 16 = 512 threads as we are not limited by

shared memory: our computations are embarrassingly parallel, and we do not require any local

ghost cells. We can thus achieve full coalescing for maximum bandwidth utilization. This is

also an effect of storing only the net contribution, R for each cell, as opposed to storing both

the fluxes and non-zero source terms. The kernel starts by reading Q and R into per-thread

registers, and then computes the bed shear stress source term, H̃f . The timestep, Δt, is also

read into registers, and we evolve the solution in time.

Boundary conditions We have selected to implement boundary conditions using global ghost

cells. As our scheme is second-order accurate, we need two global ghost cells in each direction

that are set for each substep by the boundary conditions kernel. This makes our flux kernel

oblivious to boundary conditions, which means we do not have to handle boundaries differ-

ently from cells in the interior of our domain. We have implemented four types of boundary

conditions: wall, fixed discharge (e.g., inlet discharge), fixed depth, and free outlet. To imple-

ment these conditions, we need to fix both the cell averages and the reconstructed point values,

Q+ and Q−. To do this, we utilize an intrinsic property of the minmod reconstruction. Recall

that this reconstruction uses the forward, backward, and central difference approximation to the

derivative, and sets the slope to the least steep of the three, or zero if any of them have opposite

signs. Thus, by ensuring that the least steep slope is zero, we can fix the reconstructed point

values to any given value. Wall boundary conditions are implemented by mirroring the two

cells nearest the boundary, and changing the sign of the normal discharge component. Fixed

discharge is implemented similarly, but the normal discharge is set to a fixed value, and fixed

depth boundaries set the depth instead of the discharge to the requested value. Finally, free

outlet boundaries are implemented by copying the cell nearest the boundary to both ghost cells.

It should be noted that our free outlet boundary conditions give rise to small reflections in the

domain, as is typical for this kind of implementation (see e.g., [23]). We have further developed

our fixed discharge and fixed depth boundary conditions to handle time-varying data. By sup-

plying a hydrograph in the form of time-discharge or time-depth pairs, our simulator performs

linear interpolation between points and sets the boundary condition accordingly. These types

of boundary conditions can easily be used to perform, e.g., tidal wave, storm surge or tsunami

experiments.

The boundary conditions are applied to the four global boundaries in a single kernel call

in a very efficient fashion. At compile-time, we generate one kernel for each combination of

boundary conditions, which we can automatically select at run-time. We have ten different real-

izations to optimize for different domain sizes (similarly to the maximum timestep kernel), and

five for the different boundary conditions for each of the edges. This totals to 10 × 54 = 6250

optimized kernel realizations, which exceeds what the linker is capable of handling. To circum-

vent this compiler issue, we reduce the number of realizations by disregarding optimization for

domain sizes where the width and height are both less than 64 cells, leading to only 2500 kernel

realizations. Disregarding optimizations for the small domain sizes is not a big loss, since using
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Blocks with water

Dry blocks

Figure 5: Auxiliary buffer used to store whether blocks contain water or not. The presence of

one single wet cell in a block is sufficient to consider the whole block as wet.

the GPU is most efficient for large domain sizes. It is also possible to completely skip boundary

conditions, to gain performance. This can safely be done when the domain has dry boundaries.

A weakness in our current implementation is the lack of support for mixed boundary con-

ditions within each boundary. We can implement mixed boundaries using two auxiliary buffers

for each edge. The first buffer describes the type of boundary condition, e.g., using an integer,

and the second holds a value to be used by the boundary condition (e.g., water depth for fixed

depth boundaries). However, such an implementation would be quite complex, require more

data accesses, and impose additional branches. Thus, it might be a difficult task to implement

a very efficient mixed boundary conditions kernel. On the other hand, the ability to run several

kernels simultaneously on compute 2.0 capable cards might enable a different approach, where

multiple kernels running simultaneously each handles a part of the boundary conditions.

Early Exit Optimization

The flux and time integration kernels both divide the computational domain into blocks that can

be computed independently. However, if a block does not contain water at all, we can simply

skip all computations for that block. Unfortunately, we do not a priori know whether or not

a block contains water. In our approach, we use the same block size for the time integration

kernel and the flux calculations kernel and implement early exit on a per block basis. In the

time integration kernel, we let each block perform shared memory reduction to find out if this

block contains any water at all, and write to an auxiliary buffer (see Figure 5). In the flux kernel

we then read from this buffer, and if the block and its four closest neighbouring blocks are dry,

we can skip flux calculations all together. We need to check the neighbouring blocks due to

our local ghost cells that overlap with these blocks. This optimization has a dramatic effect on

the calculation time for domains with a lot of dry cells, as is typical for flooding applications.

We have also developed this technique to mark cells where the source terms perfectly balance

the fluxes (R = 0) as “dry”. This extends the early exit strategy to also optimize for wet

blocks where the steady state property holds. However, there is a small penalty to pay for using

early exit, as reading and writing the extra data and performing the shared memory reductions

takes a small amount of time to complete. To cope with this problem, we therefore perform

runtime analysis of the kernel execution time. Once the kernel execution time for the early

exit kernel exceeds the execution time for the regular kernel, we swap over to using the regular

kernel. In addition, we also perform a probe every hundredth timestep in order to use the most

efficient implementation at all times. This approach can also automatically be used where one

has sources and sinks in the interior of a domain by implementing sources and sinks as changes

to R, thus violating the lake-at-rest property.
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OpenGL Visualizer

We have implemented a direct visualization using OpenGL, which was originally presented

in [7]. A new feature in this implementation is the use of a more efficient data path between

CUDA and OpenGL, which is enabled by the new graphics interoperability provided by CUDA

3.0. We have also implemented a non-photorealistic visualization that provides a different view

of the simulation results. The terrain is rendered by draping it with a user-selectable image (such

as a satellite or orthophoto image) and light-set using a static normal map. Several options are

available for rendering the water surface. The first method is the photorealistic rendering, where

the Fresnel equations are employed to calculate reflection and refraction of rays hitting the water

surface as shown in Figure 6. As an alternative, we also provide the possibility of viewing the

data using a color transfer function, also shown in Figure 6. We use interpolation between

colors in the HSV color space, and the figure shows the water depth where one full color cycle

corresponds to 15 m (one Δx in the simulation).

4 Experiments
We have performed several experiments with our implementation. We first present validation

against a two-dimensional test problem where there is a known analytical solution. We then

present verification against a real-world dam break, and finally we present performance exper-

iments with several different datasets to show performance and scalability. Our benchmarks

have been run on a machine with a 2.67 GHz quad core Intel Core i7 920 CPU with 6 GiB

RAM. The graphics card is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 with 1.5 GiB RAM in a PCI-express

2.0 ×16 slot in the same system. In the results we present, we have compiled our CUDA source

code with CUDA 3.0 using the compiler options

-arch=sm_20 //Generate compute 2.0 ptx code

-use_fast_math //Use fast, but less accurate math functions

-ftz=true //Flush denormal numbers to zero

-prec-div=false //Use fast, but inaccurate division

-prec-sqrt=false //Use fast, but inaccurate square root

These options sacrifice precision for performance, enabling fast execution on the computational

hardware. As will be evident from our verification and validation experiments, however, this

does not hinder the models ability to capture analytical solutions and real-world flows.

Verification: Oscillations in a Parabolic Basin

The analytical solution of time dependent motion in a friction-less parabolic basin described by

Thacker [34] was chosen as the first test case for model verification. In this two-dimensional

case, we have a parabolic basin where a planar water surface oscillates. More recently, Sampson

et al. [31] extended the solutions of Thacker to include bed friction, however restricted to one

dimension. These test problems have been used by several authors previously (see e.g., [24] and

references in Sampson [31]) and, thus, can serve as a comparison with other numerical model

results. In our test setup, which is identical to that presented by Holdahl et al. [17], we have the

parabolic bottom topography given as

B(x, y) = D0

[
(x2 + y2)/L2 − 1

]
. (11)
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Figure 6: Two visualizations of the Malpasset dam break at t = 2032.56 seconds after the

breach. We can visualize the results using the Fresnel equations, yielding a water surface with

both reflection and refraction (top). We can also visualizes the physical variables using a color

transfer function, here show for the water depth (bottom).
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(a) t ≈ 1π/8ω (1392.85 s) (b) t ≈ 2π/8ω (2787.95 s)

(c) t ≈ 3π/8ω (4198.64 s) (d) t ≈ 4π/8ω (5559.27 s)

Figure 7: Simulation of oscillating water in a parabolic basin, compared to the analytical solu-

tion. The solid line is the analytical solution, and the circles are the computed values (only wet

cells marked).

The water elevation and velocities at time t are defined as

w = 2AD0(x cosωt± y sinωt+ LB0)/L
2

u = −Aω sinωt

v = ±Aω cosωt.

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ω =

√
2D0/L2 (12)

We use the parameters D0 = 1, L = 2500, A = L/2, and B0 = −A/2L, set the manning

coefficient n = 0, the gravitational constant g = 1, the desingularization epsilon κ = 0.01, and

use 100 × 100 grid cells with the second-order accurate Runge-Kutta time integrator. Figure 7

shows our results for four snapshots in time compared to the respective analytical solutions.

The figure clearly indicates that our implementation captures the analytical solution well for the

water surface elevation. For the velocities, however, we see that there is a growing error along

the wet-dry boundary that eventually also affects the elevation. This error is difficult to avoid,

and is found in many schemes (see e.g., [17]).

Validation: The Malpasset Dam Break

The Malpasset dam, completed in 1954, was a 66.5 meter high double curvature dam with a

crest length of over 220 meters that impounded 55 million cubic meters of water in the reservoir.

Located in a narrow gorge along the Reyran River Valley, it literally exploded after heavy rain-

fall in early December 1959. Over 420 casualties were reported due to the resulting flood wave.

This dam break is a unique real-world case, in that there exists front arrival time and maximum
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the Malpasset dam break case. The domain consists of 1099 × 439 cells with Δx = Δy = 15
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simulation results.
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Figure 9: Dam break test cases used for performance benchmarks. The dotted lines indicate the

location of the dams that are instantaneously removed at simulation start. In Case 2 the bottom

topography of the area outside the reservoir and the canal is set to 2m.

water elevation data from the original event, in addition to detailed data from a scaled model

experiment [12, 10]. However, due to large changes to the terrain as a result of the flood, the

digital bottom topography had to be reconstructed from a 1:20000 map dated 1931. The original

dataset contains a total of 257622 unstructured points, and our regular Cartesian grid, identical

to that of Ying and Wang [39], consists of 1100×440 bottom topography values spaced equally

by 15 meters. This results in 1099 × 439 cells with Δx = Δy = 15 m. We set the Manning

coefficient to n = 0.033m1/3s, the desingularization epsilon, κ = 40 cm, and simulate the first

4000 seconds after the breach using Euler time integration. The desingularization epsilon is set

rather high compared to our suggested initial guess of 15 cm. This value was chosen through

experimentation: setting it to a lower value increased the computational time, while higher val-

ues did not dramatically decrease this time. A sensitivity analysis of the parameter would be

useful to further justify its setting, but this is outside the scope of the current work.

Figure 8 shows our simulation results compared with the experimental data from a 1:400

scaled model [10]. The largest discrepancy is for gauge 9 for the maximum water elevation,

and gauge 14 for the arrival time. These large discrepancies are also found in other published
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Figure 10: Absolute performance of our implementation as a function of domain size when

calculating all cells (left), and when only calculating “wet” cells (right). A© and C© correspond

to the dam break through 45◦ bend, and B© and D© correspond the to circular dam break case. A©
and B© use first order accurate Euler time integration, and C© and D© use second order accurate

Runge-Kutta time integration.

results of this case, and our results compare well with these (see e.g., [2, 16, 37, 39])

Performance Experiments

To assess the performance of our simulator, we have benchmarked our code on a set of well

known test cases. Our first case is an idealised circular dam break [36, 23], meaning that the

dam collapses instantaneously. The dam is located at the center of a 40 × 40 metre domain as

shown in Figure 9a, where we employ wall boundaries. The second case is a dam break through

a 45◦ bend, as used in the CADAM project [11]. Experimental set up consists of a reservoir

connected to a ∼ 0.5 m-wide rectangular channel with a horizontal bottom by a 0.33 m-high

positive step. The channel makes a sharp 45◦ bend to the left about 4 m downstream from the

reservoir and is initially filled with water up to a depth of 0.01m (see Figure 9b). The south and

west boundaries are set as wall boundaries, and the north and east boundaries are free outlet.

Figure 10 shows the absolute performance of our implementation in megacells (millions

of cells processed) per second, where we generate both cases for a large number of different

domain sizes. We run the simulator to four seconds simulation time for case 1, in which the

wave is roughly three metres from the edge having reached 57% of the domain. For the second

case, the percentage of the domain covered by wet cells is constant, and we run our simulator

for thirty wall clock seconds. Figure 10 (left) clearly illustrates that small domains do not fully

utilize GPU’s processing capabilities. However, after five million cells, we see that the GPU

has more or less reached the peak performance of up-to 350 million cells per second. For

the circular dam break, five million cells corresponds to a domain sized roughly 2200 × 2200,

which should give us almost 26000 blocks. The reason that we need this large number of blocks

is not only to fully occupy the GPU hardware, but also in order to make overheads, such as

launching kernels, negligible. The largest benchmark we have run is more than 33 million cells

(5760× 5760 cells for case 1), consuming over 1.4 GB of the 1.5 GB available RAM. We also

see that there is a clear difference between the square and rectangular domains, which might

seem odd. However, in our tests, we have discovered that this is not in fact due to the size of the
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Figure 11: Absolute performance in megacells per second of our implementation for the cir-

cular dam break case (left) and the Malpasset dam break case (right). The domains contain

4000 × 4000 and 1099 × 439 cells respectively. The graphs show the estimated instantaneous

performance as a function of simulation time: 1© has enabled the early exit optimization, and

2© calculates all cells. The dashed line shows the percentage of dry cells in the domain.

domain, but rather connected to the ratio of wet to dry cells. The reason for the difference is that

in the flux function, we do not compute the fluxes for dry cells. This is not related at all to the

early exit optimization, but to the fact that we set the values at integration points with h < εm
to zero. Examining Figure 9, we see that we have water in all cells in case 1, whereas we have

large parts where we have no water at all for case 2. However, in the dry parts of the second

case we still have to compute all of the reconstructions before we find out that the integration

point in fact is dry. We can also see that there is a clear distinction between the first order and

second order accurate time integrator schemes: running the second order accurate scheme takes

twice as long as the first order scheme, as is expected. In Figure 10 (right) we have enabled the

early exit optimization, where dry blocks do not even perform the reconstructions. Compared

to Figure 10 (left), we immediately see the effect of this optimization for both cases. For case

1, our performance more than doubles by enabling the early exit optimization, and we soon

reach a peak performance of 700 to 750 megacells per second for domain sizes larger than five

megacells. For case 2, however, we see a much more rough curve, in addition to it rising to a

much higher peak performance. This is because we have a fixed number of cells that are marked

as “wet”, independent of time since small waves emerging from the canal walls ensure that the

canal is marked as wet within very few timesteps. Thus, by increasing the resolution, we also

increase the relative number of blocks that perform early exit. This illustrates that our early exit

strategy is highly suited for domains where there are large dry zones.

Figure 11 further shows the effect of the early exit optimization, where we show the ab-

solute performance as a function of simulation time. This illustrates how the propagation of

the solution affects the performance. When calculating the full domain, we see that the perfor-

mance remains at around 300 megacells per second throughout the simulation. When early exit

is enabled, we see that the initial performance is much higher, and gradually decreases as the

solution progresses. This is because the waves from the dam break spread out, thus marking

more and more blocks as “wet”. For case 1 the early exit kernel eventually takes more time than

the kernel that calculates all cells. However, as we always select the fastest kernel, we are not
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penalized at all for enabling early exit. For the Malpasset dam break case, on the other hand, we

see that the early exit kernel always performs better. This is because the water here follows the

valley, thus marking fewer cells as “wet” (see also Figure 5, which is an actual map of “wet”

blocks for the Malpasset case). We also here see that for the Malpasset dam break case we

reach less than half of the performance of case 1. This is largely due to the domain size which

is insufficiently large to mask all overheads.

We have also profiled our code using the CUDA visual profiler, which gives a rough idea

of our resource utilization. We run the circular dam break without the early exit optimization

using the Runge-Kutta time integration on a 4000 × 4000 domain, which should make any

overheads negligible. For this domain size, we have a 98% utilization of the GPU. Of the 98%

percent GPU utilization, our flux kernel is by far most time consuming, using 87.5% of the

runtime. Next comes the time integration kernel, with 12%, leaving less than one percent of

the time spent on boundary conditions, maximum timestep, and memory copies to set kernel

parameters. For our flux kernel, however, we only achieve an instruction throughput of 56%.

This relatively low figure comes from the mismatch between the block size and the conflicting

optimization parameters. Nevertheless, this is a trade-off where we are able to implement a

much more efficient time integration kernel by having a less efficient flux kernel.

Finally, we have tested the performance impact of running real-time visualization of the

results. Our implementation ensures a steady frame rate of 30 frames per second visualization,

and runs as many simulation steps as possible. For the Malpasset dam break case, for example,

our simulator runs a 4000 second simulation in 27 seconds without visualization. Enabling the

visualization, however, the same simulation takes only slightly more than 30 seconds, a mere

11% increase. This clearly shows that efficient utilization of GPUs can also be used to offer

real-time visualization without a major effect on the simulator performance.

5 Summary
We have presented a highly optimized implementation of the Kurganov-Petrova scheme on

GPUs. The implementation has been verified and validated, showing its ability to capture both

analytical and real-world shallow water flows, even with first-order accurate time integration.

Our implementation contains novel optimization techniques including the especially efficient

early exit strategy, clever application of boundary conditions, and a dramatically smaller mem-

ory footprint compared to Brodtkorb et al. [7]. Our extensive performance benchmarks show

good resource utilization, being able to compute the first 4000 seconds of the Malpasset dam

break case in 27 seconds.
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PAPER IV

SHALLOW WATER SIMULATIONS ON

MULTIPLE GPUS

M. L. Sætra and A. R. Brodtkorb

Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 7134 (2012), pp. 56-66

Abstract: We present a state-of-the-art shallow water simulator running on multiple GPUs.

Our implementation is based on an explicit high-resolution finite volume scheme suitable for

modeling dam breaks and flooding. We use row domain decomposition to enable multi-GPU

computations, and perform traditional CUDA block decomposition within each GPU for fur-

ther parallelism. Our implementation shows near perfect weak and strong scaling, and enables

simulation of domains consisting of up-to 235 million cells at a rate of over 1.2 gigacells per

second using four Fermi-generation GPUs. The code is thoroughly benchmarked using three

different systems, both high-performance and commodity-level systems.
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1 Introduction
Predictions of floods and dam breaks require accurate simulations with rapid results. Faster than

real-time performance is of the utmost importance when simulating these events, and traditional

CPU-based solutions often fall short of this goal. We address the performance of shallow water

simulations in this paper through the use of multiple graphics processing units (GPUs), and

present a state-of-the-art implementation of a second-order accurate explicit high-resolution

finite volume scheme.

There has been a dramatic shift in commodity-level computer architecture over the last five

years. The steady increase in performance does no longer come from higher clock frequencies,

but from parallelism through more arithmetic units: The newest CPU from Intel, for example,

contains 24 single precision arithmetic units (Core i7-980X). The GPU takes this parallelism

even further with up-to 512 single precision arithmetic units (GeForce GTX 580). While the

GPU originally was designed to offload a predetermined set of demanding graphics operations

from the CPU, modern GPUs are now fully programmable. This makes them suitable for gen-

eral purpose computations, and the use of GPUs has shown large speed-ups over the CPU in

many application areas [5, 22]. The GPU is connected to the rest of the computer through the

PCI Express bus, and commodity-level computers can have up-to two GPUs connected at full

data speed. Such solutions offer the compute performance comparable to a small CPU cluster,

and this motivates the use of multiple GPUs. In fact, three of the five fastest supercomputers use

GPUs as a major source of computational power [19]. However, the extra floating-point perfor-

mance comes at a price, as it is nontrivial to develop efficient algorithms for GPUs, especially

when targeting multiple GPUs. It requires both different programming models and different

optimization techniques compared to traditional CPUs.

Related Work: The shallow water equations belong to a wider class of problems known as

hyperbolic conservation laws, and many papers have been published on GPU-acceleration of

both conservation and balance laws [11, 13, 3, 4, 14, 27, 2]. There have been multiple publica-

tions on the shallow water equations as well [12, 18, 17, 8, 9, 6], illustrating that these problems

can be efficiently mapped to modern graphics hardware. The use of multiple GPUs has also

become a subject of active research. Micikevicius [20] describes some of the benefits of us-

ing multiple GPUs for explicit finite-difference simulation of 3D reverse time-migration (the

linear wave equation), and reports super-linear speedup when using four GPUs. Overlapping

computation and communication for explicit stencil computations has also been presented for

both single nodes [24] and clusters [15] with near-perfect weak scaling. Perfect weak scaling

was shown by Acuña and Aoki [1] for shallow water simulations on a cluster of 32 GPU nodes,

by overlaping computations and communication. Rostrup and De Sterck [25] further present

detailed optimization and benchmarking of shallow water simulations on clusters of multi-core

CPUs, the Cell processor, and GPUs. Comparing the three, the GPUs offer the highest perfor-

mance.

In this work, we focus on single-node systems with multiple GPUs. By utilizing more than

one GPU it becomes feasible to run simulations with significantly larger domains, or to increase

the spatial resolution. Our target architecture is both commodity-level computers with up-to two

GPUs, as well as high-end and server solutions with up-to four GPUs at full data speed per node.

We present a multi-GPU implementation of a second-order well-balanced positivity preserving
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central-upwind scheme [16]. Furthermore, we offer detailed performance benchmarks on three

different machine setups, tests of a latency-hiding technique called ghost cell expansion, and

analyzes of benchmark results.

2 Mathematical Model and Discretization
In this section, we give a brief outline of the major parts of the implemented numerical scheme.

For a detailed overview of the scheme, we refer the reader to [16, 7]. The shallow water equa-

tions are derived by depth-integrating the Navier-Stokes equations, and describe fluid motion

under a pressure surface where the governing flow is horizontal. To correctly model phenom-

ena such as tsunamis, dam breaks, and flooding over realistic terrain, we need to include source

terms for bed slope and friction:
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Here h is the water depth and u and v are velocities along the abscissa and ordinate, respectively.

Furthermore, g is the gravitational constant, B is the bottom topography, and Cz is the Chézy

friction coefficient.

To be able to simulate dam breaks and flooding, we require that our numerical scheme han-

dles wetting and drying of cells, a numerically challenging task. However, we also want other

properties, such as well-balancedness, accurate shock-capturing without oscillations, at least

second order accurate flux calculations, and that the computations map well to the architecture

of the GPU. A scheme that fits well with the above criteria is the explicit Kurganov-Petrova

scheme [16], which is based on a standard finite volume grid. In this scheme, the physical vari-

ables are given as cell averages, the bathymetry as a piecewise bilinear function (represented by

the values at the cell corners), and fluxes are computed across cell interfaces (see also Figure 1).

Using vectorized notation, in which Q = [h, hu, hv]T is the vector of conserved variables, the

spatial discretization can be written,

dQij

dt
= Hf (Qij) +HB(Qij,∇B)− [

F (Qi+1/2,j)− F (Qi−1/2,j)
]

− [
G(Qi,j+1/2)−G(Qi,j−1/2)

]
= Hf (Qij) +R(Q)ij.

(2)

Here Hf (Qij) is the friction source term, HB(Qij,∇B) is the bed slope source term, and F

and G are the fluxes across interfaces along the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. We first

calculate R(Q)ij in (2) explicitly, and as in [7], we use a semi-implicit discretization of the

friction source term,
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This yields one ordinary differential equation in time per cell, which is then solved using a
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standard second-order accurate total variation diminishing Runge-Kutta scheme [26],

Q∗
ij =

[
Qn

ij +ΔtR(Qn)ij
]
/
[
1 + ΔtH̃f (Q

n
ij)
]
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1
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2
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ij)
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(4)

or a first-order accurate Euler scheme, which simply amounts to setting Qn+1 = Q∗. The

timestep, Δt, is limited by a CFL condition,

Δt ≤ 1
4
minΩ

{∣∣Δx/λx

∣∣, ∣∣Δy/λy

∣∣}, λx = u±
√

gh,

λy = v ±
√

gh
(5)

that ensures that the fastest numerical propagation speed is at most one quarter grid cell per

timestep.

In summary, the scheme consists of three parts: First fluxes and explicit source terms are cal-

culated in (2), before we calculate the maximum timestep according to the CFL condition, and

finally evolve the solution in time using (4). The second-order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme

for the time integration is a two-step process, where we first perform the above operations to

compute Q∗, and then repeat the process to compute Qn+1.

3 Implementation
Solving partial differential equations using explicit schemes implies the use of stencil compu-

tations. Stencil computations are embarrassingly parallel and therefore ideal for the parallel

execution model of GPUs. Herein, the core idea is to use more than one GPU to allow faster

simulation, or simulations with larger domains or higher resolution. Our simulator runs on a

single node, enabling the use of multithreading, and we use one global control thread in addition

to one worker thread per GPU. The control thread manages the worker threads and facilitates

domain decomposition, synchronization, and communication. Each worker thread uses a mod-

ified version of our previously presented single-GPU simulator [7] to compute on its part of the

domain.

Single-GPU Simulator: The single-GPU simulator implements the Kurganov-Petrova scheme

on a single GPU using CUDA [21], and the following gives a brief overview of its implemen-

tation. The simulator first allocates and initializes data according to the initial conditions of the

problem. After initialization, we repeatedly call a step function to advance the solution in time.

The step function executes four CUDA kernels in order, that together implement the numerical

scheme. The first kernel computes the fluxes across all interfaces, and is essentially a complex

stencil computation. This kernel reads four values from global memory, performs hundreds of

floating point operations, and writes out three values to global memory again. It is also the most

time consuming kernel, with over 87% of the runtime. The next kernel finds the maximum

wave speed in the domain, and then computes the timestep size according to the CFL condition.

The third kernel simply solves the ordinary differential equations in time to evolve the solution.

Finally, the fourth kernel applies boundary conditions by setting the values of global ghost cells
(see Figure 1).
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Cell corner B©

Stencil C©

D© Global ghost cells
E© Global domain padding

F© Local ghost cells
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Figure 1: Domain decomposition and variable locations for the single-GPU simulator. The

global domain is padded E© to fit an integer number of CUDA blocks, and global ghost cells D©
are used for boundary conditions. Each block G© has local ghost cells F© that overlap with other

blocks to satisfy the data dependencies dictated by the stencil C©. Our data variables Q,R,HB,
and Hf are given at grid cell centers A©, and B is given at grid cell corners B©.
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Figure 2: Row decomposition and exchange of two rows of ghost cells. The shaded cells are a

part of the overlapping ghost cell region between subdomains.

Threaded Multi-GPU Framework: When initializing our simulator, the control thread starts

by partitioning the global domain, and continues by initializing one worker thread per subdo-

main, which attaches to a separate GPU. We can then perform simulation steps, where the con-

trol thread manages synchronization and communication between GPUs. An important thing

to note about this strategy is that the control thread handles all multi-GPU aspects, and that

each GPU is oblivious to other GPUs, running the simulation on its subdomain similar to a

single-GPU simulation.

We use a row domain decomposition, in which each subdomain consists of several rows

of cells (see Figure 2). The subdomains form overlapping regions, called ghost cells, which

function as boundary conditions that connect the neighbouring subdomains. By exchanging

the overlapping cells before every timestep, we ensure that the solution can propagate properly

between subdomains. There are several benefits to the row decomposition strategy. First of

all, it enables the transfer of continuous parts of memory between GPUs, thus maximizing

bandwidth utilization. A second benefit is that we can minimize the number of data transfers,
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as each subdomain has at most two neighbours. To correctly exchange ghost cells, the control

thread starts by instructing each GPU to download its ghost cells to pinned CPU memory, as

direct GPU to GPU-transfers are currently not possible. The size of the ghost cell overlap is

dictated by the stencil, which in our case uses two values in each direction (see Figure 1). This

means that we need to have an overlap of four rows of cells, two from each of the subdomains.

After having downloaded the ghost cells to the CPU, we need to synchronize to guarantee that

all downloads have completed, before each GPU can continue by uploading the ghost cells

coming from neighbouring subdomains. Note that for the second-order accurate Runge-Kutta

time integration scheme, we have to perform the ghost cell exchange both when computing Q∗

and when computing Qn+1, thus two times per full timestep.

The multi-GPU simulator is based on our existing single-GPU simulator, which made cer-

tain assumptions that made it unsafe to execute from separate threads. This required us to

redesign parts of the code to guarantee thread safety. A further difficulty related to multi-GPU

simulation is that the computed timestep, Δt, will typically differ between subdomains. There

are two main strategies to handle this problem, and we have investigated both. The simplest

is to use a globally fixed timestep throughout the simulation. This, however, requires that the

timestep is less than or equal to the smallest timestep allowed by the CFL condition for the full

simulation period, which again implies that our simulation will not propagate as fast as it could

have. The second strategy is to synchronize the timestep between subdomains for each timestep,

and choose the smallest. This strategy requires that we split the step function into two parts,

where the first computes fluxes and the maximum timestep, and the second performs time inte-

gration and applies boundary conditions. Inbetween these two substeps we can find the smallest

global timestep, and redistribute it to all GPUs. This strategy ensures that the simulation prop-

agates at the fastest possible rate, but at the expense of potentially expensive synchronization

and more complex code.

Ghost Cell Expansion: Synchronization and overheads related to data transfer can often be

a bottleneck when dealing with distributed memory systems, and a lot of research has been

invested in, e.g., latency hiding techniques. In our work, we have implemented a technique

called ghost cell expansion (GCE), which has yielded a significant performance increase for

cluster simulations [10, 23]. The main idea of GCE is to trade more computation for smaller

overheads by increasing the level of overlap between subdomains, so that they may run more

than one timestep per ghost cell exchange. For example, by extending the region of overlap from

four to eight cells, we can run two timesteps before having to exchange data. When exchanging

ghost cells for every timestep, we can write the time it takes to perform one timestep as

w1 = T (m) + cT + C(m,n) + c,

in which m and n are the domain dimensions, T (m) is the ghost cell transfer time, cT represents

transfer overheads, C(m,n) is the time it takes to compute on the subdomain, and c represents

other overheads. Using GCE to exchange ghost cells only every kth timestep, the average time

per timestep becomes

wk = T (m) + cT/k + C(m,n+O(k)) + c,
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Figure 3: Hardware setup of the Tesla S1070 GPU Computing Server with four Tesla C1060

GPUs (right) connected to an IBM X3550 M2 server (left).

in which we divide the transfer overheads by k, but increase the overlap, and thus the size of

each subdomain. This means that each worker thread computes on a slightly larger domain, and

we have larger but fewer data transfers.

4 Results and Analysis
To validate our implementation, we have compared the multi-GPU results with the original

single-GPU simulator [7], which has been both verified against analytical solutions and vali-

dated against experiments. Our multi-GPU results are identical to those produced by the single-

GPU implementation, which means that the multi-GPU implementation is also capable of re-

producing both analytical and real-world cases.

We have used three different systems for benchmarking our implementation. The first sys-

tem is a Tesla S1070 GPU Computing Server consisting of four Tesla C1060 GPUs with 4 GiB

memory each6, connected to an IBM X3550 M2 server with two 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon X5550

CPUs and 32 GiB main memory (see Figure 3). The second system is a SuperMicro Super-

Server consisting of four Tesla C2050 GPUs with 3 GiB memory each (2.6 available when

ECC is enabled)7, and two 2.53 GHz Intel Xeon E5630 CPUs with 32 GiB main memory. The

third system is a standard desktop PC consisting of two GeForce 480 GTX cards with 1.5 GiB

memory each and a 2.67 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU with 6 GiB main memory. The first two ma-

chine setups represent previous and current generation server GPU nodes, and the third machine

represents a commodity-level desktop PC.

As our performance benchmark, we have used a synthetic circular dam break over a flat

bathymetry, consisting of a square 4000-by-4000 meters domain with a water column placed

in the center. The water column is 250 meters high with a radius of 250 meters, and the water

elevation in the rest of the domain is 50 meters. At time t = 0, the dam surrounding the water

6Connected through two PCIe ×16 slots.
7Connected through four PCIe ×16 slots.
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Figure 4: Testing the impact of different numbers of ghost cell expansion rows with four GPUs.

Tested on both The Tesla S1070 system (see Figure 3) (left), and the Tesla C2050-based system

(right). The domains tested consists of 10242 (dashed), 40962 (densely dashed) or 81922 (solid)

cells. The graphs have been normalized relative to the peak achieved performance for each

domain size.

column is instantaneously removed, creating an outgoing circular wave. We have used the first-

order accurate Euler time integrator in all benchmarks, and the friction coefficient Cz is set to

zero. The bed slope and friction coefficient do not affect the performance in this benchmark.

Ghost Cell Expansion We have implemented ghost cell expansion so that we can vary the

level of overlap, and benchmarked three different domain sizes to determine the effect. Fig-

ure 4 shows that there is a very small overhead related to transferring data for sufficiently large

domain sizes, and performing only one timestep before exchanging overlapping ghost cells ac-

tually yields the best overall results for the Tesla S1070 system. Expanding with more than

eight cells, the performance of the simulator starts decreasing noticeably. From this, we reason

that the overhead connected with data transfers between subdomains in these tests is negligi-

ble, compared to the transfer and computational time. Increasing the level of GCE only had a

positive impact on the smallest domain for the Tesla S1070 system, where the transferred data

volume is so small that the overheads become noticeable. On the Tesla C2050-based system,

however, we see that the positive impact of GCE is more visible. We expect this is because this

GPU is much faster, making the communication overheads relatively larger.

Our results show that ghost cell expansion had only a small impact on the shared-memory

architectures we are targeting for reasonably sized grids, but gave a slight performance increase

for the Tesla C2050 GPUs. This is due to the negligible transfer overheads. We thus expect

GCE to have a greater effect when performing ghost cell exchange across multiple nodes, since

the overheads here will be significantly larger, and we consider this a future research direction.

Since our results show that it is most efficient to have a small level of GCE for the Tesla

S1070 system, we choose to exchange ghost cells after every timestep in all of our other

benchmarks for this system. For the Tesla C2050-based system we exchange data after eight

timesteps, as this gave the overall best results. Last, for the GeForce 480 GTX cards, which dis-

played equivalent behaviour to that of the Tesla C2050-based system, we also exchange ghost

cells after performing eight timesteps.
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Figure 5: (Left) Performance experiment on a Tesla S1070 system (see Figure 3) with up-to

four GPUs. (Right) Performance experiment on a Tesla C2050-based system, using up-to four

GPUs. The secondary y-axis on the right-hand side shows scaling relative to the peak achieved

performance of a single GPU.

Timestep Synchronization: We have implemented both the use of a global fixed timestep, as

well as exchange of the minimum global timestep in our code, and benchmarked on our three

test systems to determine the penalty of synchronization. In the tests we compared simulation

runs with a fixed Δt = 0.001 in each subdomain, and runs with global synchronization of Δt.

When looking at the results we see that the cost of synchronizing Δt globally has a negligible

impact on the performance of the Tesla S1070 system, with an average 0.36% difference for

domain sizes larger than five million cells on four GPUs. As expected, the cost is also roughly

halved when synchronizing two GPUs compared to four (0.17%). For smaller domain sizes,

however, the impact becomes noticeable, but these domains are typically not candidates for

multi-GPU simulations. The Tesla C2050- and GeForce 480 GTX-based systems also display

similar results, meaning that global synchronization of Δt is a viable strategy for reasonably

sized domains.

Weak and Strong Scaling: Weak and strong scaling are two important performance metrics

that are used for parallel execution. While varying the number of GPUs, weak scaling keeps

the domain size per GPU fixed, and strong scaling keeps the global domain size fixed. As we

see from Figure 5, we have close to linear scaling from one to four GPUs. For domains larger

than 25 million cells the simulator displays near perfect weak and strong scaling on all three

systems. Running simulations on small domains is less efficient when using multiple GPUs

for two reasons: First of all, as the global domain is partitioned between more GPUs, we get

a smaller size of each subdomain. When these subdomains become sufficiently small, we are

unable to fully occupy a single GPU, and thus do not reach peak performance. Second, we also

experience larger effects of overheads. However, we quickly get close-to linear scaling as the

domain size increases.

The Tesla C1060 GPUs have 4.0 GiB of memory each, which enables very large scale

simulations: When using all four GPUs, domains can have up to 379 million cells, computing

at 396 megacells per second. Because the most recent Tesla C2050 GPUs from NVIDIA have

only 3.0 GiB memory per GPU, our maximum domain size is smaller (235 million cells), but

our simulation speed is dramatically faster. Using four GPUs, we achieve over 1.2 gigacells per
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second. The fastest system per GPU, however, was the commodity-level desktop machine with

two GeForce 480 GTX cards. These cards have the highest clock frequency, and we achieve

over 400 megacells per second per GPU.

5 Summary and Future Work
We have presented an efficient multi-GPU implementation of a modern finite volume scheme

for the shallow water equations. We have further presented detailed benchmarking of our im-

plementation on three hardware setups, displaying near-perfect weak and strong scaling on all

three. Our benchmarks also show that communication between GPUs within a single node is

very efficient, which enables tight cooperation between subdomains.

A possible further research direction is to explore different strategies for domain decompo-

sition, and especially to consider techniques for adaptive domain decompositions.
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ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT FOR THE

SHALLOW-WATER EQUATIONS
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Abstract: The shallow-water equations model hydrostatic flow below a free surface for cases

in which the ratio between the vertical and horizontal length scales is small and are used to

describe waves in lakes, rivers, oceans, and the atmosphere. The equations admit discontinu-

ous solutions, and numerical solutions are typically computed using high-resolution schemes.

For many practical problems, there is a need to increase the grid resolution locally to cap-

ture complicated structures or steep gradients in the solution. An efficient method to this end

is adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), which recursively refines the grid in parts of the do-

main and adaptively updates the refinement as the simulation progresses. Several authors have

demonstrated that the explicit stencil computations of high-resolution schemes map particu-

larly well to many-core architectures seen in hardware accelerators such as graphics processing

units (GPUs). Herein, we present the first full GPU-implementation of a block-based AMR

method for the second-order Kurganov–Petrova central scheme. We discuss implementation

details, potential pitfalls, and key insights, and present a series of performance and accuracy

tests. Although it is only presented for a particular case herein, we believe our approach to

GPU-implementation of AMR is transferable to other hyperbolic conservation laws, numerical

schemes, and architectures similar to the GPU.
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1 Introduction
The shallow-water equations are able to accurately capture the required physics of many natu-

rally occurring phenomena such as dam breaks, tsunamis, river floods, storm surges, and tidal

waves. Most of these phenomena typically have some parts of the domain that are more in-

teresting than others. In the case of a tsunami hitting the coast, one is primarily interested in

obtaining a high-resolution solution along the coastline where the tsunami hits, whilst a coarser

grid may be sufficient to describe the long-range wave propagation out at sea. Similarly, for dam

breaks the most interesting part of the domain is downstream from the failed dam, where one

wants correct arrival times of the initial wave front and reliable estimates of maximum water

height during flooding.

Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [3, 2] is a standard technique that was developed to ad-

dress this particular problem. The basic idea behind AMR is to recursively refine the parts of

the domain that require high resolution, and adaptively update the refinement as the simulation

progresses. By utilizing AMR and refining only the areas of interest, the required accuracy

can be achieved locally at a considerably lower cost than by increasing the resolution of the

full domain. To further accelerate the simulation, we propose to move the hierarchical com-

putation of the AMR method to a modern graphics processing (GPU) architecture, which has

proved to be particularly efficient for performing the type of stencil computations that are used

in high-resolution shallow-water simulators. Herein, our starting point will be a second-order,

semi-discrete, non-oscillatory, central-difference scheme that is well-balanced, positivity pre-

serving, and handles wet-dry interfaces and discontinuous bottom topography [18], which we

previously have shown can be efficiently implemented on GPUs [8].

Over the last decade or so, GPUs have evolved from being purely graphics co-processors

into general-purpose many-core computing engines. Today, a GPU can significantly speed up a

wide range of applications in a multitude of different scientific areas, ranging from simulations

of protein folding to the formation of black holes [30, 4, 29]. Accelerators like the GPU have

been increasingly utilized in supercomputers and adopted by the high-performance computing

community as well. If one considers the Top 500 list [24], the first accelerated systems appeared

in 2008, and today over 10% use accelerator technology 8. Compared to the CPU, GPUs gener-

ally have much smaller caches and far less hardware logic, and focus most hardware resources

on floating point units. This enables execution of thousands to millions of parallel threads, and

“scratchpad-type” memory shared between clusters of threads enables fast collaboration. While

the CPU is optimized for latency of individual tasks, the GPU is optimized for throughput of

many similar tasks. Alongside the development of the GPU hardware, the programming envi-

ronment has been steadily growing and improving as well. Although GPU development still is

somewhat cumbersome and time-consuming, it has been greatly simplified by more expressive

high-level languages, tools such as debuggers and profilers, and a growing development and

research community utilizing GPUs [6].

Several software packages implement AMR for different problems on the CPU. Some of

the most common, free, block-based codes are PARAMESH [23], SAMRAI [15], BoxLib [19],

Chombo [10], and AMRClaw [1]. In particular, LeVeque et al. [20] describe in detail the

8On the June 2013 list, there were 43 GPU-powered machines, and 12 machines using the Intel Xeon Phi

co-processor.
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implementation of AMR in the GeoClaw software package to capture transoceanic tsunamis

modeled using the shallow-water equations. There are also a few papers that discuss how GPUs

can be used to accelerate AMR algorithms [37, 33, 26, 9]. To the best of our knowledge, Wang

et al. [37] were the first to map an AMR solver to the GPU based on the Enzo hydrodynamics

code [35] in combination with a block-structured AMR. Here, a single Cartesian patch in the

grid hierarchy was the unit that is sent to the GPU for computing. Schive et al. [33] present a

GPU-accelerated code named “GAMER”, which is also an astrophysics simulator implemented

in CUDA. Here, the AMR implementation is based on an oct-tree hierarchy of grid patches,

in which each patch consists of eight by eight cells. The patches are copied to the GPU for

solving, and the results are copied back to the CPU again. However, by using asynchronous

memory copies and CUDA streams to solve patches at the same refinement level in parallel,

they alleviate some of the overhead connected with the data transfer between the CPU and the

GPU. Burstedde et al. [9] discuss a hybrid CPU–GPU version of their elastic wave propagation

code, dGea, in which the wave propagation solver runs on the GPU and the AMR operations

are executed on the CPU. CLAMR [26] is developed as a testbed for hybrid CPU-GPU codes

using MPI and OpenCL [17] for shallow-water simulations.

Existing AMR codes for the GPU tend to handle most of the AMR algorithm on the CPU

and only perform the stencil computations on a single or a group of Cartesian subgrids on

the GPU. This involves uploading and downloading large amounts of data, when it would be

much more efficient to keep the data on the GPU at all times. Herein, we therefore propose

to take the development one step further and move all computationally expensive parts of a

block-based AMR algorithm to the GPU 9. Our work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first

block-based AMR algorithm that has been fully implemented on the GPU, so that all simulation

data are kept in GPU memory at all times. Our work is also the first to extend the second-

order accurate Kurganov–Petrova scheme [18] to an AMR framework. Although the discussion

herein will focus on a specific high-resolution shallow-water solver, most of the choices made

in our implementation should be easily transferable to other numerical schemes, other modern

accelerators (such as the Intel Xeon Phi), and even other systems of hyperbolic conservation

laws.

2 Shallow-Water Simulations on the GPU
We have developed our AMR code based on an existing GPU-accelerated shallow-water simu-

lator [5, 8] that has been thoroughly tested, verified, and validated both on synthetic test cases

and against measured data. The simulator is written in C++ and CUDA [27] and has a clean and

simple API, which makes it possible to set up and execute a simulation using about 5–10 lines

of code. A brief overview of this simulator and its mathematical model will be given in this

section. For a complete description, we refer the reader to [8, 32, 31]. A set of best practices

for harnessing the power of GPUs for this type of simulation can be found in [7].

Mathematical Model

The shallow-water equations are derived by depth-averaging the Navier–Stokes equations. By

adding a bed shear-stress friction term to the standard shallow-water equations, we get the model

9It should be noted that some parts of the code, such as launching kernels on the GPU, is necessarily performed

on the CPU.
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used in our simulator. In two dimensions on differential form it can be written as:
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Here, h is the water depth and hu and hv are the discharges along the abscissa and ordinate,

respectively. Furthermore, g is the gravitational constant, B is the bottom topography measured

from a given datum, and Cz is the Chézy friction coefficient.

Our numerical scheme is based on the semi-discrete, second-order, central scheme by Kurganov

and Petrova [18], which has been extended to include physical friction terms [8]. The spatial

discretization of the scheme is well-balanced, positivity preserving, and handles wet-dry inter-

faces and discontinuous bottom topography. In semi-discrete form it can be written as:

dQij

dt
= Hf (Qij) +HB(Qij,∇B)− [

F (Qi+1/2,j)− F (Qi−1/2,j)
]− [

G(Qi,j+1/2)−G(Qi,j−1/2)
]

= Hf (Qij) +R(Q)ij.
(2)

Here, Qij is the vector of conserved variables averaged over the grid cell centered at (iΔx, jΔy),

HB is the bed slope source term, Hf is the bed-shear stress source term, and F and G represent

numerical fluxes along the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. The fluxes are calculated explic-

itly, based on one-sided point-values Qi±1/2,j and Qi,j±1/2 evaluated from a piecewise-linear

reconstruction from the cell averages with slopes limited by the nonlinear, generalized minmod

function [36, 22, 25, 34]. The bed-slope source term HB is also calculated explicitly, and the

discretization is designed carefully to ensure that the numerical fluxes exactly balance the bed-

slope source term for a lake at rest. Finally, to avoid numerical problems with dry states, the

scheme uses a mass-conservation equation formulated using water elevation rather than water

depth.

To evolve the solution in time, one can choose between the simple first-order, forward Eu-

ler method and a second-order, total-variation-diminishing Runge–Kutta method. The friction

source term, Hf , is discretized semi-implicitly, which gives rise to the following numerical

scheme for forward Euler time integration

Qk+1
ij =

(
Qk

ij +ΔtR(Qk)ij
)
/ (1 + Δtα) , (3)

in which Δt is the time-step size and α is the semi-implicit friction source term. The two steps

in the Runge–Kutta method are on the same form. For a detailed derivation of the numerical

scheme, we refer the reader to [18, 8].

Shallow-Water Simulations on Cartesian Grids

The execution model of the GPU is perfectly suited for working with structured grids since

the GPUs have been designed mainly to calculate the color values of regularly spaced pixels

covering the computer screen. Conceptually, we “replace” the screen with a computational

domain and the colored points by cells (see Figure 1). By structuring the computations so that

every cell can be solved independently, we can solve for all cells in parallel.
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Cell center F©
Cell corner G©

Stencil E©

B© Global ghost cells
A© Global domain

padding

D© Local ghost cells
C© Block

Figure 1: Domain decomposition and variable locations. The global domain is padded A©
to fit an integer number of CUDA blocks, and global ghost cells B© are used for boundary

conditions. Each block C© has local ghost cells D© that overlap with other blocks to satisfy the

data dependencies dictated by the stencil E©. Our data variables Q,R,HB, and Hf are given at

grid cell centers F©, and B is given at grid cell corners G©.

The shallow-water simulator uses four CUDA kernels to evolve the solution one time step:

1: while t < T do
2: for k=1:order do
3: Flux: reconstruct piecewise continuous solution, compute F , G, and HB(Qij,∇B),

4: and compute upper bound on wave speeds

5: if k==1 then
6: Max time step: use parallel reduction to find global limit on time step Δt

7: end if
8: Time integration: evolve solution forward in time

9: Boundary condition: update all global boundary conditions

10: end for
11: t = t+Δt

12: end while
The flux kernel is also responsible for finding an upper bound on the maximum speed of prop-

agation per CUDA block, which will be used to limit the time step according to the CFL con-

dition. After the flux kernel has determined an upper bound, the max time-step kernel finds

the global limiting factor using a parallel reduction [13]. In the boundary-conditions kernel,

each of the four global boundaries may use different boundary conditions. Executing all four

CUDA kernels once constitutes one full time step if we use forward Euler for time integration.

With second-order Runge–Kutta, all kernels are executed twice, except for the max time-step

kernel, which needs only be executed in the first substep. To enable maximal utilization of the

GPU accelerator, the simulation data are kept on the GPU at all times. Even when interactive

visualization is switched on, the simulation data are simply copied from CUDA memory space

to OpenGL memory space, never leaving GPU memory.

3 Adaptive Mesh Refinement
The simulator discussed in the following has two novel components: formulation of the Kurganov–

Petrova scheme in an AMR framework, and efficient implementation of this framework on a

GPU many-core system. In this section we will give algorithmic and implementation details,

focusing mainly on challenges related to the many-core GPU implementation. The basic AMR
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Grid 0 (� = 0)

Grid 2 (� = 1)

Grid 1 (� = 1) Grid 3 (� = 2)

(a) Logical grid layout for AMR.

Sim 0

Sim 1 Sim 2

Sim 3

� = 0

� = 1

� = 2

(b) Simulator hierarchy.

Figure 2: The AMR grid hierarchy with two levels of refinement and four grids in total, includ-

ing the root grid. Each grid node is connected to a separate simulator instance that internally

uses the domain decomposition shown in Figure 1.

data structure is a sequence of nested, logically rectangular meshes [2] on which balance law (1)

is discretized as in (2). There are two main strategies for local refinement: A cell-based strat-

egy will refine each cell based on a given refinement criteria, whereas a block-based strategy

will group cells together and refine collections of cells. We have chosen a block-based strat-

egy, which we will refer to as tile-based since we operate in two dimensions. The tile-based

approach has several advantages over the cell-based AMR and is, in particular, a good fit for the

GPU architecture with regards to cache locality and memory access patterns. It also fits nicely

with using ghost cells to handle boundary conditions. To reduce the overhead of the regridding

algorithm, one will typically want to extend the refinement area so that waves can propagate

for a few time steps before they reach the boundaries of a newly added patch. In other words,

padding of new refined areas is necessary, and this comes automatically when using tiles. An

advantage of using cell-based refinement is a finer granularity, but this can also be achieved

with tile-based refinement by adjusting the size of the tiles. The tiles could consist of as little

as one cell, and the tile size should be adjusted according to the necessary degree of granularity

and efficiency for each simulation scenario. It should also be noted that although the refinement

is tile-based, criteria for refining are enforced on the cell-level.

To explain the AMR algorithm, we first need to introduce the grid hierarchy (see Figure 2)

and establish some terms that will be used consistently for the rest of the paper. Each grid

is linked to an instance of the simulator presented in Section 2. For a standard simulation on

a single grid, we will have one simulator instance linked to one grid (see Figure 1). This is

referred to as the root grid in an AMR context, and the root grid is the only grid that covers

the full simulation domain. For a two-level AMR simulation, the root will also have a vector of

children, each of them covering some part of the domain with twice the resolution of the root

grid. For more than two levels this becomes recursive, so that all grids, except the root grid and

the grids with the highest resolution (leaf node grids), have one parent grid, and one or more

children.

In addition to the tree of simulation grids, there are two main components to the AMR algo-

rithm: the time integration and the regridding. The time integration evolves the solution in time

on the parent grid, sets the boundary cells, and initiates the time integration on all descendants
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Figure 3: Different time-step sizes Δt�i for grids at different refinement levels �. Global time

synchronization occurs after every root time step. This means that the simulation time at root

level after time step Δt00 will be identical to the simulation time at refinement level 1 after time

step Δt11, and simulation time on refinement level 2 after time step Δt23, and so on. Notice that

the time-step sizes in the same refinement level are slightly different due to the CFL condition.

of the current simulator instance. The regridding process, on the other hand, adaptively creates

and destroys children recursively based on the chosen refinement criteria.

Time integration

The time-integration function evolves the solution on the current grid up to the current time t

on the parent grid. In doing so, the last time step must often be reduced to reach t exactly (see

Figure 3). No grid on refinement level � can be integrated in time before all grids on levels

0, 1, ..., � − 1 are at least one time step ahead of level �. Except for this restriction, every grid

may be integrated in parallel, independently of all other grids. The time-step size is computed

independently on each child grid to ensure optimal computational efficiency for the update on

each subgrid. That is, subgrids containing slowly propagating waves can be updated using

larger time steps than subgrids on the same level that contain fast waves. The resulting AMR

time integration can be outlined in five steps (starting with � = 0):

1. Take one time step of length Δt� on the grid(s) at level �.

2. Determine ghost-cell values on level � + 1 grids: Values at time t are known from last

time the grid was updated and values at time t + Δt� can be reconstructed from the

most recent solution on the parent grid. (For spatial interpolation, we reconstruct values

in the same way as for calculating the numerical fluxes.) Values at intermediate times

t +Δt�+1
0 , t +Δt�+1

0 +Δt�+1
1 , . . . are computed using linear time interpolation between

the known values at time t and t+Δt�. See also Figure 3.

3. Perform time integration on all level �+1 grids to bring these grids up to the current time

on the level � grid by running this time integration algorithm recursively.

4. For any grid cell at level � that is covered by a level �+1 grid, replace the solution in this

cell by an average of the values from the cells in the level �+ 1 grid that covers this cell.
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1© Reset AMR data 2© Init boundary

3© Flux calculation 4© Max time step 5© Time integration 6© Boundary conditions
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Figure 4: Conceptual overview of all CUDA kernels used to evolve the solution from time tpi−1

to tpi . In the pre-step stage, function 1© resets all AMR data for the local solve and sets the

boundary values for the start of the current time-step series at time tpi−1 to the boundary values

used at the end of the previous time-step series. Kernel 2© computes the boundary values to be

used at the end of the current time-step series using the solution from the parent grid at time

tpi . In the first substep, kernel 3© calculates F , G, and HB , kernel 4© finds the maximum Δtc,
kernel 5© calculates α and Qk+1, and kernel 6© enforces boundary conditions on Qk+1. For all

other than the root grid, the boundary values are a linear interpolation between the reconstructed

solutions on the parent grid at times tpi−1 and tpi . Last, kernel 7© replaces the parent solution

by the child solution where they overlap, while kernel 8© maintains conservation of mass. As

indicated in the figure, Substeps 1 and 2 are repeated until the solution on the current grid has

been advanced to the same time level tc = tpi as the parent grid.

5. Adjust the values in cells that interface a different grid to maintain conservation of mass.

Figure 4 illustrates one simulation cycle for one grid using this algorithm. Here, function 1©
represents a reset of AMR data before a new cycle of time steps, while kernels 2© to 8© represent

one CUDA kernel each. We will go through each step, with emphasis on what is special for

AMR. A thorough explanation of kernels 3©– 6© for non-AMR simulations can be found in [8].

Before a simulator instance can start updating its grid, the solution on all parent grids must

be one time step ahead. That is, for all simulator instances that do not hold the root grid we can

assume that there is a coarser solution available from the end-time tpi at the parent grid that can

be used to interpolate boundary conditions on the child grid. To prepare for the next time steps

on the child grid, the reset AMR data function (function 1©) resets the accumulated fluxes across

the child-parent interface and the accumulated time-step sizes to zero. The pointers to the two

arrays containing initial and end-time boundary values are swapped so that the solution at the

end of the last computed step on the parent grid (at time tpi−1) becomes the initial solution for

the sequence of time steps on the current child grid. The array holding boundary data at time

tpi is set in the init-boundaries kernel (kernel 6©) by reconstructing the parent solution from

time tpi and then evaluating the point values at the center points of the child boundary cells (see

Figure 5a). For the root grid, the boundary data are obtained from the boundary conditions of

the problem.

Once the data structures holding boundary data is properly set, we can evolve all children to

time tc = tpi : Kernels 3© to 6© in the two Runge–Kutta substeps are oblivious to the AMR grid
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(a) Kernel 2©: 1D min-

mod reconstruction.

(b) Kernel 7©: Averaging from level � to level

�− 1 in 1D.

Figure 5: Visualization of the calculations done by the init-boundaries kernel (a) and the down-

sample kernel (b). The black dots are input, the encircled black dots are output, and the black

lines are the reconstructed surface.

hierarchy and treat each grid as if it were a single-grid simulation, with only minor adaptations

for AMR. Kernel 3©, flux-calculation, uses a standard quadrature rule to compute the fluxes

across all cell faces. In each quadrature point, a numerical flux function is used to determine

the interface flux from one-sided point values reconstructed from cell averages in neighboring

cells. The contributions from all quadrature points are accumulated and the result is multiplied

with the correct weight in the Runge–Kutta integration10. This kernel also finds the limiting

factor for the time-step size per CUDA block. Kernel 4©, max time step, then reduces the

per-block limiting factor to a global value, and computes the maximum time step based on

the CFL-condition of the system. This time step is then added to the accumulated time tc

for the current child grid. Then, kernel 5©, time integration, advances the solution in time

and accumulates the fluxes going across the interface to the parent grid, multiplied with the

time-step size. On the root grid, kernel 6©, boundary condition, works as normal, executing

the prescribed boundary condition for the domain. For all other grids, this kernel interpolates

linearly between the two arrays containing boundary data prepared from the parent solution as

described above, using the accumulated time as the input variable. If Euler time integration is

used, the second substep is simply omitted, and in kernel 3© we do not multiply the fluxes with

0.5. The time-integration process is repeated until tc = tpi (see Figures 3 and 4). Now, the new

solution must be communicated back to the parent grid. In kernel 7©, downsample, the solution

in the child grid is averaged down to the resolution of the parent grid (see Figure 5b) and used

to replace the solution in the parent grid where this grid overlaps with the child grid.

The flux-correction kernels in 8© finally ensure conservation of mass by modifying the val-

ues of cells interfacing a different grid. For grids at the same refinement level, the flux correction

computes the corrected flux across a shared interface using

Fcorr(Qi+1/2,j) =
1

2Δt

(∑
ΔtLF (QL

i+1/2,j) +
∑

ΔtRF (QR
i+1/2,j)

)
,

Δt =
∑

ΔtL =
∑

ΔtR.

10Here, we use a midpoint integration rule, central-upwind numerical flux, and a piecewise-linear reconstruction

with slopes limited by a generalized minmod function, see [18] for details. The weight is 0.5 for both steps of the

particular stability-preserving, second-order Runge–Kutta scheme used herein. If other schemes are used, this

weight must be altered accordingly.
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Here, variables with superscript L and R denote that the variable is taken from the left- and

right-hand side of the interface, respectively. The sums represent the accumulated fluxes com-

puted on each side of the interface, weighted with their respective time-step sizes, and the

corrected flux is then used to adjust the variables in the adjacent cells. For an interface between

a parent and a child grid, on the other hand, we assume that the flux computed on the child grid

is the most correct. We therefore correct the flux only in the parent grid using

Fcorr(Qi+1/2,j) =
1

Δt

∑(
ΔtcF (Qc

i+1/2,j) + ΔtcF (Qc
i+1/2,j+1)

)
,

in which superscript c denotes the child grid. The sums represent the accumulated fluxes for

the two cells in the child grid that interface with a single cell in the parent grid. (Note that we

have to take into account the difference in grid cell size between the child and parent grid when

computing the corrected flux.)

Regridding

The regridding process is performed after a given number of time steps on every grid from

the root grid to a prescribed refinement level. The time intervals and grid depth should be set

according to the problem type (dam break, river flood, tsunami, etc.) and refinement criteria.

We do not perform refinement on a cell-per-cell basis, but rather we consider tiles of 32 × 32

cells. Tile size may be adjusted to better suit the problem type and domain size. The process

starts by running the refinement-check kernel that checks all cells in each tile against the given

refinement criteria. After a shared-memory reduction, using 32× 4 CUDA threads per tile, the

kernel outputs the number of cells that fulfilled the refinement criteria per tile to the refinement
map. This makes it possible to demand that a certain fraction of the cells must fulfill the refine-

ment criteria before a tile is refined. Setting this number low gives better accuracy, but lower

efficiency, and vice versa. All new child grids have twice the resolution of the parent grid.

Determining the coordinates of new child grids is the only part of the algorithm performed

on the CPU. First, we download the refinement map, which contains one value per tile. Using

the vector of existing child grids, we mask out every tile already overlaid with a child grid in the

refinement map to avoid generating new grids that include already refined tiles. Nevertheless,

we may end up with overlapping grids in some cases, and this needs to be handled after we

have made the proposed bounding boxes for new child grids. The new bounding boxes are

checked against existing bounding boxes, and any overlap is categorized as one of nine different

configurations. The first eight are handled as shown in Figure 6, and the ninth corresponds

to complete overlap. It should be noted that this step constitutes a negligible portion of the

runtime, and though it is possible to implement on the GPU, it is better suited to the serial

execution model of the CPU. The refinement map is also used to remove child grids that are no

longer required. Since the physical quantities have already been averaged onto the parent grid

by the downsample kernel, the child grid can simply be removed and the simulator instance

deactivated without sideeffects. It should also be straight forward, though not yet implemented,

to include the double-tolerance adaptive strategy proposed recently [21], which aims to optimize

the overall numerical efficiency by reducing the number of child grids whilst preserving the

quality of the numerical solution.

To initialize a new child grid, we copy and edit the initialization parameters of the parent
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Figure 6: Showing eight different overlapping configurations and how they are treated. For

all configurations, the middle bounding box is the existing one. The dotted lines show how

new proposed bounding boxes are repartitioned and the overlapping part, marked with ’X’, is

discarded.

grid; grid size (Δx, Δy), current simulation time, and all four boundary conditions are set to

their correct values. All initial conditions (i.e., the physical variables and bathymetry) remain

unset, so no data is uploaded to the GPU when the new child-grid simulator instance is con-

structed. Each new simulator instance also creates its own CUDA stream to enable concurrent

execution of grids. The bathymetry can be initialized using texture memory, enabling the use

of efficient hardware interpolation. The initial conditions are reconstructed from previous cell-

averaged values using the generalized minmod limiter, and the array with initial boundary data

is filled by running the init-boundary kernel described earlier11. In the case of complete overlap

of existing subgrids, the solutions from the existing subgrids are simply copied into the new

child grid. Last, we update the neighborhood information for the new simulator instance with

any abutting grids at the same refinement level and add it to the vector of children.

To have proper nesting, Berger and Colella [2] require that a child grid starts and ends at the

corner of a cell in the parent grid, and that there must be at least one level � − 1 cell in some

level �− 1 grid separating a grid cell at level � from a cell at level �− 2 in the north, east, south,

and west directions, unless the cell abuts the physical boundary of the domain. These minimum

requirements also apply in our GPU code. In addition, we require that no interface between a

parent and a child grid, or two child grids at the same refinement level, crosses each other, and

on the root grid (� = 0), we require three cells between the global domain boundary and all

level � > 0 grids. Without a three-cell margin, one of the steps (parent-child flux correction) of

the AMR algorithm interferes with the global wall boundary condition. This last requirement is

not imposed by the numerical scheme, but is an assumption introduced to simplify the current

implementation of global boundary conditions that should be removed when the simulator is

moved beyond its current prototype stage.

Optimizations

It is well known that a key challenge of executing an AMR simulation is to ensure proper load

balancing when work is distributed unevenly among processors. In our work, we have not

addressed scheduling, as this is automatically handled by the underlying CUDA runtime and

11Only the array containing boundary values for the end of the time-step series is filled in the initialization. The

boundary values for the start of the time-step series is simply set to be the end-values from the previous time-step

series.
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driver. However, in the next section we report the result of several numerical experiments we

have conducted to assess the overhead of our approach. In the rest of the section, we instead

focus on other types of optimizations that can improve the computational efficiency.

As we have seen, each grid except the root grid depends on its parent to supply the necessary

boundary conditions. If we consider Figure 2, this means each grid only depends on its parent

grid to complete one time step before its solution can be evolved up to the same time as its

parent. Furthermore, this means that we may run simulations on all grids simultaneously, as

long as this one dependency if fulfilled. This task parallelism is handled by using streams and

events in CUDA. Each simulator instance has its own stream, in which kernels and memory

transfers are issued and executed in order. The synchronization with other simulators is done

by issuing events. This synchronization is implemented in the main AMR step function:

1: while getCurrentT ime() < parent_time do
2: regrid();

3: step(parent_time);

4: cudaEventRecord(main_step_complete, stream);

5: stepChildGrids();

6: end while
assuming that ’parent_time’ is passed as an argument from the parent grid. In the code above,

regrid() checks the current grid hierarchy, and performs regridding based on the current

simulation settings of refinement criteria, regridding frequency, etc. After the step(...)-

function the grid associated with the current simulator instance is advanced in time, and its

child grids can then be treated next. If the current grid is the root grid, we only perform one

time step. For all other grids than the root grid, we do time stepping until the grid has reached

the same advanced time as its parent grid. In the last case, the child grids of the current grid

need to be updated between each time step. The integration of child grids also requires similar

synchronization:

1: function STEPCHILDGRIDS

2: for 1 → number_of_child_grids do
3: cudaStreamWaitEvent(child_grids[i]->stream, main_step_complete);

4: ...

5: // calling the main AMR step function

6: child_grids[i]->step(getCurrentTime());

7: ...

8: cudaEventRecord(child_grids[i]->child_steps_complete, child_grids[i]->stream);

9: cudaStreamWaitEvent(stream, child_grids[i]->child_steps_complete);

10: ...

11: end for
12: end function
Moreover, it is necessary with additional synchronization within each simulation as described

above.

To avoid unnecessary computations it is possible to exit early in dry cells, since the solution

will remain constant throughout the whole time step unless the cell is neighbor to a wet cell [8].

Likewise, one can reduce the memory footprint if data values are not stored before they actually
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contribute in the simulation using a sparse-domain algorithm [31]. These code optimizations

have not been included in the AMR implementation, and hence all performance results report

the time it takes to simulate every cell in the domain. Some minor adaptations have been made

to the simulator described in [8], the most noteworthy being the switch from saving the sum of

net fluxes and source term as a vector R(Q)ij (see (2)), to saving them separately and postponing

the computation of R(Q)ij to the time integration kernel.

Because each child grid has twice the resolution of its parent, one should in principle use

two time steps on the child grid for each time step on the parent grid. However, since the maxi-

mum time step allowed by the CFL condition is computed for each time step, and estimates of

maximum eigenvalues (local wave-propagation speed) tend to increase with increasing resolu-

tion, the allowed step sizes tend to decrease with increasing refinement level. Because we need

to synchronize the time between grids at different refinement levels (see Figure 3), we limit the

size of the last time step so that all grids at level � + 1 will exactly hit the current time of level

� after some number of time steps. Sometimes this leads to very small last time steps. This

is unfortunate since very small time steps cost exactly the same as larger time steps, without

significantly advancing the solution in time. By reducing the CFL target a few percent below its

maximum allowed value, we are able to avoid many of these small time steps, and thus increase

the efficiency of the overall scheme (see Results 4).

A feature called dynamic parallelism has been introduced in the most recent versions of

CUDA GPUs. Dynamic parallelism enables a kernel running on the GPU to launch further ker-

nels on the GPU without any CPU involvement, thereby improving performance. One proposed

use of dynamic parallelism has been AMR [16], as it enables the GPU to adaptively refine the

simulation domain. In cell-based AMR codes, the construction and deletion of grids is highly

dynamic, and will therefore benefit greatly from dynamic parallelism. However, our simulator

is tile-based, and the overhead connected with the regridding process is already only a small

fraction of the run time. The impact of using dynamic parallelism will therefore be negligible,

and restrict the simulator to only execute on the most up-to-date CUDA GPUs.

4 Results
How to best report the performance and accuracy of a tile-based AMR code is not self-evident.

There are many parameters to consider, e.g., refinement criteria, tile size, minimum child grid

size, regridding frequency, and maximum levels of refinement. We have constructed eight tests

and examples, and the results will be presented in separate sections below.

Our results show that the time integration consumes the majority of the computational time

and the time spent on refinement checks and regridding is negligible. The time integration is

made up of four kernels, some of them very computationally intensive. The refinement check,

on the other hand, is a single, relatively simple kernel and is generally not performed every

time step, typically only every 50th or 100th time step. Likewise, the regridding procedure is

typically performed on a very small fraction of the global domain. This means that whereas

the choice of refinement and regridding parameters will significantly impact the accuracy of the

simulation, the hardware utilization of the AMR algorithm will not depend on whether patches

are introduced adaptively or statically. Hence, all tests, except those noted, have been run on a

statically refined grid with a tile-size of 32× 32 cells (measured in the parent grid).

We have run the simulator with both first-order forward Euler time integration and second-
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Figure 7: The SWASHES test setup. The dotted lines indicate the bump in the bathymetry.

order Runge–Kutta integration. The Runge–Kutta time integration will give overall better hard-

ware utilization and hence improve results on the efficiency tests as we get a higher compute-

to-“AMR-overhead” ratio. Friction terms are neglected for simplicity, unless stated otherwise

in the description. The performance tests were run on a node with an Intel i7 3930k CPU @

3.2 GHz, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 8, and a GeForce 780 GTX graphics card using CUDA

5.5. All other tests were run on a node with an Intel i7 2657M CPU @ 1.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM,

64-bit Linux, and a GeForce GT 540M graphics card using CUDA 5. All simulations are run

using single-precision arithmetic.

Verification

In this test, we will use an analytic solution to verify the accuracy of the original simulator and

its new AMR version with different levels of refinement. To this end, we will use the SWASHES

code [11] to compute a steady-state reference solution for a transcritical flow with a shock over

a bathymetry with a single bump [12]. The domain, as depicted in Figure 7, is 25 m × 20 m

with a bathymetry given by:

B(x) =

{
0.2− 0.05(x− 10)2, if 8 m < x < 12 m,

0, else.
(4)

For the AMR code, a new bathymetry is generated for each refinement level to avoid introducing

errors due to interpolation or extrapolation. Water elevation is initially set to 0.33 m. Wall

boundary conditions are imposed at y = 0 m and y = 20 m. At x = 0 m we have an inflow

boundary with a fixed discharge of 0.18 m2/s in the positive x-direction and at x = 25 m

we have an outflow boundary with a fixed water elevation at 0.33 m. All simulations are run

using first-order Euler time integration until they reach steady state. The AMR algorithm will

generate small fluxes in the y-direction across interfaces between grids at different refinement

levels, and hence longer simulation times are required before the steady state is reached. Since

the SWASHES reference solution is in 1D, we extract an 1D solution from our 2D solution,

which is simply a line going through the middle of the domain in the x-direction. From the

results, shown in Figure 8, we see that the AMR simulator captures the shock with increasing
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(a) Solution in the full simulation domain. (b) Solution zoomed in around the shock.

(c) Difference between reference and AMR

simulation.

(d) Difference between reference and single-

grid simulations.

Figure 8: Single-grid simulation and simulations with AMR using up-to two levels of refine-

ment. Every fifth grid point is marked in the full simulation domain solution. The analytic

reference solution has been generated using the SWASHES library [11]. Notice that the no-

AMR and AMR results match up closely, with an error between 10−2 and 10−6 in the AMR

results. The largest discrepancies are located at the shock itself, and at the bump covered by the

level one AMR grid (which has half the resolution of the no-AMR simulation).

accuracy for each level of refinement. Furthermore, the AMR solution, in which we only refine

a small area around the shock, is almost identical to the global refinement solution of matching

resolution.

Using the same setup, we now compare the computational time for the original simulator

and the AMR simulator, with resolution set so that the child grids with highest resolution in the

AMR simulation runs have the same resolution as the grid in the no-AMR simulation runs, in

which 300 × 240 cells are used. The level-1 child grid is offset by three cells from the x = 0

m boundary, and the level-2 child grid is offset two cells from the boundary of the first child

grid. To make the comparison fair, we fit as many tiles as possible into each of the two levels of

child grids in the y-direction. In the x-direction, the grid with the highest resolution is just wide

enough to capture the bump and the shock, and its parent grid is just wide enough to contain

it. All test runs reach steady state. Results are shown in Figure 9. The AMR simulations are

clearly faster than the original simulator, and the discrepancy is increasing. This is caused by
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Figure 9: Comparison of wall-clock time for simulation runs with and without AMR. All test

runs have been normalized with regards to the single slowest run. The AMR code is over three

times faster for larger domain sizes.
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Figure 10: Dam break setups used in the tests: The left figure shows a cross-section of the

domain (which is 80 m along the intersected dimension), and the right figure shows a top-

view of the domain. The dotted lines indicate the location of the dams that are instantaneously

removed at simulation start.

the increasing ratio of cells outside the area of interest (the shock) over the total number of grid

cells.

Considering both accuracy and efficiency, we have shown that the AMR-simulation gives

the same results for less computation, and several times faster (3.4 times for the highest reso-

lution). In this test, the domain size has been constant at 20 m × 25 m, and the resolution has

been variable. For cases where the area of interest is of fixed size, but the rest of the domain

is increased, e.g., if the area of interest is far away from the event origin, the use of AMR will

have an even bigger impact on simulation efficiency.

Child grid overhead

Maintaining several simulator instances to represent different subgrid patches may represent a

significant computational overhead that may potentially slow down the simulation. In this test,

we will therefore measure the added overhead in time stepping connected with an increasing
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Figure 11: Total time stepping overhead connected with an increasing number of added child

grids. For the abutting test runs, each new child grid is added next to the last added child grid so

that the two grids interface each other along one full edge. All test runs have been normalized

with regards to the single fastest run.

number of child grids. More specifically, we measure the performance in terms of cell updates

per second, increase the number of child grids for each test run, and normalize with regards to

the single fastest run. To this end, we consider a rectangular domain represented on a root grid

with 4096 × 512 cells. Initial water elevation is set to 11 m in the left half of the domain and

10 m in the right half (see Figure 10a). Wall boundary conditions are used and all tests are run

for two minutes of wall-clock time using first-order Euler time integration. The first series of

test runs is performed with abutting child grids, centered in the domain, consisting of 256 ×
256 cells (measured in the root grid) laid out so that each new child grid interfaces with the

previously added child grid along one full edge. The second set of test runs is performed with

a two-cell margin in the root grid between child grids. Results are shown in Figure 11. The

difference between the two setups is negligible, showing that the flux correction between neigh-

boring children is efficient. For a total of 15 subgrids, the performance drops to roughly 93%

of peak. Kepler-generation GPUs [28] from NVIDIA contain new features for more efficient

execution of concurrent kernels, which should decrease this overhead even more.

This test clearly shows that a strategy for minimizing the number of child grids on each level

of refinement is important. The current prototype uses a relatively simple strategy for merging

neighboring subgrid patches. However, since this is the only operation that is performed on the

CPU and it is well separated from the rest of the simulator code, one can easily substitute it by

more advanced methods that can be found in generic grid generators. Note that it is the total

overhead during time stepping (refinement check is not performed) that is measured in this test.

Child grid initialization cost is addressed in the next section.

Child grid initialization cost

While the previous test measured the total overhead connected with child grids, this test mea-

sures only the initialization cost. We use a global domain of 100 m × 100 m and a root grid of

1024 × 1024 cells. Initial conditions are a circular dam break in the center of the domain with a

radius of 10 m, in which the water elevation is set to 1.0 m, and 0.1 m in the rest of the domain

(see Figure 10b). Wall boundary conditions are used and we simulate the wave propagation of

the dam break using first-order Euler time integration. The wave does not reach the domain
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Figure 12: The cost of child grid initialization given in percentage of total run time. This is

connected with the total number of added subgrids, shown as the dashed line.

boundaries, thus new child grids are added throughout the simulation run. Refinement check is

performed every 50th time step, the minimum child grid size is set to three tiles, and all cells in

which |u|+ |v| > 1.0× 10−4 are flagged for refinement. Results are shown in Figure 12.

It is clear from the results that the subgrid initialization cost is low. After close to 100

subgrids have been added, the accumulated subgrid initialization time still constitutes only 0.3%

of the total run time. Furthermore, we see that the refinement check kernel is fast, and that the

inherently serial overlap testing performed by the CPU constitutes the bulk time usage. The

accumulated subgrid initialization time is steadily increasing due to the initial conditions of

the particular problem we are simulating; as the radius of the circular wave is increasing, the

number of new added subgrids per refinement check is also increasing.

Efficiency

In this test, we compare the efficiency of the original simulator with different simulations with

the AMR simulator using a single child grid covering a varying area of the global 100 m ×
100 m domain. The global domain is the same as used in the previous test (see Figure 10b).

Initial conditions are a circular dam break in the center of the domain with a radius of 10 m, in

which the water elevation is set to 1.0 m, and 0.1 m in the rest of the domain. Wall boundary

conditions are used and we simulate the wave propagation of the dam break up to time ten

seconds using first-order Euler time integration. Results are shown in Figure 13. As expected,

the efficiency of the hardware utilization increases as an increasing percentage of the domain is

covered by the child grid. Likewise, increasing the number of cells in the root grid improves

the performance and eventually leads to full utilization of the computing potential of the GPU.

From this test we conclude that the overhead associated with a single child grid is small (max

5% for one million cells or more) and diminishing as the child grid covers an increasing portion

of the root grid and as the number of total cells increases.

For the first of the 39%-coverage runs we have compared the total mass of the initial condi-

tions with the total mass after 10 seconds (389 simulation steps on the root grid) of simulation.

The relative change in total mass is less than 10−6. For more details on the mass conservation

properties of the original numerical scheme, see [5].
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Figure 13: Comparison between single-grid simulation and AMR simulations using a single

child grid covering a varying fraction of the global domain. All test runs have been normalized

with regards to the single fastest run. There is an overhead connected with using AMR, but the

overhead becomes negligible for larger domain sizes.

Shock tracking

In this test, we will demonstrate that the regridding algorithm is capable of tracking propagating

waves. We mark all cells in which max (|hi+1,j − hi,j|, |hi,j+1 − hi,j|) > 0.1 m for refinement,

in which hi,j is the average water depth in the grid cell centered at (iΔx, jΔy). The domain is

as in the previous test (see Figure 10b). Initial conditions are a circular dam break in the center

of the domain with a radius of 10 m, in which the water elevation is set to 1.0 m, and 0.1 m in

the rest of the domain. The root grid is 512× 512 cells, a refinement check is performed every

10th time step, and the minimum child grid size is set to one tile to accurately track the shock.

The test is run using second-order accurate Runge–Kutta time integration until it reaches seven

seconds simulation time.

Figure 14 shows a comparison between single-grid simulations and AMR simulations using

different grid resolutions. In both cases, we see that the solutions converge toward the front-

tracking reference solution as the grid resolution is increased. Furthermore, the use of AMR

clearly improves the accuracy of the solution, also on the root grid.

Figure 15a shows that the refinement closely follows the leading shock. The adept reader

will notice that there are visible anomalies in the solution. These anomalies are caused by the

initialization of new child domains. By initializing a child grid over an existing shock, the

inevitable interpolation errors are severely magnified at the location of the shock, which leaves

a “ghost” impression of the shock in the solution. These errors are alleviated by simply making

sure that child domains are initialized in smooth parts of the solution, thereby minimizing the

interpolation errors. One example of this strategy is illustrated in Figure 15b, in which the

anomalies are reduced dramatically. Both of these simulations have a large number of child

grids. The number of child grids can be dramatically reduced, however, by simply combining

multiple neighboring child grids.

Next, we investigate the radial symmetry of the AMR simulator. Figure 16 shows the radial

symmetry seven seconds into the simulation. We can see that the single-grid simulation with

5122 cells, as expected, is more smeared than the reference solution, especially close to the

sharp shock. The 10242 single-grid simulation, on the other hand, captures the shock much
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(a) No AMR. (b) AMR.

Figure 14: Cross section plot of water elevation values (m) as a function of radius (m) from the

center of the circular dam after seven seconds of simulation time. Single-grid simulations and

AMR simulations for different grid resolutions are compared. The AMR solutions are given

in the root grid resolution. The reference solution is provided by a high-resolution (5000 grid

cells) radial simulation using a front-tracking code [14] with double precision.

better. In both simulations, however, we see that there is a slight radial dissymmetry, shown

by the vertical spread of the points. When we then go to the AMR simulations, we see that

these simulations have a larger radial dissymmetry. This is as expected, as selectively refining

parts of the domain will inevitably reduce the radial symmetry. For the simulation in which the

child domains are initialized on the shock, however, there is a large non-physical dissymmetry

(clearly visible approximately 25 meters from the center of the domain). When we initialize

child domains before the shock arrives, however, these anomalies disappear. Even though there

still is a larger radial dissymmetry than for the non-AMR simulations, we also see that the shock

is captured with the resolution of the high-resolution single-grid simulation.

We have also run this test without flux correction (both parent-child and child-child) and

with a fixed time-step size in an attempt to reduce the radial dissymmetry even more. How-

ever, the results from these test runs showed no significant difference from the AMR-run with

padding. After ten seconds of simulation time, the AMR shock-tracking without padding is

over 2.2 times faster than using the highest resolution for the whole domain, at the expense of a

few minor artifacts in the solution.

Optimization: Effect of reducing Δt

In this test, we will investigate the effect of reducing the time-step size on a parent grid to

avoid very small time steps on its children. The computational setup is as in the previous test

(see Figure 10b). One child grid covering 25% of the root grid is used, and the shock never

travels out of this child grid during the simulation runs, which are run up to time one second

using second-order Runge–Kutta time integration. Different factors for limiting Δt, so that the

Courant number stays below its maximal value, have been tested. A representative subset of

the tested factors are shown in Figure 17. Considering that the areas of the solution with the

highest velocities typically are the same areas one wants to refine, these results are promising.

However, we have only tested using one level of refinement, and it is not trivial to implement

this strategy for more than one level of refinement. This optimization is also highly problem
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(a) Without padding. (b) With padding.

Figure 15: Emulated Schlieren visualization is used to demonstrate how the refinement follows

the shock, enabling a more accurate capturing. Both figures are after seven seconds of simu-

lation time, and the root grid resolution is 512 × 512 cells. Notice the ripples in the solution

without padding, which have been significantly reduced when padding is added.

dependent, and further investigation should try to define some factor or range of factors that is

proven viable in a broader selection of test setups.

Although further investigation is necessary, some preliminary conclusions can be made.

We see that a domain of a certain size (more than 65 000 cells in this example) is necessary

before the Δt-limiting produces stable results, and that the stability of the optimization also

seems dependent on the size of the limiting factor. The optimal size of the limiting factor

would be such that the last very small step on the child grid is completely eliminated, but no

larger. Considering that all time-step sizes are varying throughout the simulation, and that some

child time-step series will not even have a very small last time step, this is a challenging task

to accomplish. It seems likely that this needs to be an auto-tuned parameter, adjusted after a

certain number of time steps, analog to the early-exit parameter discussed in [8].

Malpasset dam break

In a previous publication [8], we demonstrated that the non-AMR version of the simulator was

capable of accurately simulating the first 4000 seconds of the Malpasset dam break in southern

France. In this example, we will use this example to demonstrate that the AMR code is able

to cope with such realistic real-world scenarios including complex bathymetry, bed shear-stress

friction, and high velocities. For this particular example, increasing the resolution locally will

not necessarily lead to more accurate predictions: there is already a high level of uncertainty in

the bathymetry, and using the resolution of the mesh that is already available (which has been

manually reconstructed from maps) gives simulation results that are close to the measured high

water levels and front arrival times. Instead, the purpose is to demonstrate that the AMR method

correctly adapts the resolution by adding new child grids to follow the advancing flood wave as

it passes through the complex bathymetry.
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(a) No AMR. Resolution of 5122. (b) No AMR. Resolution of 10242.

(c) AMR without padding of new child

grids.

(d) AMR with padding of new child grids.

Figure 16: Scatter plot of water elevation values (m) as a function of radius (m) from the

center of the circular dam after seven seconds of simulation time. The dotted line is a high-

resolution reference solution [14], taken through the center of the circular dam, and the dots are

the simulation results for each of the different runs. Notice that both AMR simulations capture

the shock position accurately and that padding reduces the loss of radial symmetry.

Figure 17: Comparison of wall-clock time for simulation runs with and without limit on root

Δt. All time values represent the best performance of five consecutive runs, and are normalized

with respect to the simulation run without limit on Δt for each domain size.
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Figure 18: Visualization of water velocity in the 1959 Malpasset dam break case. Child grids

are added dynamically to cover the flood as it progresses.

The lower part of Figure 18 shows the simulation when the flooding has reached the city of

Fréjus, and as we can see, the child grids completely cover the flood. To ensure refinement once

water enters dry areas, we flag cells for refinement when the water level exceeds 1 × 10−4 m.

Initially, the water is contained in the dam visible in the upper child grid, wall boundaries are

used, the Manning friction coefficient is set to 0.033, and second-order accurate Runge–Kutta

time integration is used. A refinement check is performed every 50th time step, the minimum

child grid size is set to three tiles, and one level of refinement is used. The speedup varies

throughout the simulation run, but never drops below 2.7. If we let the simulation run to time 20

minutes, the AMR solver runs four times faster than the original simulator. After 30 minutes,

a quite large fraction of the global domain has been covered by child grids (as depicted in

Figure 18), and the speedup has dropped to 3.6 times.

Improved spatial resolution

For many real-world cases, e.g., tsunamis and storm surges, one is interested in following the

incoming waves on a hierarchy of scales, from the open ocean to the coastland and connected

river systems, swamplands, etc. In such cases, it would be too computationally demanding

to compute the long-range wave propagation out at sea with the fine resolution required to

provide accurate prediction of what happens when the waves hit the coastline. Use of AMR

is one possible solution to this problem. By increasing spatial resolution locally, the simulator

is able to capture more details in both the bathymetry and the conserved quantities in areas of
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(a) Without AMR. (b) With AMR.

Figure 19: The figure represents a small section of a much larger domain. AMR is used to

increase resolution in parts of the domain that hold a subgrid feature representing a narrow

breakwater. The breakwater structure cannot be represented at the root grid resolution without

AMR, which leads to erroneous simulation results. The subgrid, indicated by the red rectangle,

covers 32 × 32 cells in the root grid.

particular interest, and at the same time preserve the interaction between local and global wave

phenomena in a better and more efficient way than if the two were computed using different

models or simulations.

To illustrate this point, we consider the prediction of the local wave pattern around a narrow

breakwater whose width straddles the resolution of the model used to predict the incoming

waves from the surrounding ocean. That is, we consider the waves inside a small 250 m ×
200 m region that represents a small area of a much larger coastline area. The breakwater is

represented as a bump in the bathymetry and generated procedurally. The central part narrows

to one meter, and is therefore a subgrid feature in the 64 × 64 cell coarse grid. For the AMR

simulation, we use one child grid covering 32 × 32 cells of the root grid, offset by 16 cells from

the global boundary in both spatial dimensions.

As we can see in Figure 19, because of insufficient resolution, the original simulator fails

to properly model the narrow portion of the breakwater. In the AMR simulation, however, the

narrow part is present, and dramatically changes the solution.

5 Conclusions
In this article, we have implemented a tile-based AMR algorithm using a well-balanced, high-

resolution finite-volume scheme so that it runs fully on a GPU. The resulting simulator con-

serves mass and has simple shock-tracking capability. The AMR implementation has been

thoroughly tested and verified using analytical solutions, synthetic dam breaks, and real data

from the Malpasset dam break. The results show that the code has excellent hardware utiliza-

tion and that the accuracy on the child grids with the highest resolution (herein, we use at most

three levels in total) is close to what would be obtained on a grid with full global refinement.

The simulator has been carefully designed using modern software principles so that the code
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should be easy to use and understand and that simulations should be fast to setup and run.
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